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ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE

FROM PLOW-BOY TO PARSIFAL
MIXING MUSIC WITH BRAINS
HENRY T. FINCK

THE HARDEST THINGS TO MASTER
WILHELM BACHAUS

EVERYBODY CAN READ AT SIGHT
J. W. EDWARDS

Theo. Presser Co., Publishers
Philadelphia, Pa.
Price 25 Cents
$2.00 a Year
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CHICAGO’S

teachers

FOREMOST

SCHOOL

OF

MUSIC

RICHARD HAGEMAN

37th Session Commences September 11, 1922

Master Violin Instructor of the World

Noted Coach and Accompanist
Formerly Conductor Metropolitan Opera

PERCY GRAINGER

CLARENCE EDDY

Offers superior courses in all branches of music and dramatic art, including Master School. Diplomas, Degrees and
Teachers’ Certificates granted by authority State of Illinois. Thorough preparation for concert, opera and teaching
positions. Many special features, recitals, lectures.

PROF. LEOPOLD AUER
The Renowned Pianist

HERBERT WITHERSPOON
Famous Singer and Teacher

Dean of American Organists

Two Excellent Dormitories Offer Accommodations at Moderate Rates

DR. FERY LULEK

UNSURPASSED FACULTY OF ONE HUNDRED ARTIST-INSTRUCTORS
Among them might be mentioned

Celebrated Voice Specialist and Singer

FLORENCE HINKLE

1

OSCAR SAENGER

Notable Teacher of Teachers

Celebrated Vocal Instructor and Operatic Coach

TEACHERS’ NORMAL COURSES

REPERTOIRE—INTERPRETATION CLASSES
HERBERT WITHERSPOON (Vocal) PROF. LEOPOLD AUER(V.o a
OSCAR SAENGER (Vocal)
PERCY GRAINGER (Piano)
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EXPRESSION .^DRiMM'C ART
ENSEMBLE PLAYING
LEON SAMETINI
(Chamber Music)

HISTORY OF MUSIC
FELIX BOROWSKI
ORCHESTRATION
FELIX BOROWSKI

Free Scholarships «
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Francis L. York, M.A., President
Elizabeth Johnson, Vice-T resident
Finest Conservatory in theWest

Offers to earnest students courses of study based upon the best modern
and educational
centered.

(INCORPORATED)

A

School of Music and Dramatic

Art

COURSES IN ALL BRANCHES

Teacher's’certScates^Desi'rable boardingaccommodations.
MASTER FACULTY INCLUDING:

Fall Term Opens Sept. 11,1922
UNRIVALED FREE ADVANTAGES
Piano—"Francis L. York^NL A.j^ Ehzabedt
fc°E. White, Oleane Doty, Alle D. Zuidema,
Mus. Doc.; Wilhelmina Sum, Laverne Brown,
Mus. Bac.; Ethel Littell. Alma Clock Henry
t'; M. Gray Fowler and 4t

hihald C
Jackson, Thaddeus
rhas H. Clements. Miss Eliznett, Fred A. Perth.me, Mrs. CarCarl Mann, Jessie Morehouse, Her‘ w- “^?s? j

Francis L.York, M. A.;
Mus. Doc.—Post
i. Zuidenc
rork, M
Mandolin and Guitol Alexander G. PollBertha Schaiiet
School of Expression Miss Lilly Adela Darling, Ethlyn Briggs.
Eliminations Free. For Catalog
and Other Information, Address
JAMES H.'bElZ Secretary, 5035 Woodward Ave., Box 7-Detroit, Mich.
WISCONSIN SCHOOL OF MUSIC”

Minneapolis School of Music,

SCHOOL OF ACTING AND EXPRESSION
—Letitia Kempster Barnum, A. Louise Suess.
Stage Training, Public Reading, Physical Ex¬
pression, Dancing.

AMERICAN CONSERVATORY, 571 Kimball Hall, Wabash Avenue and Jackson Blvd., Chicago
JOHN J. HATTSTAEDT, President—Karleton Hackett, Adolf Weidig, Heniot Levy, Associate Directors

COMPLETE CATALOG ON REQUEST

CHICAGO MUSICAL COLLEGE
FELIX BOROWSKI, President

PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC—O. E. Robinson.
HARP—Enrico Tramonti, Clara L. Thurston.

Free Advantages:

FALL SESSION OPENS SEPTEMBER 11

_ . .

ORGAN — William Middelshulte, Frank Van
Dusen, Herbert E. Hyde.
MUSICAL THEORY, COMPOSITION —
Adolf Weidig, Arthur O. Andersen, John
Palmer, Leo Sowerby.
VIOLONCELLO — Robert Ambrosius.
and many others.

GUEST INSTRUCTORS, 1922—Josef Lhevinne, William S. Brady, George H. Gartlan, David Chppmger
. „„„
Including admission to Conservatory Recitals (by members of the faculty and advanced pupils); Teachers’ Normal Training
School; Lectures; Students’ Orchestra; Vocal Sight Reading Class and A Capella Choir. 25 free competitive scholarships.
(Examinations from Sept. 5 to Sept. 8. Apply lor examination blank.) A Musical Bureau for securing positions.
Lyceum, and Chautauqua engagements
secured
b o..
Examinations Free
Catalog mailed free on application
Moderate Tuition Rates

V°SABRERTA WITHERSPOON
PERCY RECTOR STEPHENS
BURTON THATCHER
HAROLD B.MARYOTT
dTvCanGtarasoff

PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC
HAROLD B. MARYOTT
.rasoff and Mr. Eddy have each
,
Valeri Mme. Hinkle, Mr. Grainger, Mr. T«
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PIANO—Heniot Levy, Allen Spencer, Victor Gar¬
wood, Silvio Scionti, Louise Robyn, Kurt
Wanieck, Earl Blair, May Doelling.
VOICE—Karleton Hackett, E. Warren K. Howe,
Charles La Berge, Elaine De Sellem.
VIOLIN—Jacques Gordon, Herbert Butler, Adolf
Weidig, Ramon Girvin, Hans Muenzer.

PERCY RECTOR STEPHENS

America’s Foremost Soprano

ELIAS DAY, President and Director of Dramatic Department
THEODORE HARRISON,
fvDirector of Music Department and Teacher of \
c
MARTA MILINOWSKI, Piano Department
LUCILLE STEVENSON, Vocal Department
SAMUEL DOLNICK, Violin Department
JEANNE BOYD, Theory Department
KATHARINE HOWARD-WARD,
Organ and Piano Department
Other members of the faculty include: Edward Clarke, James Hamilton,
Ora Padget-Langer, Anna Schram-Imig, Karl Klamsteiner, Thirza Mosher Parmenter, Oranne Truitt Day, Charles Mitchell Mixer, Clara Louise
Thurston, Will H. Bickett, Frank Borstadt, Marguerite Kelpsch, Rachel |
Steinman-Clarke.
Our two and three year courses leading to degrees, diplomas and teachers
certificates enable our graduates to obtain splendid positions in the concert and teach¬
ing field.
Over five hundred of our students are now filling successful positions through. out the country.

Fall Term Opens September 11, 1922
Dormitories and studios in our own beautiful building in the heart of new art
centre, 2 blocks from Lake Michigan, North Side.

The COSMOPOLITAN
SCHOOL of MUSIC
and DRAMATIC ART
16th Floor Kimball Building, Chicago, Ill.
DR. CARVER WILLIAMS, President
An, eminent faculty of 60 artists offers to
prospective students courses of study
based upon the best modern educational
principles, also courses in collegiate studies
for students unable to attend university.
For information, address Dept. E
E. L. STEPHEN, Manager
PERCY FULLINWIDER
VIOLINIST
Head of Violin Department
LAWRENCE CONSERVATORY
APPLETON. WIS.
A MASTER TEACHER
Unusu;
italog a
CARL 1. WATERMAN, Dean.

Lawrence Conservatory of Music

Valparaiso University
School of Music

(A department of Lawrence College)

(Accredited)

Offers complete courses in Piano,
Violin, ’Cello, Organ, Voice, Theory,
Composition, Appreciation, Expres¬
sion, and Art, Superior Public School
Music Course, Normal Courses for
Piano and Voice teachers.
A distinguished faculty of 20 artists.
FOR CATALOG GIVING DETAILED INFORMATION ADDRESS

Carl J. Waterman, Dean

Appleton, Wis.

The University School of Music offers courses in
Piano. Voice, Violin, Organ, Theory and Public
School Music. Students may attend the Music
School and also take the regular work at the
University.
THE EXPENSES ARE THE LOWEST
Tuition $50.00 per quarter of twelve weeks.
Board with Furnished Room, $54,00 to $90.00 per
quarter. Catalogue will be mailed free. Address
Valparaiso University,-Dept. 24, Valparaiso, Ind.
Fall Term Starts—September 19th, 1922

Bradley Conservatory of Mnsic

/O T1113 A ARY WO0D CHASETCH°°L
MUSICAL ARTS
^
800 Lyon and Healy Bldg.

VALPARAISO, INDIANA

Franklin Stead, Director

All Branches of Music

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Season 1922-1923 Opens September 11th

Languages

Theory, Piano. Voice. Violin. Dramatic Art. Teacher’s Normal Training
Prospectus niton request

Peoria

-

JEANNE HOWARD, Box E, 1160 N. Dearborn St., Chicago, Ill.

Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.
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Illinois

Special Summer School
JUNE 26th to AUGUST 5th, 1922 (Six Weeks)
SPECIAL CLASS OPPORTUNITIES
NORMAL PIANO CLASS
ENSEMBLE CLASS
INTERPRETATION CLASS
TECHNIC CLASS
CHORAL CONDUCTING CLASS
ORGAN CLASS
THEORY CLASSES in all Branches
PIANO

THE ENTIRE FACULTY
OF NATIONAL AND
INTERNATIONAL
ARTISTS WILL BE
IN ATTENDANCE.

Private Instruction in all Departments, Including
VOICE
VIOLIN
’CELLO
ORGAN
DANCING
DRAMATIC ART
LANGUAGES
THEORY
FREE FACULTY

1043 Branches in 39 States—Positions Guaranteed to Qualified Graduates
THE SCHOOL OF OPPORTUNITY

RECITALS and

DORMITORY ACCOMMODATIONS

CONCERTS

For Particulars Address

“•*' SHERWOOD MUSIC SCHOOL

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Write Secretary for free catalog.
^q.T, BRANCHES OF MUSIC AND DRAMATIC ART

Dramatic Art
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Great Singers

ew Music Books
The Best Recent Publications Presenting the Most Practical
Material for Teachers, Students, Performers and Music Lovers.

on the

Art of Singing
EDUCATIONAL CONFERENCES
WITH FOREMOST ARTISTS

By James Francis Cooke
Cloth

Modern
Piano Method
FOR YOUNG STUDENTS
RELAXATION

WEIGHT TECHNIC

Employing the Playing Movements of the
Great Artists from the Very Beginning

By H. G. Neely
Price, $1.00
Piano teachers will find some interesting, new, mod¬
ern ideas in this work. The author, who is an ex¬
ponent of the advanced ideas of Breithaupt, has been
successful in employing his technical material in
such a way that this system of weight and pressure
playing is introduced in an elementary instruction
book. Each step is carefully explained as the work
goes along and a number of illustrations showing
various arm, wrist and hand positions are of value
to the teacher or self-help student.

INTRODUCTORY LESSONS
IN THE ART OF

Organist’s Offering
FOR CHURCH, RECITAL AND
MOTION PICTURE PLAYING
Compiled by

Preston Ware Orem
A collection of twenty-six very desirable numbers
for the pipe organ furnishing a fine variety of new
and good material for the purposes above mentioned.
Both original compositions by modern and contem¬
porary writers and excellent arrangements from the
classics have been included and the compiler has
earnestly endeavored to make this a most utilitarian
volume. The book is handsomely and substantially
bound.

THIRTY-FOUR ENTERTAINING PIECES
IN THE
SECOND AND
THIRD GRADES

Price, 75 Cents

FOR SOPRANO SOLO AND TWO-PART CHORUS

By
Arthur
Nevin
Price, $1.00
Ideal for production
by choral societies,
music clubs and
schools of all grades.
The familiar charac¬
ters, reminiscent of
childhood’s fancies ap¬
pear in a series of
lively choruses and
graceful dances furn¬
ishing a most enjoy¬
able hour’s entertain-

A PRACTICAL COURSE IN ORIGINAL
COMPOSITION FROM THE SIMPLEST
POSSIBLE BEGINNING

Cloth Bound—Price, $1.00
Piano teachers who have never offered clas- work
in addition to the regular lessons are urged t<> give
this book a trial. Nothing is better calculated t keep
alive a child’s interest than to provide a means of
expression for his originality and imagination This
book begins with the simplest forms of musical com¬
position and may be used with very young children as
well as by those of more mature years who have
never been able to find “just how to go about it.”

Price, 50 Cents
A young pianist will
enjoy these numbers.
This is an ideal selec¬
tion of numbers for
young folks’ diver¬
sion at the keyboard.
Several duets have
been included in this,
the first return to a
fifty-cent album since
the war.

By Theodore Presser

Mother Goose
Fantasy

Musical Composition
for Beginners
By Anna Heuermann Hamilton

Young Folks’
Piano Folio

Secular Duets
for

All Voices
Price, $1.25
Over one hundred pages of such excellent vocal
duets, well printed on good paper and neatly and
substantially bound, priced as reasonably as this vol¬
ume, is an offering worthy of every singer’s considera¬
tion. The most pleasing and melodious duets of
intermediate grade for practically all combinations of
two voices are presented.

Original
Four-Hand Pieces
BY
CLASSIC AND MODERN COMPOSERS

Price, $1.25
Every number in this large volume is an original
composition for four hands; there are no arrange¬
ments from piano solos or orchestral numbers. Ex¬
perienced duet players realize the value of this, and
for advanced performers, music club work, recitals,
etc., this book is most heartily recommended.

JULY, 1922

Single Copies 25 Cents

VQL- XL’ No‘ 7_

$2.25

The foremost artists of opera oratorio and concert
have contributed to the making of this unIfiUe volume^
To each an entire chapter has been devoted in which
they tell of the methods whereby they have attained
success and offer advice and suggestions of price¬
less value to everyone interested in the vocal art.
Teachers, students, music loversJind • phT;
owners will find much to interest them in this bcx>k
tt,,-!, rl,antpr is nreceded by a full-page portrait and

Price, $1.50

Polyphonic
Piano Playing

The study of polyphony in the early training brings
with it untold benefits. It awakens a desire for good
music, sharpens the intellect, develops independence
of the hands and induces accuracy in study. The
performance of modern music requires a thorough
training along these lines, and, to provide, _ at an
early period suitable material, the studies m this
book were culled from the easier works of the clas¬
sical writers. This volume can be introduced between
the second and third year; talented pupils may begin
with it even earlier.

Bound—Price,

THE ETUDE

Evangelistic
Piano Playing
By George S. Schuler
Price, $1.00
The demand for a book of this kind was so great
that the first edition was exhausted shortly after it
appeared from the press. Thousands of accompanists
at religious services, both pianists and organist-, have
found in this work long-sought information, t.
how
to make hymn tunes and gospel songs sound effective
when played from the voice parts as they usually ap¬
pear in the hymn books. The author has had much
experience in this work and presents his subject in a
very lucid manner.

Musical Oil on the Troubled Waters
The power of music to distract the mind from calamity
when panic is at hand is well known. Musicians, in most
theatres, are cautioned to be ready to play straight ahead when
some one calls “Fire.” Many business men have found that a
symphony concert or a band concert is better than a night’s
troubled sleep when the mind is teeming with business unrest.
Henry Ward Beecher tells an amusing story of this appli¬
cation of music which all should know:
“I remember a remarkable instance which occurred in my
father’s lecture-room during one of those sweet scenes which
preceded the separation of the Presbyterian Church into the
Old and New Schools. At that time controversy ran high, and
there were fire and zeal and wrath mingled with discussion; and
whoever sat in the chair, the devil presided. On the occasion
to which I refer, an old Scotchman, six feet high, much bent
with age, with blue eyes, large features, very pale and white
all over his face, and bald-headed, walked up and down the back
part of the room; and as the dispute grew furious, he (and
only he could have done it) would stop and call out, Mr.
Maude r-a-tor, let us sing Sal-va-a-tion,’ and some one would
strike up and sing the tune, and the men who were in angry
debate were cut short; but one by one they joined in, and
before they had sung the hymn through they were all calm
and quiet. When they resumed the controversy it was on a
much lower key. So this good old man walked up and down,
and threw a hymn into the quarrel every few minutes, and kept
the religious antagonists from absolute explosion and fighting.
It is the nature of hymns to quell irascible feeling.
I do not
think that a man who was mad could sing six verses through
without regaining his temper before he got to the end. You
cannot have antagonistic feelings together. If a child is angry,
the nurse tries to make him laugh; and he won’t, he strives
against it, because when the laugh comes, away goes the temper.
Our feelings are set like a board on a pivot, anc^if this end is
temper and that end is good humor, when the temper goes up
the good-humor goes down,, or when the good humor goes up
the temper goes down. So it is in respect to all feelings; they
exist in opposite pairs; and the way to put down a bad feeling
is to find out the feeling which is opposite to it, and stimulate
that.
This is in accordance with the law of the mind. And
the singing of sweet hymns and tunes will go further to cast
the devil out of men’s minds than any other exorcism which I
know of.”

An Opportunity to Ascertain the Real Worth
of the Publications of the Theo. Presser Co.
To afford a tetter opportunity of judging the gen¬
uine value of the books listed on this page we will
gladly send any of them for examination. To further
assist in the selection of music, we have catalogs cov¬
ering every classification. We will gladly send any of

THEODORE
PRESSER
CO.
MUSIC PUBLISHERS AND DEALERS
TALKING MACHINES AND RECORDS
MAIL ORDER MUSIC SUPPLY HOUSE

1710 - 1712 - 1714 Chestnut Street

Where the Critics Stand
In Ivory Apes and Peacocks (who but the immortal “Jim”
Huneker could have concocted such a name!) the author in
discussing a Richard Strauss festival at Stuttgart says: “One
of the jokes of Strauss is to make music critics pay for their
own seats.” Since the average German critic is often a very
poorly paid person, this amounted to a tragedy in some cases.
If the music critics were better paid we are certain that they
would far rather insist upon purchasing their seats. However,
if individual critics in New York city were obliged to purchase
their seats during one season of let us say two hundred days,
each one would have to lop off from $800 to $3,000 from his
salary. On the other hand, if the newspapers failed to print
reports of concerts and maintain an interest in current events
among concert goers, there is little question that the receipts
would drop immediately and in some instances disastrously,
notwithstanding, liberal advertising in the regular advertising
columns.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Many of the papers could afford to buy out the house at
the best performances, but they know that the publicity that
they give as a part of news in addition to advertising, which at
best forms a comparatively small part of the great revenue of
the newspaper, is very valuable and that the cost of the seats to
the management is but a flea bite to what is received. Sagacious
managers know this only too well and are liberal in giving seats
to the legitimate papers of real circulation.
The custom is so deeply seated that no manager expects
that the critic’s opinion will be influenced by the fact that his
seats cost him nothing. The manager is glad to have the critic
as his guest, and glad to take a chance upon getting favorable
attention.
Possibly Richard Strauss may realize now that a little liber¬
ality with the critics would have done him no barm. Even the
fairest critic resents the rupture of a custom so long established.
Huneker accuses Strauss of being grasping in money matters,
and at the same time applauds him as a business man. Huneker
was no business man himself, otherwise he might have realized
that the big business men of the world have been among the
least grasping and penny-pinching.
The real leaders have
always been those who have given most.

Are We Losing Our Home Musical Life?
Osbourne McConathy when president of the Music
Teachers’ Natidnal Association made some very interesting com¬
ments in his opening address upon the fact that in the days
before the Civil War and for some time thereafter “music was
a household and family social function, drawing people together
in larger or smaller groups.
Everybody took part in the
music in those days in one way or another. It was a true
time of folk music in the making, of a people finding a natural
musical self-expression.
The music was crude, uncouth and
wanting in finesse; but so were our sturdy ancestors in other
respects.
The music of those days was the true reflection and
expression of the people as was the folk music of any of the
peoples of Europe.
Neither must we fail to recognize the
beginnings of a musical art in the simple but virile productions
of Lowell Mason, George F. Root, Stephen Foster and others
whose works still live.”
America did not grow up,—she leaped up. In the short
space of three hundred years she has pushed ahead among the
great leaders of the world’s achievement. Because of this we
threw aside our youthful garments all too soon. Our musical
leaders sought the sophisticated tonal raiments of the old world
and cast off their jeans and sombreros for swallowtails and tophats.
With the coming of the automobile, golf, moving pictures
and other home excavators, music in the home has suffered.
Strange to say, however, there is more demand for music in the
form of educational works, sheet music and phonograph records
as well as piano player records. We consume more musical
merchandise but we make less music. This is perhaps due to the
fact that there is too little new, good, simple music written in
this day and age, like the music of Stephen Foster and his
contemporaries. The father of the family who does not want
to invite his children to sing Jazz cannot at the same time say,
“Come on folks, let’s gather around the piano and sing the
Strauss Serenade, the Debussy Romance or the Brahms Saphic
Ode.” Yet he longs way down in his heart for the good old
times when all the boys and girls had a good healthy sing with
Aunt Dinah’s Quilting Party, The Spanish Serenade and such
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From Plow-Boy
like. We have an idea that if we were provided with new good
music in which everyone from Grandpop down to Bud would
want to sing, there would be no trouble in starting up a new
interest in home music. After that will come the string quar¬
tets and the sonatas,—but first let us revive the music-making
desires again.__

Place the Blame Where it Belongs
Jazz, and incidentally music itself, is being blamed for the
curse of dissolute dancing which has been a serious menace to the
social life of the young men and the young women of our
country.
.
The blame is not with the music but what is done with it.
When you go into a modern ballroom in a big hotel and see
young people in their teens going through the performances
which would have been suppressed on the Mid-way, or on the
stage of a Burlesque theatre, making a joke of the liberalminded people with their honi soit qui mal y pense, it is time to
begin to ask the parents whether they have lost their senses or
whether they have lost all control over their own children.
Time and again heads of schools have been requested to put
their feet down on such odious terpsichorean orgies. The
teacher’s reply is, “Why don’t you stop it? You are the parents
of the girl. Why do you allow it?” “Ah,” replies the mother,
“I would like to stop it but my daughter says that I am ‘oldfashioned,’ that I ‘belong to a different age.’ ”
We like to see beautiful dancing, we like to see young
people gloriously happy, but when they cavort in the manner
of a brothel, our advice to. such parents is to hunt around for
a trunk strap.
Don’t blame the music; place the blame where it rightfully
belongs.

__

.-

V

Work and Inspiration
Unquestionably the greatest masterpieces are the result
of work + inspiration. Work without inspiration produces
a Kalkbrenner, a Steibelt, a Hiller or a Cramer. True these
men had occasional flashes of genius, but much that they wrote
is so dry that the wonder is it did not burn up by spontaneous
combustion.
On the Qther hand, there have been occasional men who
have had an- immense amount of ability and what the world
calls inspiration, but who have been habitually lazy. Schubert
was often accused of this, but anyone who could turn out what
Schubert did in three decades could hardly be called lazy.
Chopin seemed to be in tune with the very gods of melody, but
here again we find a very hard worker and a very busy student.
What we mean, however, is that a man capable of conceiving
such a tune as The Palms, La Paloma, Love’s Old Sweet Song,
Dixie, Song of the Volga Boatmen and such like could with
sufficient work and experience have produced great master¬
pieces. The inspiration was there, but not the work. Certainly
not the kind of work that Beethoven did. Think of a man
writing sixteen different openings to one aria for an opera!
discarding fifteen and using one.

Guard the Student’s Eyes
The Sight Conservation Council of America has just sent
us a circular which we would like to have all parents read. Not
because music is a particular strain upon the eye, but because
so few children have really good eyesight. Many of the mistakes
that children make in music are not due to the pupil or to the
teacher, but to neglect to rectify eye trouble. This council of
famous eve specialists does not hesitate to state that there are
millions and millions of children in America right now with bad
eyesight. They tell us that from 25 per cent, to 40 per cent,
of all children have dangerous eye defects which if not cor¬
rected may leave permanent injuries. If you notice that Harold
or Dorothy is a little slow at reading music which demands
rapid perception, spend a few dollars and let the oculist tell you
what is wrong. Beware of the quack. The best is none too
good when it comes to those all important windows of the soul.
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The Cheapest Thing In

An Interview Secured Expressly
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the world in
is the popular expression, ih
is the service of the
comparison to the immense return
^ get kss than alteacher. Teachers give more
^ ^ infer? however, that
most any other class of *7;", nines
many teachers do not get fine in
parison with what they giV »

They do. But in corn&re ^ost always

By

out who will in the future ^/^^world, the greatest movei
ES

:r,“

“Yes! Orville Harrold, is my name and not a stage

Si “t TUAU*T.'"« ”.S. ihe Pilto

“m in America we would tad that we had tome

tEr'reward not be the high.,,
teacher receives $.0.00 »» 1» “j

mS.MMO rXltwW

Slain that the, did no. all come over i» the May«»wer
because they say that there were only one hundred and
two people on that famous vessel.
Out of Bed at Daylight

rheme of human

“Certainly, I was br^up^
“ffaiMot?h:ng"»cher. in addition to the worh that he
gives as a possible direct return for fees paid to him, does an
enormous amount of altruistic work which ,s of inest.mablr
benefit for the community. This is particularly i ue o
u
music teacher. The satisfaction he gams from doing such wo. k
is part of the life emolument which he could never collect in any
other way. It is the thing which has induced young men and
women to take up teaching far more than any other thing.
One thing to remember: If your community has a goo,I
teacher, rich in information, wise in experience, and filled with
inspiration, his services should command the very greatest
amount the community can afford. Treat him royally because
his gifts and his labors in a large measure determine the future
prosperity and happiness of the race.

What Harvard Did
All honor to the Harvard Glee Club and its forceful, hu¬
man director of Music, Dr. Archibald T. Davidson, who, as 11 leader, has brought about a kind of revolution in the whole I ni
versity Glee Club situation. When Davidson took hold some
six or seven years ago he had the material of the ordinary high
class college glee club,—a little better perhaps than the usual
“gang” of “Rah, Rah,-Polly-Wolly-Doodle” boys who looked
upon the Glee Club as a chance for a lark.
Little by little Davidson, with wonderful tact and great
managerial ability, induced the singers, the faculty and the
public to realize that it was possible for College men to give a
program of serious music and still draw audiences. Then came
the parting with the mandolin and banjo clubs largely because
Palestrina and “The Darkey’s Dream” could no more mix than
oil and water.
Soon the concerts of the glee club were devoted to the
highest possible class of music,—music of the severe polyphonic
writers of the sixteenth century came to attract more and more
attention.
Then an invitation came from the French Government to
visit France. Italy and Germany were likewise visited. The trip
was made with huge success. The boys were received royally
everywhere. In many places they were asked to take part in'pro¬
grams in the chancels of noted churches and cathedrals. Every¬
where the music critics were amazed bv the excellence of their
work.
The glee club at the outstart was badly in debt. Now it has
$7,000.00 in its treasury. All of which is another way of saying
that good music often brings a far higher reward than jazz/
In addition to this the young men who have voluntarily
placed themselves in training quite as exacting as that of the
athlete have profited magnificently in culture by their experi¬
ence. Membership in the Harvard Glee Club is one of the
coveted privileges of the great University.

Parsifal

ORVILLE

for

The

Etude

HARROLD

Leading Tenor at the Metropolitan Opera House
[Editor’s. Note.—The^.f
_’ecured for The Etude.
, “near Muncie, In¬
of Orville” Harrold, born — “
in Indiana and in
l, in 1877, brought up on
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gfa su'ge/rbetter background of health than tum¬
ble 0u of bed at daylight, working hard all day mostly
in the open air, and turning up at every meal with an
Ippetite hke an ostrich. All during my later life this
Zlmod me in good *e>d, k«« ™ j”
when many other singers cannot stand the strain ot
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of the greatest of all assets of the
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Kansas, living the ^

How he ffught

tinents, is one of the romances of music which could hardly
boys and we went off with a whirl of patriotic enthu¬
siasm. When we got to Indianapolis, the Government
wasn’t used to having a war on its hands and didnt
know just what to do with a volunteer band. The first
night they quartered us in the Indianapolis Racing
Stables. Well, all of us boys had been used to good
homes and good beds and the idea of sleeping in a
box stall on a rainy night didn't take very well.
One
of the papers described it the next day. The reporter
said that during the night a bass drum was seen moving
north and a euphonium and a trombone were seen going
west. Anyhow, when morning came our conductor
awoke and found that his band had dwindled to three.
All the boys had, cut out for home. I was one of the
three that stuck and when, it came to enlist they wouldn t
let me because I wasn’t of age.

s ns?.*

th“Before long I found that the combined singers from
Kansas Public Schools were going to send a delegation
to the World’s Fair in Chicago and that 1 was to be
among the number. The chorus was led by Frederick
Archer and my visit to the big city gave me an addi¬
tional spur.
A Vanquishing Band
“My folks managed so that I could have some lessons
on the violin and I advanced as far as Kreutzer. The
violin is a fine aid to the singer as it promotes correct
intonation. One has to make every note and therefore
gets a sense of pitch which is very useful. Sembrich
used to play the violin and Mario Chamlee once played
the claripet. I used to play a clarinet once too in tne
C°“GeZ what’fun we had in that band. Along came the
Spanish-American War and we all decided to enlist
and go to the front. Most of us were little more than

my pocket. I found a boarding place and took a letter
of introduction to Claxton Wilstach at the Schuberts.
I wonder if they knew what was going on in my mind,
half centered upon that $1.50 in my pocket and my folks
at home and my possible career. I never tried harder
in my life. When Mr. Schubert asked me if I could
learn a song in a day and go on in a show the follow¬
ing night at $50.00 a week I almost fainted with delight.
To a man who had' been making $10.00 a week working
all day as a shipping clerk $50.00 a week seemed some¬
thing like all the money in the world. I thought that
all my troubles were over but that was where I was
mistaken. The ladder of success has many rungs and
some of them are greased so that the least mis-step
is likely to mean a bad fall. However I wrote home
to my friend “Doc.” Quick and told him of my good
luck and he staked me to a twenty dollar bill until the
ghost walked.
Be Practical and Stick to Your Ideals
“I went oh in the show and) the song went over big.
Soon I found that the difference between a job at $10.00
a week as a shipping clerk and a job “with all the
money in the world,” of $50.00 a week as a singer, were
different in that the shipping clerk worked fifty-two
weeks a year and the singer worked as long as the
public liked the performances of the show. Next I
found myself with a quartet known as The Harmonists.
I took this, as it was a vaudeville act and it guaranteed
longer terms of employment and I had to have the
wherewithal to meet my obligations. Nevertheless I
always felt that I was destined for better things and
even when singing for the vaudeville audience I always
endeavored to give my very best. I realized that if I
once lost my vocal ideals I was ‘gone.’ Louis Croxton
gave me a few lessons and I profited much by his
experience.
.
“This is one of the secrets of success to my mind.
It is one of the things which determines whether the
young singer is going ahead or going behind. What
am I getting at? just this, be practical. Many young
singers are so afraid' that they will injure their reputa¬
tions that they would rather loaf around than take an
engagement not to their liking.

Sir in our public .chool wa. an elderly English lady,
Mrs Gaston Boyd. She took a great interest in me and
gave me some lessons. We used to have singing festi¬
val in those days. They were something like the
Welsh Eisteddfods and unquest.onably they were a
great stimulus, especially in such a large terr,tory’
sparsely settled, as Kansas was in those day^ Once
we met, at Hutchinson, Kansas, and I was selected to
sing He is a Man of Sorrows and Acquainted with
Grief from Handel’s Messiah. I won the second prize
and for a little while was the proudest boy on earth.
These Kansas Music Jubilees gave me the first whip
of ambition. It made me dream of being a singer, but
I hardly ever imagined that I might, ® time, take «ding roles in two great opera houses, one in New Yo
and the other in London. Nevertheless, I resolved
that come what may I would do my best and from that
lime until now I have been learning, learning, learning
every day. Oh how much there is to learn.
“Things Turn Out All Right”
“My musical education was no cut and dried conser¬
vatory course. Circumstances made that impossible. I
just had to grab an education when my means and my
time permitted. Nevertheless I dont boast of trial* and
privations. I had too good a time for that When
things went wrong I was worried, of course but I
always knew that they couldnt stay wrong, that they
would turn out all right some day, some hovr That
reminds me, one of my very first songs was Wellmgs
Some Day. Perhaps there was something prophetic m

t0 anvone but an American farmer's boy. The fol¬
lowing is recorded as nearly as possible in Mr. Ilarrora s
own language, quite without any cant or pose and with his
characteristic simplicity and modesty.]

ORVILLE HARROLD AS PARSIFAL
“After some years in Kansas I went back to Muncie
and joined a male chorus conducted' by the very able
musician, A. Ernestinoff, conductor of the Indianapolis
Symphony Orchestra. At one of the concerts SchumannHeink heard me sing and advised me to go to New
York to study. With my means this was like advising
the postman to buy a steam yacht. Yet, her encour¬
agement set my brain into a whirl of dreams. I had
secured a job at $10.00 a week and some how had the
courage to get married. Ernestinoff gave me many very
valuable lessons and treated me with unforgetable kind¬
ness After our daughter, Adeline, (recently the very
successful star of Irene) was born Ernestinoff asked
me how I would like to go to Cincinnati to hear the
Metropolitan Opera Company in La Giaconda and Par¬
sifal. I grabbed the chance and spent two days ot
entrancement, thanks to my good friend.
Capital, $1.50 and a Voice
“Inoculated with such an experience I could get
nothing out of my mind except that I must make a
plunge and get to New York, in some way. How I
had the nerve to do it, I don’t know. I fixed up things
at home and decided to take the great chance. My cap¬
ital was my carfare and $1.50, that is when I landed, a
stranger in the great metropolis, I had exactly $1.50 in

La Boheme in Real Life
“In the olden days it was absolutely impossible for a
singer to sing in vaudeville and hope to gain an ap¬
pearance at a large opera house. Times have changed
all this. This is the day when the commercial maxim
“deliver the goods” is applied to art as well as every¬
thing else. If you are a Galli-Curci and circumstances
force you to get a start by singing in small concerts, or
in back wood's opera, or even in vaudeville, it will not
hurt you if you keep faith with your ideals. When I
sang in vaudeville I tried just as hard to make my work
artistic as when I was touring in concert with Tetraz¬
zini. In fact if I had not made the break and sung in
vaudeville I might never have met Oscar Hammerstein,
who really gave me my operatic start. It was at his
Victoria Theatre in New York. He called me to his
office after a performance and pointing to his throat
said, ‘Young man you have got it here’—then he
pointed to his head and said significantly ‘I wonder if
you have got it here!’ I told him of my ideals and he
arranged to have me study with Oscar Sacnger. I
coached all that season, but alas, that was the last year
of his opera and I was forced to realize that my chance
to appear with his company was over.
“This put me back in vaudeville again and in musi¬
cal comedy. I went out with a company that was very
successful for a time but after awhile came to grief.
Finally we came to Cincinnati where I had received
my first great operatic inspiration. The show failed
and the Sheriff served notice on -the company. The
effects were seized and, alas, all the personal trunks
containing the clothes of the singers. Surely a dis¬
heartening mess! Finally one of the chorus men cooked
up a scheme of starting a fight in a neighboring saloon.
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This attracted the doorman away from the theatre and
in company with another singer I went up stairs and
threw all the personal trunks out of the window into
the alley. They didn’t belong to the creditors and we
had to have them to get out of town. It was taking the
law by the ears but there was justice at the bottom of it.
If you have never been stranded a thousand miles from
Broadway you ! can never understand.
Puccini’s La
Bohcme has a real meaning to me which few in the
audience suspect.
“Fortune again smiled and I found that my friend,
the unsuppressable Oscar, was building a great Opera
House in London. He sent for me and as a preliminary
had me study hard with Frederick Boyer in Paris.
The same season I made my debut at the London Opera
House and was received with so much favor that I was
again certain that I was upon the operatic rung of
success. My opening performance Was in William Tell
and the public as well as the critic were unforgetably
kind. Meanwhile I kept on working at my repertoire
until I acquired at least thirty operas that I can now
sing at an hour’s notice.
“Returning to America I expected to be engaged by
Hammerstein at his now Lexington Avenue Opera
House. He was violating his contract and the Metro¬
politan prevented his making public performances.
Accordingly I joined the Century Opera Company, and
later the Ravina Opera Company.
I also resumed
vocal study, this time with Frederick Haywood. Still
the big operatic goal was not at hand but it was in
sight. While waiting I took engagements at the Hippo¬
drome and with the American Society of Singers.
“In 1918, Maestro Papi called upon me and told me
that I could have an audition with Mr. Gatti-Cazassa,
This led to an engagement at the world’s great opera
house, after twenty years of waiting, but mind you, not
loafing or dodging the practical issues. The public
has grown more and more kind, and this year I shall
have given forty-eight performances including my great
ambition Wagner’s Parsifal.
Voice and Health
"That’s about all there is to tell. The loss of the
incomparable Caruso, of course made opportunities for
other tenors. That I should follow in some of his roles
thrills me more than I can tell. Again, my great asset,
apart from my voice and experience, is health. No
singer can be successful and continue to be successful
without health. This, I strive to keep up by a more
or less abstemious life. I do not even drink coffee as
I find it very injurious to my voice When I am to
sing, my meal in advance is beefsteak and spinach. I
eat no fattening foods and am devoted to whole wheat
bread, keep away from medicine and play hand-ball
vigorously nearly every day during the season. To
this, I attribute the fact that I am among the very very
few in the Metropolitan cast this season who have not
lost a single performance. You would perhaps be
amused to see me playing hand-ball on a winter’s day
on an open-air court in an atheletic suit with bare legs,
notwithstanding snow on the ground. What is snow
to a farmer's boy accustomed to getting out on a bliz¬
zard morning to feed the stock ? Singers coddle them¬
selves too much and take too much dope. Old Doc.
Nature is the best if you will follow his advice.
“As for my voice I have a regular scheme of practice
every morning when I arise. Every voice used as much
as mine needs limbering up in the morning and I find
that the best time. At first I run scales, usually upon
the syllable “Oh”

“Then I take this exercise, singing it with my mouth
and jaws almost like a fool and imbecile. You know
what I mean. You have seen them going about with
their jaws hanging.

nah

nay

nah

nay
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nah

nay

“Then I take scales on different vowels and upon
the nasal sounds such as Ung, ong, ahng and ing
(French nasal sounding like ang in bang). These help
me,—perhaps they will help some other fellow.”
Art is indeed so comprehensive, and everything in
life is so closely connected with it, that whoever
loves and fosters it will daily find in it new sources
of enjoyment and new incitements to study. The
most experienced teacher of art must be a constant
learner.
Wieck.

Mixing Music with Brains
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The Only Road to Success Hereafter

Conducted by HORACE JOHNSON

By HENRY T. FINCK

A Request Program
Some years ago Mr. Stokowski, director of the Phila
delphia Orchestra, tried an experiment with what he
called a request program. The custom was revived this
season, with some very interesting and unique results.
In round numbers, 6,000 persons were entitled to vote,
and any number in the orchestral repertoire was con¬
sidered available. Approximately 1,000 persons took
advantage of the opportunity, and the numbers requested
included fifty symphonies, sixty-three overtures, and
ninety-seven miscellaneous compositions. The program
in its entirety consisted of three numbers—a symphony,
and overture and a suite—each having won first place
in its own class. The symphony was Cesar Franck s, in
D Minor; the overture was Beethoven’s Leonore, No.
3; and the third work was Rimsky-Korsakow s
Scheherazade.
One of the strangest features of this request program
is that the vote was not close, except for the first two
entries. The Franck work received ninety-three votes,
and Tschaikowsky’s Pathetique received eighty-eight.
Next in order were Beethoven’s No. 5 (68), Tschai¬
kowsky’s No. 4 (60), Dvorak’s New World (48),
Schubert’s Unfinished (42), Tschaikowsky’s No. 5 (40),
Brahm’s No. 1, C Minor (32), Beethoven’s (Choral No.
9 (29), and Mozart’s Jupiter (27). Goldmark’s Rustic
Wedding dropped to twelfth place with twenty-two
votes, being tied with Beethoven’s No. 7, in A Major.

Tn the overture class Beethoven s Leonore No. 3 was
- ,
I cixtv-three votes, and the order of popularity
fi,rS
er w2 as follows: Wagner’s Meistersinger
composer's Rum si and Tannin,user, with 60,
*be nd 48 votes respectively. Goldmark's .S akuntala,
oil, Warner’s Lohengrin, sixth; Tristan and Isolde,
Schubert’s ^osamunde, c ,hth ; Wcbe*
FreWhutz, ninth, and his Oberon tenth
Among the miscellaneous numbers Scheherazade re,
more votes than its nearest competitor.
Tschaikowsky’s Solenncllc (1812) was second; his
Itct SWae, third; his Nutcracker Suite fourth;
Sibelius’ Finlandia, fifth; Bachs Pawn™.7/111, sixth;
Liszt’s Hungarian Rhapsody. No. 2, seventh ; Mendel¬
ssohn’s Midsummer Night’s Dream, eighth ; I M.ussy’s
^Nocturnes, ninth; Wagner’s Ride of the Valkyries,
tenth.
.
A little study of these figures will prove interesting
in several respects. First, the choice of tin Franck
Symphony for first place. Second, the evident desire
to hear Wagner’s Overtures. Third, the popularity of
Tschaikowsky’s music. Fourth, the fact that Mozart
is so poorly represented. The list of titles also sug¬
gests a profitable course of study for all those who have
phonographs, for almost every number can l>c found
in the Victor, Columbia, Brunswick and Kdison cata-

When the young man came back to get it, the doctor
asked if he had not missed it very much.
“Oh no!” was the answer. “I am an operatic tenor.
Voltaire’s oft-quoted expression “bete comme un tenor
_stupid as a tenor—reveals the general opinion in his
da“If it’s too silly to be spoken, it is sung” is another
reflection of former feeling on this subject.
Operatic librettos, in particular, before the day o
Wagner, were incredibly silly as a rule, a though there
were notable exceptions. There was really no reason
' why composers should bother about getting genuine
poetry and drama to set to music for the audiences were
not interested in the words or the action but only in the
showy or sentimental arias.
It is easy to believe the story about the man in the
gallery who startled a gossiping operatic audience by
yelling “Great heavens, the tenor is murdering the
soprano!”
Progress in the Opera House

New Records
With the coming of the Fourth of July we are
naturally interested in the patriotic music of our coun¬
try, and to meet this interest the Columbia issue on their
current list a reproduction of Maryland, My Maryland
(80320) sung by Tandy Mackenzie assisted by the male
quartette, the Shannon Four.
Mr. Mackenzie is a recent addition to the roster of
concert artists of the Columbia. He is a Hawaiian by
birth, though of Scotch descent, therefore accounting
perhaps for the unusual emotional quality which is the
most attractive point of his rich tenor voice. He has
sung Maryland, My Maryland with intense patriotic
fervor, and, with the assistance of the Shannon Four,
has achieved a disc of exceptional merit.
There is another vocal record on the Columbia list
which will satisfy your most critical attention, and that is
the reproduction Barbara Maurel has made of the
delightful little ballad, Do Dreams Come True? (3607).
This song has a melody' far above the average in charm
and logical construction. Miss Maurel has interpreted
it with great skill and intelligence. An orchestral inter¬
lude of a phrase from Bartlett’s A Dream has been
used with telling effect between the verses of the song.
Good records of negro songs are hard to find, and I
am delighted to have the opportunity to tell you about
the excellent impression Marie Tiffany has made of
LiT Alabama Coon (S133A) for the last. Brunswick list.
The record begins with a short orchestral introduction
in which a banjo accompaniment has been used most
effectively. Miss Tiffany sings with excellent diction
and the true spirit of carefree darkey sentiment. A male
quartette adds a touch of interest, and helps to make
this a record which will be one of the most popular of
the Brunswick’s out-put.
A far cry from Lil’ Alabama Coon is the aria Largo
al factotum from the Barber of Seville (50013) which
Guiseppe Danise has made for the Brunswick. This
record is the best Danise has yet sung, and it is the most
difficult, both from the recording end and from the
end of vocal technique and diction necessary for accu¬
rate interpretation. My hat is off to Danise, for he
has accomplished a superb reproduction, and one which
you spontaneously applaud on its conclusion. The aria
displays the marvelous accuracy of tone placement and

There is an old story about a young man who went
to a famous brain specialist because he was constantly
suffering from headaches. After an examination the
doctor said that his brain needed a thorough over¬
hauling and suggested that it be left with him for a

flexibility of Mr. Danise’s voice as no other aria could.
It is full to overflowing with staccato arpeggios and
numerous other tricky passages which he runs through
with startling ease at top speed. I or a v<n-al student
there is much in this record which may lie beneficial
just by listening with careful car.
The Victor publish an excellent red-seal disc of
Martinelli singing the aria F. un riso gentil (’Tis a
gentle smile) from Zaza (66062). Mr. MartinelH’i
records are always of out-standing quality and this is
no exception. His high tones are full and ringing, and,
with the tremendous possibilities this aria gives him
for dramatic interpretation coupled wth a melody of
such charm and rare lyric beauty, he has accomplished
a record which will sell and sell,—and sell. In fact I
doubt if it doesn’t do better than that.
Its only rival on this Victor list is the reproduction
Emilio de Gogorza has made of Only To Dream You
Love Me (66046), an Italian song of love and passion.
This suits Mr. de Gogorza’s voice in every way, and
all I can tell you is that he sings with such art that
superlatives cannot express adequately the record’s
merit. Hear it and believe me. 1 say with certainty
that this disc ranks among the first twenty records of
the whole Victor catalogue.
Among recent violin publications that of the Adagio
Religioso and Allegro movements of the Yicuxtenips
Concerto in D Minor played by Vasa Prihoda and
published by the Edison (82261) is one of the finest
re-creations. It is a remarkable record from every
stand-point. Mr. Prihoda plays with a scintillancy and
miency which deserves the highest praise. His tone is
firm and pure; his technique as clean as a whistle. This
record is exactly the disc for a violin student to study,
in fact it is one of the best for this particular work of
ny have heard. The Edison have added a record of
great value to their catalogue.
«oierPathl.P"blish a record of
familiar sacred
song L0W DlwnCi sung by Thomas Crajg (20727). It
; **SC °f .splendid balance and Mr. Craig sings it with
rounrlgefniimtarP-etati0n and diction- His tOI’CS
and wilM -nd ,V‘brant' AI,°gether the record achieves
resrettid tb’? happiness “» '"any People. It is to be
arfnoTpubr hmd°rC ^ g°°d rccords of sacred music

Apracticing
IMtllUUg Under
UIJ
Difficulties
We talk of practicing under difficulties! Can you
match this story told of the student days of the English
resting'uoon7 Playin.B bis fidd,e with the music (
composer of such a delightful bit as the Lass with the
S dT Ml0f.eTd casket in
work room. Gre
Delicate Air—Dr. Thomas Arne? When Arne (1710_
thing as tLf’dT 1 don,t see how you can do sue
1778) was a boy. his father was in the undertaking
corpse inside all^th d J* tbinking that therC "?
business. Once a friend called and was surprised to
“There is ”
the tlme” Arne rePlied «r"

Pessimists who do not believe in progress and sigh
for the good old times will please note that since Vol¬
taire’s day there has been a great improvement in tenors
and other singers, as well as in conductors, orchestras
and audiences.
__ .
No longer do music lovers go to the opera merely
to hear florid airs sung brilliantly, but they expect the
singers to be actors, too, and the more cleverly they
combine histrionic art with good singing the more lg y
they are honored. Emma Calve, Geraldine Farrar, Jean
de Reszke and Caruso, for example.
If another Patti came along to-day, she would, o
course, draw large audiences but it is doubtful if she
would be deified as Adelina was. Her luscious voice
and her perfect art of singing would arouse enthusiasm,
but it would be mitigated by the thought that she was
only a singer, not a complete operatic artist.
What is the verdict of posterity, on Adelina Patt .
It is summed up briefly in Baker Biographic Diction¬
ary : “Besides her glorious voice and stupendous tech¬
nical skill she had practically nothing; she was no
actress, she lacked temperament, and her musical intel¬
ligence was ordinary. She was merely a singer, no
an interpreter.”
.
_ .. . ...
In a word, the verdict of posterity on Patti is that
she did not mix her music with brains and therefore
fell short of perfection. And more and more in every
department of music, this mixing of music with brains
is becoming the criterion of high-class art, the e s
tial condition of success.
Calve a Greater Artist than Patti
In looking back over an experience of over forty
years as a professional critic I can recall nothing quite
so perfect from every possible point of view as Emma
Calve’s Carmen. I have written about this in detail in
my book on Success in Music and How it is Won, but
I wish to say here once more what I wrote about her
superiority in Patti’s own specialty, florid song
I confess frankly that I was often enraptured by the
warblings of Patti in the Academy of Music. Yet I
never was thrilled and moved to tears by her
florid singing as I was when I heard Emma Calve
sing the mad scene in Hamlet. Here is what I wrote
about it: “I hate florid vocal music frantically; I detest
mad scenes in particular, and have often poured vials
of wrath over that in Hamlet; but when Calve sang
it at the Metropolitan Opera House one esthetic thrill
(frisson as the French say) chased another down my
spinal cord. It was an absolute revelation. When
Patti or Melba sang that music, one admired the sen¬
suous beauty of tone, the supple voice the fluent execu¬
tion- but here was something higher—not only flawless
technic and mellow tones but tones infused with dram¬
atic emotion. It was nothing short of a miracle.

How Caruso Used His Brain
Caruso first sang in New York in 1903, His glorious
voice and easy vocal art won for him a big success at
the start, but if he had remained what he was then,
he would have gone into the history of opera as, like
Patti, merely, a good singer and not a great operatic
interpreter.
From year to year he became more and more absorbed
in the parts he acted and sang. He was, as is widely
known, an excellent caricaturist (there is a published
volume of his cartoons) and he made his skill in sketch¬
ing an aid in learning a new part. He would make a
hundred or more sketches of himself in the new part,
showing the different moods and changes of facial
expression through which he had to pass. He also
“studied carefully the matter of dress, not only for him¬
self but for every one in the cast. And while he did
not care to impose his ideas on his confreres, they were
all so impressed with his thoroughness that they mostly
followed his advice. He practically knew every part
of the operas he was singing in. He could sing even
the least bit of a solo given to a chorus man.’
This information is cited from an article on “Caruso
the Sculptor of his own Eleazar,” by Konrad Bercovici,
which appeared in the New York Evening Post (August
18, 1921) shortly after the great tenor’s death. The
writer describes a visit to Caruso’s accompanist and
life-long friend, Maestro Fucito, in whose apartment he
found a gilded bas-relief hanging on the wall.
It was a relief of Caruso in the part of the old Jew
Eleazar, in Halevy’s opera, La Juive, the tenor’s last
great achievement. And Mr. Fucito pointed to it as an
illustration of the way the great tenor worked on a
role: “After he had spent several months with a noted
Jewish actor, from whom he learned all about the Tal¬
mud and much Hebrew lore, Caruso brought his other
gifts to bear. He sat down to model the face ot
Eleazar, not as he wished him to appear on the stage,
but as he imagined the tragic old figure was in reality.
The lines around the eyes, the mark of great pain
around the mouth, and the weariness as well as the
diffidence of the whole mask, show close analytical study,
not only of the r61e but of the whole play of the
tragedy of the race. As you can see, Caruso signed
his name and the date in Hebrew characters. There
are in existence several letters he wrote with Hebrew
characters. During the period he studied La Juive
Caruso was Eleazar more than he was Caruso.

the French dramatic baritone Victor Maurel. There
were Italian baritones who could sing in his Othello
more mellifluously than this Frenchman, but Verdi pre¬
ferred him because he mixed brains and histrionic art
with his music. “The art of Maurel,” he wrote, is
really immense. ... I do not know whether to ad¬
mire most the singer or the interpreter—when he smgs
his best he makes one forget that he is singing.
The same was true of two other supreme French art¬
ists, Emma Calve and Maurice Renaud. It is the climax
and highest test of operatic art.
Caruso’s wonderful art of make-up has been referred
to. But in this he was a mere tyro compared to Renaud,
of whom, I have said elsewhere that, “One can study his
assumed features like a portrait by a great master and
regret that it should be made for the moment only. His
make-up is never twice quite the same. ... It takes
him an hour and a half to make his ‘head’ for Athanael
(in Thais), with the beard, which goes on in several
pieces and which must be filled in in pencilling. He and
M. Gilibert hold that a class should be established in the
conservatories to teach this important branch of operatic

De Reszk6, Maurel and Renaud
Jean de Reszke was another tenor who sang with his
brain as well as his vocal cords. I cannot resist the temp¬
tation to cite the eloquent words of the London World
on his thrilling display of emotion in the last bar he had
to sing as Tristan, in Wagner’s love tragedy: “Nothing
struck me more than his singing of the phrase ‘Isolde’
as he dies. It was most wonderful; not merely affecting
as the despairing and adoring cry of a dying man, think¬
ing of the woman he worships, but far more than that.
In it one hears not only love but death. It is the myster¬
ious, whispering utterance of a spirit already far away;
as if the soul, having started on its dark journey, were
compelled by its old and beautiful earthly passion to
pause, and to look back down the shadowy vista to the
garden of the world that it had left, to the woman that
it had left, perhaps forever, and to send down the dis¬
tance one last farewell, one last dim murmur of love,
spectral, magical already with the wonder of another
world. Such an effect as this is utterly beyond the reach
of any one who is not a great artist. It is thrilling in its
imaginative beauty. It opens the gates as poetry does
sometimes and shows us a vision of a far-away eternity.”
Is it possible for a singer to put so much meaning and
emotion into one short word of three syllables? It is;
I heard de Reszke do it over and over again. . Have we
here a glimpse of a future when the art of singing will
have reached a much higher general level than it has
now? We may well believe this, when we bear in mind
the enormous progress from Rubini’s trills to de Reszke s
shrills. It indicates the direction in which students
must go—the direction of the word “Isolde as sung
by Jean de Reszke.
For fifteen years Verdi was tremendously interested in

Intimately associated with this branch is the gift of
emotional expression by means of the features and the
body. Can facial expression be taught? The answer to
this question will be given in my next article, on “The
Technic of Emotional Expression.”
Thought versus Everlasting Practicing
One of the reason.s why Geraldine Farrar’s Madama
Butterfly is so universally admired is that in learning,
this part she mixed a lot of brains with her music. What
made it possible for her, though she had never been in
Japan, to look and walk and gesticulate, to make curtsies
and lithe movements, just like a real musume? She read
everything she could find about the Japanese. To Mabel
Wagnalls (author of Stars of the Opera) she said: “I
tried to imbue myself with their spirit. I bought up old
prints, and pictures, and costumes; I learned how they
eat, and sleep, and walk, and talk, and think, and feel.
I read books on the subject in French and in German, as
well as in English.”
It is better, in this singer’s opinion, to indulge in four
hours of thought daily and one of practice than in five
hours of practice.
Paganini promised that he would some day reveal a
secret, taught in no music school, by means of which a
student could learn as much in three years as otherwise
in ten years of practice. He never did reveal this secret,
but he doubtless referred to mute practice—going over
his pieces mentally.
Paderewski used to spend whole nights going over his
programs mentally, deciding on details of fingering,
phrasing, etc., thus saving hours of practice by using his
brains.
Salvini, greatest of modern actors, said: “Every de¬
tail, every movement, is thought out before I do it, and
is the outcome of sleepless nights.”
To Fannie Bloomfield Zeisler we owe these aphor¬
isms : “In piano work the fingers accomplish one-fourth
and the brain three-fourths of the result.” The fugues
of Bach, the etudes of Chopin, Liszt and Rubinstein,
entertain and educate the mind while providing an un¬
surpassed sporting ground for nimble fingers.”
Brains and mind and thought and emotion—those are
the things that must be mixed with good music if you
wish to succeed hereafter.
Yet what are the would-be successors of Caruso doing?
Several of them have beautiful voices, but not one is
emulating him in cultivating his artistic mind as well as
his vocal cords. They will never get $2,500 a night un¬
less they do what he did.
Leschetizky’s Method
It is the same with teachers as with players and
singers. In James Francis Cooke’s invaluable book of
“certified” interviews with world-famed artists entitled
Great Pianists on Piano Playing, Fannie Bloomfield
Zeisler remarks that Leschetizky, to whom all piano
students flocked as they previously had flocked to Liszt,
was a great force largely “by virtue of his interesting
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personality”—that is, his way of mixing brains with his
teaching.
"At eighty,” this pupil writes, “he was still a youth
full of vitality and enthusiasm, a never-ending source of
inspiration. Some student, diffident but worthy, was al¬
ways encouraged; another was scolded outright. Prac¬
tical illustration on the piano, showing how not to do it,
telling of pertinent stories to elucidate a point, are among
the means which he constantly employed to bring out
the best that was in his pupils.”
To say it again, he mixed brains with his lessons,
changing his method to suit the peculiarities of each
pupil, just as a doctor uses different medicines for differ¬
ent patients.
One man’s medicine is another man's poison, and no
two cases of illness are exactly alike.
If physicians used their- brains no more than many
music teachers do, in pursuance of a regular routine, the
grave-diggers would all be working overtime.
If you are a teacher, do not think that using the mind
every moment, as Leschetizky and Liszt did, is fatiguing.
On the contrary. Remember what the "English Plow¬
man” said: “It is not so tiresome to plow well, sir; the
mind is interested.”

Making Habits That Help
By Mary Richart
The ability to play well is founded upon habit, and
habit, in turn, is formed upon the pupil’s daily work,
therefore, how necessary it is to see that pupils form
only the best of habits. There are seven characteristics,
or habits, of good practice, that every student of music,
juvenile or adult, should strictly observe:
1. Start Slowly. He should insist upon slow prac¬
tice at first, being willing to gradually work up to the
required tempo.
2. Keep Time Always. He should pay the best
of attention to keeping time, and from the very begin¬
ning should try to play rhythmically,—this applies to
scale and arpeggio work as well as to piece study.
3. Listen Constantly. He should listen to every
note played.
4. Keep Eyes on the Music. He should form the
habit of keeping his eyes on his music; nothing is so
distracting as to see a pianist bobbing his head up and
down like a duck in a mud puddle—the result of keep¬
ing his glance swinging between his music and the keys.
5. Concentrate. He should never allow his attention
to be dilatory while playing, but should put behind every
note played the most intelligent thought of which he is
capable.
6. Master Every Step. He should not be satisfied to
lay aside as completed work any piece that is to be
memorized until he has thoroughly analyzed and com¬
prehended its structure; especially difficult passages
should be zvrittcn out from memory.
7. Demand Repose. He should try to form the
habit of relaxing when practicing, this in time will do
much towards giving the repose which is so necessary
'to the successful concert performer.

Learning The Bass Notes Simplified

How to Be

Hapw

Though Practicing

By Helen Maguire
-u „,Yk of the school adopted the same tone, no one
Why is a girl happy making fudge? Is it not because
she loves fudge and enjoys eating it; because she likes
to give it away to friends and teachers and bazaars,
because every girl is making fudge nowadays, because
mSner was entirely approved by the boys as well as
its “the thing” to do? And isn’t it also because of
rng ,sWbeing neither “slushy” nor ‘dully” but abthe element of chance, of uncertainty there is about
Itey right, and this girl-of all thmgs-said she
making fudge over all other candies? No fudge-maker
enjoyed practicing! Now remember she was not a
can tell for' sure that it is going to come out right,
JT nor a prig, nor a goo-goo-yet when the usual
that it is not either going to “sugar” or else be too
cheap' and common remarks about practice began to fly,
soft for anything. There is always this sporting ap¬
she quietly but positively declared that the hours spent
at
her practice were among the happiest of the week.
peal to making fudge.
This caused considerable embarrassment at first. It
And why is a boy so happy rigging a wireless ? Why
smuck such a very alien note. No one wanted to be
does he really enjoy working so hard over his apparatus?
different from this wonderful girl, yet here she was
For it is hard work, and often it means denying himself
insisting that one could be happy though practicing.
many things that he would like, in order to have the
And she actually did make it the thing m that school,
money to buy the wire and other materials be needs.
to like to practice; and not to be ashamed to say so!
Isn't it because what a boy enjoys most is doing things,
And why not? There’s everything in it that there
not idling; because to own a wireless is every boy’s
is in fudge or the wireless, or any of the other good
highest ambition; because every boy is doing it; and
things you like to do. To begin with, you like music—
because there is in the wireless, as with fudge, the
don’t deny it. The boy or girl does not live who does
sporting element of uncertainty—the uncertainty always
not like music. (Even liking jazz is a step toward
as to what he will, “get” on his wireless, what luck he
liking music though some do not think so. 1 And you
will have in receiving messages ?
like doing things; that is what practicing is. And you
Now please do not say “piffle” when I place prac¬
like
conquering difficulties, the being able to do today
ticing in the same class with fudge and the wireless.
what you could not do yesterday; that is practicing.
I know just as well as you do that its “the thing”
You like giving others pleasure and you like the sport¬
to always speak of practicing as an unmitigated bore,
ing element which you find in abundance in practicing,
just as it is the form to speak of one’s teachers as
for you never know whether you arc going to win or
one’s dearest enemies. And you know' just as well
to lose in a tussle with a musical difficulty. There is
as I do that this is not true, and that a form or a
everything in music which makes for happiness, but
fashion that is founded on a fib is not worth following.
it is for you to happify the practice hour by making
It is possible to be just as happy practicing a music
it “good form” to like to practice, and saying s<>.
lesson as when making fudge or rigging a wireless;
The most important thing in life, you know, is your
but no one can make this so except you boys and
state of mind. All you need to enjoy anything is a
girls yourselves. Teachers can assign your practice and
right attitude toward it,—even practicing.
parents can make you do it, but neither teachers nor
Suppose you begin by saying you like to practice.
parents can make the practice hour one of the happiest
The Psychologist, William James, said that we do not
of the day. Only you can do this. And how?
laugh because we are happy, but that we arc happy
Just by making the enjoyment of practice as much
the “mode,” the fashion, the thing, as is fudge-making
because we laugh; that we do not cry because we are
or wireless-rigging. It can be done. I’ve seen it done,
sad, but that we are sad because we cry. So begin
—this way:
by saying that you like to practice, and see if you do not
There was a High School which had the usual tone
“call your own bluff,” and find yourself really and
about music practice. It was considered the proper
truly “happy though practicing.” It takes courage at
thing to always speak of music as a great bore, of
first, but I would not suggest it if I did not feel sure
practice as a horrid nuisance or a joke, as something
that you had enough of this to make you enjoy practicing
to “get by” with, as just plain unpopular. All the boys
“the form.”

Keeping Ahead of Your Fingers
Translated by Fanny Edgar Thomas
Young people often play so fast that they cannot
possibly keep their thoughts ahead of their fingers. They
are so occupied with the “getting through safely” that
the whole intention of the piece is lost. Too often
they dash upon the stage, up to the piano, plump them¬
selves down on the stool, rush into their piece, play
it at their utmost speed and make a hurried exit. The

whole impression is one of nervous flurry. Physical
exertion and excitement displace all traces of artistic
emotion. Music is entirely lost in a mad scramble to
get through.
Let this not be so. Train your pupil to go about
her work quietly, thoughtfully, thinking only of the
music and not of herself or the audience.

By Emil A. Bertl
As a rule the method used to teach the names of the
lines and spaces is to treat the treble and bass separately,
generally teaching the treble first.
When the treble is learned, the bass is undertaken as
an entirely new subject, giving the student the impres¬
sion that here is something new and difficult to be
overcome.
In reality it is not so. By presenting the subject in
the following manner, a pupil may learn both the treble
and bass in the first lesson:

The above will show the student that, when he has
memorized the names of the lines and spaces in the
treble, all that is necessary to learn those of the bass
is to drop off the first letters of the treble and use the
second as the names of the first line and space of the
bass. Then add “A” for the fifth line and “G” for
the fourth space.
In other words, begin with the second letter of the
treble lines and use that as the name of first line of
the bass. Then add the name for the top line. Follow
the $ame order for the spaces, and the trick is done.

A Dialogue On Scales
By S. M. C.
Pupil: I thought that when I had finished the twelve
major scales, there would be no more to worry about,
and now you say there are, besides, twelve minor scales,
these being subdivided into natural, harmonic, melodic,
and two forms of mixed. How shall I ever learn all
these?
Teacher: The matter is quite simple if approached in
a systematic way. If you really understand the structure
of the major scales, there should be no difficulty in de¬
riving the minor forms from them. The trouble with
many pupils is, that they do not understand any form,
and consequently, there is endless confusion.
Pupil: This is not the case with me, for I can begin
on any tone, follow the major scale formula, and produce
a perfect scale.
Teacher: Good! We shall now remove all your appre¬
hensions regarding the minors. Write the major scale
C, D, E, F, G, A, B, C. To produce the parallel natural
minor, simply place the signature of three flats; then you
have: C, D, Eb, F, G, Ab, Bb, C.
Pupil: This is simple enough, but what about the har¬
monic ?
Teacher: The harmonic may be derived from the
natural by raising the seventh degree, this gives you an

The scale then reads; C, D, Eb, F, G, Ab Bo, C, a;
is the same ascending and descending.
Pupil: What change would you make to produce tl
melodic?
• !ueaCJher: *n Edition to the raised seventh, raise t
R r f/eL°n^half s,ep' This Sivcs you: C, D, E
•
AC> ascending, while the descending set
r
minor>
it follows the signature; thu
C, Bb, Ab, G, F, Eb, D, C.
Pupil: What are the mixed minors?
Q„i®?ch®r: The7 are merely a combination of the meloc
and the harmonic or melodic and natural. The first foi
™.IC ascending, and harmonic descending, while t
thus- *S metxlic ascending, and natural dcscendin
Form I ascending: C. D, Eb, F, G. Ab, Bb, C.
.. descending: C, Bb, Ab, G, F, Eb. D. C.
form 11, ascending: C, D, Eb, F, G, Ab, Bb, C.
We <h,l.deSCending: C> Bb’ Ab- G> F- Eb- D’ C
minor form n°W, W°rk out several scales in all th.
seernirm
c
lf you carefully follow directions,
becomegd^rUS,°n W1" vanish> and
whole matter v
become clear, so as to need no further explanation.
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6, using flags from envelope-5.
and music from 7.
9. “Musical Maps” is played
with contents of envelopes 8 and
9, proceeding as for the game of
“Authors,” a map and picture of
Twenty-Five Games for Music Clubs
three musicians born in that
country constituting a book. This
By V. M. MONCRIEFF
>1
game may be expanded as the
children’s knowledge of musical
history grows, adding a map for each three musicians
gold mine of suggestions if you have time to work out
from that country. Use the excellent map m the back ot
the words yourself.
,
James Francis Cooke’s “Standard History of Music for
(22) Mount staff paper, using only that with wide
data in making this game.
lines, such as are in the First Writing Book, and on
10. “Names and Faces” is played by matching cards
every such card write out in notation a word of envelope
from 1 and 10.
_ , ,
21.
11. “Staff Anagrams”—Each player has a staff before
(23) Puzzle picures of great musicians, or something
him, using either 13 orl4, or one of each. Cards from 12
to suggest them, as an ear-trumpet for Beethoven. Look
are placed face down on the table, and the play proceeds
through your Etude files for such puzzles, and even tf
as in a regular game of anagrams, except that all words
you don’t want to cut the papers, they will suggest ideas
must be built on the staff, being placed on correct lines
or spaces. If necessary, for very small players, intro¬
° (24) Card-board circles seven eighths of an inch in
duce this game by the first playing game 12 several times.
diameter. These are made of tiny bits left from other
12. “Musical Anagrams” is played as regular anagrams,
cuttings.
.
using cards from 12 placed face down on the table- ^
(25) Cards three-quarters of an inch by two inches
13. “Building Scales”—Use staff from 13 or 14, one
(this size fits nicely on the piano keys) on which are
for each player, and cards from 15, placed face down
written given names of children, the initial letter being
on table. The first to build a scale on the staff from the
a letter of the musical alphabet. Be sure it is large and
letters he has drawn is the winner.
clear: A—nna, B—etty, C—ecilia, D—orthy, E—sther,
14. “Musical Terms” is played like game 1, matching
F—anny, G—race. A—lbert, B—en, C—harles, D—onald,
cards from envelopes 16 and 17.
E—dwm, F—rank, G—eorge, etc. If there are boys in
15. “Short Measure”—Place contents of 18 face down
the class have half the names those of boys.
on table, draw, and play as in anagrams, each completed
Now for the games using these materials. They are
measure counting one point.
.
always voted' “lots of fun” and have the added virtue
16. “Missing Signatures” is played by matching cards
of being educational, though the pill is pretty deeply
in 19 and 20.
.
sugar-coated.
_
.
17. “Magic Words” is played by matching 21 and 22.
1. “What Did My Father Do?” was inspired by the
18. “Puzzle Pictures is played by matching 1 and 23.
editorial “If I Only Had A Chance” and the lists of
19. “Staff Spelling”—Each player has before him a
names and suggestive pictures was made up from it. For
staff (from 13 to 14) and counters from 24. Place
this we use two sets of cards, those in envelopes 3 and
cards from 21 face down on table. Each person draws
4. Place face down on table, and mix well. First
three cards, and spells the words on the staff with
player draws two and if they match he puts them in
counters. First to spell the words correctly is the
front of him. For example, if he has drawn the name
winner. This may be played on the key-board, placing
of Rossini and the card with the picture of bread and
the counters on the keys instead of the staff.
cake pasted on it, he has a “book”, for Rossini’s father
was a baker. If the cards do not match they are put
Picture Programs
face up in the “pot”. Each child draws two card-, in
20. “Picture Programs”—Use envelopes 1 and 11.
turn, and every player after the first may use those in
Old Folk Songs
Draw and play as in game 1. For example, one player
(7) As in 6, but old folk songs instead of national the “pot” as well as that he draws to make books.
might
have
the
following
numbers (each matching pair
Play till all cards are drawn and matched. The one
songs.
making a “number” and counting one) : picture of Grieg
(8) Mounted maps, from an old atlas or geography. having the most books is, of course, the winner. For
and of a butterfly; a star and Wagner; the moon and
variety, instead of the names, the teacher may pick out
Cut along national boundaries.
Beethoven. At the end of the game each player “reads
the proper pictures from envelope 1. Practically all of
(9) Mounted pictures of composers, three of each
his program aloud. Mistakes must be deducted from
the “matching” games are played like this one.
nationality.
total score.
(10) Names of the musicians whose pictures are m 1.
21. “House Hunting”—Place cards from 21 face down
Who Am I ?
(11) Illustrative pictures representing or suggesting
on table. Children choose one by one, and find a “home”
2. “Who Am I?” is another variation of the above
the names of well known compositions.
for the “child” on the piano key of the same letter as
game.
Children
draw
the
name
cards
from
envelope
(12) Cards three-quarters of an inch by two inches
the initial letter of the name. This was so much enjoyed
Then in turn stand
long, stamped with the letters of musical alphabet. The 3, keeping the name secret.
that at one class meeting shortly before Christmas the
children might be asked to save the letters from maga¬ before the others and say, “Who am I? My father did
pupils made sets of them (two octaves in a set) for
this," and suiting the action to the word he imitates a
zines and paste them on the cards. For my own use I
gifts to a smaller brother, sister, or friend. On these
barber, violinist, or whatever the case may call for.
have a set of stamps that print a letter half an inch
gift sets were written the names above, and on the
The
child
who
first
guesses
the
name
calls
it
aloud,
and
high. That is a good size for children to work with.
reverse side of each was pasted a tiny picture of a boy
(13) Strips of card-board six inches wide and fifteen if correct scores three points. A mistake on the part of
or girl cut from fashion sheets. At a meeting of older
either
should
make
that
one
lose
two
points.
inches long, upon which are drawn heavy staff lines
pupils we made sets of cards for a variation in the game.
3. “Musicians’ Birthplaces” consists of matching cards
and treble clef.
Furnish each player with seven cards of the proper size,
from 1 and 2. These are placed face down on two piles
(14) Same as 13 using bass clef instead of treble.
lettered close to one end with C, D, E, F, G, A, B, and ask
(15) Letters of different scales are written on strips on the table. The picture of a musician and his birth¬
them to complete the name of a musician on each card,
place
form
a
“book”;
play
as
in
game
1.
If
one
cares
to
of card-board about three-quarters of an inch wide, as
as: C—hopin, D—vorak, E—lgar, etc. Later these
do so, the Reward Cards giving the pictures of sixteen
G, A, B, C, D, E, F#, G; then cut apart. Start with the
cards used for the “House Hunting” game.
musicians and their homes may be cut out in two and
major scales, adding minor scales gradually as the
22. “Missing Bars”—Mount strips of staff paper and
used for this game.
children learn them.
write on each a few measures of music, but do not
4. “His Country’s Fkg” is played as game 1, matching
(16) Musical terms and expression marks written on
write the measure bars. Place face down on table.
pictures from envelope 1 and flags from 5.
cards.
Farh player draws three (or, for older players, five)
5. “The Star-Spangled Banner”: Flags from 5 are
(17) Meanings of terms on cards in 16 typed on cards
and puts in the measure bars with the colored sticks.
spread face up on table around which the players are
of the same size. I used the list in the inside front
These sticks, which may be bought at any store selling
seated. A bar or two of some national song is played
cover of Mathew’s Standard Grade I.
kindergarten supplies are useful for many games, but
(18) Measures of music cut in two parts and mounted. on the piano, and the one first calling out the name may
if the teacher (or mother, for I have planned many of
draw the' flag of that country from those at the table.
Write the time signature before the first half of each
these games primarily for mother and daddy and the
The one having the most flags is the winner. Drill
measure.
kiddies to play at home) does not care to buy them,
thoroughly
on
this
before
playing
game
6.
(19) Mount complete measures of music, having a.s
broken tooth-picks or the ends of burnt matches may be
6. “Hymn of the Marseillaise” was the name given by
many kinds of time, and combinations of notes as possi¬
used. The winner of the game is the one who places all
the children for this game, for they decided that the
ble. Do not use the time signature. (These last two
bars correctly in the shortest time.
French hymn was the loveliest and most inspiring, except¬
envelopes of material suggest a useful way to use old
2. “I Packed My Music Satchel” is played, like the
ing, they loyally declared, our own. This is played as
music. Ask one of your friends who likes “popular”
old game of “I packed My Trunk”, but each article put
game
1,
matching
bars
of
music
from
envelope
6
to
flags
music to save her old copies for you.)
into the music satchel is, of course, a piece of music!
(20) On these cards write the time signatures of from 5.
For
the tiny tots the pieces they have studied are what
7. “Folk Songs” —played as game 5, playing a bit
measures in envelope 19.
they may pack; students more familiar with the musical
(21) Cards on which are typed words made up of from folk songs instead of national airs.
history may name any well known composition; and for
8. “Folk Songs and Flags” is played similar to game
letters of musical alphabet. You’ll find Sutor’s Speller a

Y pupils have always
looked forward to the
games we played at
each class meetng. At first we
relied almost wholly upon Daniel
Bloomfield’s “Games and Puzzles
!> c.v,,
;-rf
for the Musical.” This is still
brought .into use; but many ori¬
ginal ones have been worked out
and others collected from various
sources. These last are kept in a loose-leaf note book,
each page headed to tell the purpose of the game or its
general subject; as, “To Teach Scales and Intervals,
“Opera Games,” “History Games.”
Most of our materials I prepare myself, as it is
thus more neatly done and more useful to the pupils.
But older pupils may help in this; and for ‘ busy work
at club or class meetings the children often make
games like their favorites to take home. A light
weight card-board makes very nice cards for cutting
and mounting, and may be obtained in many attractive
colors, which makes the games appeal more strongly
to the children.
The smallest size Perry Pictures are most con¬
venient. Pictures may be collected from many sources
—musical and other magazines, newspapers, advertis¬
ing circulars of publishers.
Envelopes are useful to hold the game materials, for
some are used in several games and there is no need of
duplicating these. Each envelope is numbered and labeled
clearly so that its materials are easily recognized. The
following are the envelopes used for some of our games:
Number on envelope and contents—
(1) Mounted pictures of musicians. Cut off the names.
(2) Picture of birth places of musicians, mounted.
(3) Cards upon which are typed the following names:
Beethoven, Cherubini, Gluck, Haydn, Handel, Palestrina,
Rossini, Spontini, Spohr, Wagner.
(4) Mounted pictures to suggest occupation of fathers
of above men—chorus, person playing violin, wild game,
wheels, barber, waiter, bread and cake, farm tools,
doctor’s bottles and pills, police-man.
(S) Small colored pictures of flags of many nations,
mounted.
(6) Several slips each one having written on it the
music of a bar or two of a national song.

lipssi

Lots of Fun for Young Folks
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advanced students the teacher may choose the subject
for names of compositions, requiring that the com¬
poser must be named in each case. For example: If
“birds” is chosen for the subject the game might go
like this—first player says, “I packed my music satchel
with ‘Prophet Bird’ by Schumann”; second player says,
“I packed my music satchel with ‘Prophet Bird’ by
Schumann, and ‘Birdling’ by Grieg. The next player
says, I packed my music satchel with 'Prophet Bird’
by Schumann, ‘Birdling’ by Grieg, and ‘If I Were a
Bird’ by Henselt; each player repeating all that has
been “packed” before, and adding one selection. This
game can be varied in a number of ways—by choosing
compositions of a certain composer, and in the variety
of interesting subjects, as flower songs, nature songs,
water songs, opera arias, marches, waltzes, etc.
24. “Spinning Spelling”-—The children made and
first played this game at a class meeting. They had been
asked to bring a round box cover from six to eight
inches in diameter, and an old clock hand if one could
be found. The cover was divided by lines into eight
spaces of the same size, and on each section was
printed a letter of the musical alphabet, using two E’s.
The clock hand was fastened in the center by a paper
fastener (the kind with a round head and two prongs).
Those who had no clock hand cut out one from card¬
board. Colored pencils were used for dividing lines
and printing the letters, and the game was as attractive
to look at as it was fun to play. The players take turns
in spinning the hand, writing down the letter indicated.
The first to spell a word wins the “round”, and three
rpunds won make a game.

25. “Measure Merry-go-round”—I worked out this
game in response to the pupils’ requests to “Please
make another spinning game. Spinning Spelling is such
fun.” To play—let each player draw a card from
envelope 20. He then writes down the time signature
at the top of a piece of paper. The counter is spun
as in game 24, and the notes written down as the hand
indicates. The object is to see who can first build
three measures of music from the notes indicated, in
the meter of the signature he has drawn.
26. “Spelling Toss” was adopted from a game called
“Who’s Who” by Patten Beard, printed in the Delin¬
eator several years ago. For the game board for this
game a box cover at least a foot square is used. Mark
it off into sixteen squares, and each square in two parts
from corner to corner. Letter each triangle with a
letter of the alphabet, using vowels to fill extra spaces.
Each player has three counters, which are thrown in
succession, the player standing a yard away from the
game board. He writes down the letters of the tri¬
angles where his counters fall, and the first one to
make with his letters a word of the sort previously
decided upon wins the game. The variety of this game
is in the number of subjects that may be chosen:
names of composers, singers, operas, musical instru¬
ments, musical terms, etc. For counters I used some
old checkers and on each one I pasted a picture of a
musician, musical instrument, or wrote some musical
symbol.
Most of the above games are capable of almost
infinite expansion and variation. The children them¬
selves will often think of different ways to play them,
and will love to think up a name for a game which
they have “invented.”
I find a print-trimmer very useful for cutting cards
to the desjred size.
Messrs. Broadwood (well known pianoforte makers
London) have in their possession an old play-bill which
is said to be the first mention in English of the word
“Pianoforte.” It reads :—
“By particular desire. For the benefit of Miss Brickler. Theatre Royal in Covent Garden. On Saturday
next, being the 16th of May, 1767, The Beggar’s Opera
■ . .End of Act I, Miss Brickler will sing a favorite
song from Judith accompanied by Mr. Divdin on a new
instrument called Pianoforte.”
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Some Secrets of Reading at Sight

The Ouija Board and Piano Practice

By J. W. EDMONDS

By Hazel Victoria Goodwin

Simple Processes That Lead to Surprising Results
, *
oprimislv as a means of mysterious c
[Editor’s Note.—The absurd toy which many"nirite^to mdtae you^h£idl^n °thl?t
X'SSrM ‘ es'l,niStVts Sa vei'yly8impl®U™^,-lf5„ to
intensity of a similar *

4

In our high school days the ouija hoard became a
positive craze. Everybody was asking, "Have you tried
the ouija board?” The fever mounted till Constance
and I were actually infected and bought one.
“Who is Constance going to marry?” we asked, out
in her mother’s kitchen after school.
We waited fully sixty seconds. Nothing happened
and Constance was just looking up with an “I-told-youso” twinkle in her eyes when her quizzical smile faded.
The little table had begun to do a turkey trot. Its index
leg made for R, rested upon it for a moment, then
shifted to O and thence to Y. With its erratic wiggle
it spelt out the full name' of a young gentleman whom
we both knew to have a crush on Constance.
But when Constance asked if she would pass the
examinations in Latin, the tiny table slid off the board.
Was it because I was thinking “yes” and Constance was
thinking “no”?
Without the slightest shadow of doubt our own mus¬
cles and nerves moved the fickle board. Also, with as
much truth, we did not move the table voluntarily or
consciously. We had merely so steeped ourselves with
the thought of “Roy”—we had so excited the nerve cen¬
ters in the brain that control the muscles that the latter
acted reflexively.
What the above has to do with piano playing is more
vital than might at first appear. European masters often
compel their pupils to read and re-read the score of a
new piece mentally for an entire week before striking a
note of it on the piano; to read the music as one reads a
■book, hearing it alone in the mental ear. It had a tonic
effect, they discovered, upon the ultimate playing, which
effect could be arrived at in no other way. Urge and
impulse were given to the nerve and brain centers: im¬
pulse both imbued with ideal purposing and unalloyed
with and unhampered by the crass little wrong handhabits always forming at keyboard practice. When these
pupils thought the right phrasing, their fingers were un¬

consciously quickened with the right musical intention,
very much as the facial muscles of a portrait painter
when, in dipicting a smilling face finds himself smilling
unconsciously for all he is worth.
Going over pieces mentally, hearing them in the
“mind’s ear” as one would like to hear them at the key¬
board, doing this not only before taking up the pieces
in the regulation way, but off-and-on, during the entire
inclusion of the pieces in one’s repertory, will result in
an ultimate playing immeasurably, almost uncannily
clarified. I happened to stumble upon this when I was
trying to arrive at some musical satisfaction in Chopin’s
so-called Summer Storm Nocturne. I had finished the
piece as far as “getting the notes” was concerned, had
it memorized, etc.,’and yet it did not “go." Dullness
was no name for it. It was in a rut. The more I prac¬
ticed it, even as thousands of others have complained,
the worse it got. One night I was wakeful. I began
to brood over the Chopin Nocturne. “How do you wish
that nocturne would sound?” I asked myself; and, freed
from the incubus of execution, I went through it in
imagination with liberty delightful. On a fancied key¬
board and with hands which, though they lay heavily
quiet beside me, I yet imagined I was going through the
piece. It was a stimulating pleasure. I went through
it again and again, and yet again.
A great surprise was in store for me. Having for¬
gotten all about the midnight study of the nocturne two
or three days later I almost involuntarily started to play
it. It was not the nocturne of other times. What had
made the change? What had made it the ideal nocturne
of my concept some time before? Repeating the experi¬
ment with other pieces proved to me that it was the
silent mental practice that turned the trick.
I have employed this method ever since. A half-hour
every four or six weeks is sufficient to keep a piece
right and clear of encroaching distortions that so often
result from too much muscular practice.

Verdi’s Thoughts on Art
{From “Musica” of Rome)
Translated from the Italian by Edward Ellsworth Hipsher
Today, when so much is written of tendencies, of
schools, of Italian music, it is pleasant to recall to notice,
in this line, the sentiments of Verdi as expressed in
letters to Opprendino Arrivabene.
This Arrivabene, collaborator on the journal “Opinion,”
knew Verdi in 1845 and was his valued advisor during
the time in which he sat, a little out of. place, in the
of Politics, in the Carignano Palace at Turin, as deputy.
During the absence of the master from the Chamber,
Arrivabene served not only for political informer, but
also of the theatrical and literary movements. As Verdi
was sure of the objectivity and dispassionateness of his
friend, so this correspondence with him assumes a special
importanceOn the date of March 6, 1886:—
“I wish to say nothing of artists because I fear saying
bad of them might fall on the musical artists; nor could
I speak evil safely. Oh, these are still more terrible than
the others 1 They are blind-men that croak at authority.
* * * *They know not the thing they desire and where
to go. What fine novelty! I know that there is a
mu-ic of the future; but I think at present, and I will
think so still next year, that to make a pair of shoes
some leather is desired. What judge you of this stupid
paragon, who wishes to say that to make a work in music
it is necessary to have first in the body some music? I
declare that I am and will be an enthusiastic admirer of
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Simple problems easily solved by thorough methods.
“I can play anything after I have memorized it, but
I never seem to be able to read at sight.”
Thousands of pupils and some advanced players really
get into the mental state where they are convinced that
they are incapacitated by nature from reading at sight.
There are unquestionably a few who do lack the phys¬
ical and intellectual qualifications to become good sight
readers but they are very few indeed. Defective vis,on,
disordered nerves, poor coordination, lack of brain
capacity are found now and then.
If you are not a good sight reader, however, the real
reasons are probably:
. .
..
.
1. You have never done enough sight reading to
become skilled in it...
. ■
2 You have never taken the pains to read simple
TCY“f£v?bein"S <h« habi, of >.u»blin«
over music far too difficult for you with the idea that
you were learning to read at sight.
What are the remedies?
First you must know that in reading you are really
going through a process of memorizing one or more
measures instantaneously and then translating them to
the keyboard. Do you understand this? The process
■ is very much like the game played by children in which
a score or more of articles are laid out upon a table in
a roorn_the player is admitted to look at the table for
a given number of seconds and then obliged to go to
another room to write out the articles he can remember.
In other words you must train the eye to lightninglike perception. Gradually, you will find that the eye
will grasp more and more at one “eyeful.
Remember
two things, which will encourage you:
1 Your failure to read at sight is not due to lack
of what the Germans call Fingerfertigkeit, or finger
readiness. You admit that you can play the pieces well
when you have memorized them. That being so, you
must have the necessary technical skill. Your trouble
is more that of grasp than execution.
2 Remember, that when you first commenced to read
vou learned in words of one syllable or two syllables
If you had had long technical words at the outstart and
nothing else you would probably be foundering around
Remember, that all good sight reading implies
reading in accurate time. Therefore, fix in your mind
the time and the rhythm of the piece. Do not vary it
in the least. Feel that each measure is as exactly like
the other measures as the inch spaces on a yard stick.
This may make your playing seem stiff at the start but
you must realize that you are concentrating your efforts
upon reading at sight.
Some Practical Remedies
Good sight reading is not a trick. It is the result of
thorough preparation. In the first place, your playing
tools must be sharp. If you have not had a good train¬
ing in technic, see that you get it at once, that is,
you should know the scales thoroughly, you should
know your arpeggios and you should have your fingers
trained on the five-finger exercises so that m all keys
the fingers will readily slip into the “playing groves
as they appear in most piano pieces.
Next, you should have a great quantity of elementary
music, that you can play readily, on hand for regular
practice. Playing music beyond your grasp is probably
one of your sight reading sins.
Next, you should enlist the interest of some firm,
sure player who will play suitable duets with you.
Next, you should practice glancing at a measure and
taking a mental photograph of all the notes in that
measure at a single glance. To test yourself, get some
music paper and write out the notes. See how many
you have missed. In this way your eye technic will
improve.
...
Next, lay in a large quantity of simple music, music
behind your grade, or music you are just about able to
read. Don’t advance one step from this until you can
play any piece of the given grade correctly at sight.
Here we wish, to quote from an article that appeared in
The Etude some years ago.
Use “Easy” Music
“Manage to get a supply of easy music? How easy?
Ah that is for you to find out 1 Don’t hesitate to start
at Grade I. You may run across some things that will

prove very humiliating. So much the better. Remem¬
ber, you are to keep tab on yourself. Nothing is to slip
by unnoticed, but if you make a mistake don’t become
irritated. Merely make a mental note of it, and when
you have finished the piece analyze the mistake.
Why did I play that wrong?
Was it a blunder in fingering?
Did I read the notes right?
Was it a tie left out?
Was it a mistake in syncopation that I should have
been looking for?
All these and similar questions are helpful.
Don’t make the mistake of passing on to more diffi¬
cult music until you have gone over Grade I so exten¬
sively that you have formed the habit of correctness in
that grade. If you do not 'do that, there is absolutely
no use for you to go further. Keep at it and you can
master it. It may take months to do it so that you
can play anything in the grade absolutely right the first
time. That is good sight reading and nothing else is.
You cannot be too strict with yourself.”
The writer has found that the little pamphlet known
as Guide to New Teachers, supplied gratis by the pub¬
lisher, contained lists of just the music needed in the
right grades. Other good books are: Juvenile Duet
Players, Two Students. Two Pianists, Popular Recital
Repertoire, Popular Parlor Album, First Studies in the
Classics, Landon’s Sight Reading Album, Vol. I, Vol. II.
In another quotation from the aforementioned article
we have the following excellent advice:
Keen Attention Required
“First—Do not attempt to study sight reading when
your mind is tired. Take it first instead of last. The
attention must be very keen.
“S.econd—Employ music for sight reading far behind
the iimits of your technical skill.
“Third—Go only fast enough to play confidently and
accurately—accurately in all particulars—notes, time,
rhythm, phrasing, accents, expression, etc.
“Fourth—Never stop because you make a mistake, and
never look down to the keys because you blunder.
Keep right on. Of course, you will blunder, but keep
at “Fifth—Get all the drill in ensemble playing duets,
etc., you possibly can, but endeavor to get some one to
play with you who is just a little better player than you
ar“Sixth— See straight. Half of us don’t look at a
thing quickly and clearly. We get a picture of the
•measure and passage, yet we do not see the whole
thing. This last point is very important. Psychologists
know that the eye can be trained so that its grasp may
be vastly improved, sometimes 500 per cent.
“Seventh—Endeavor to form the habit of reading a
little ahead of where you are playing. Lord Macaulay
is Said to have been able to read a book a page at a time.
Many good sight readers with advanced technic can
read most pieces one, two, three or four measures at
a time. You probably can do this now with very simple
music, but never have realized your ability. Take some
very simple piece and try it, read whole measures at an
eyeful, just as you are reading these words not as
separate alphabetical symbols, but as signs representing
thoughts.”
,
The following extract from Algernon Lindo s Piano¬
forte Study will be found very helpful by many who
have had difficulty with sight reading:
“Teachers should always be careful to test the sight¬
reading capacities of a new pupil, as this is a most
important branch of every student’s musical equipment.
Unfortunately, judged even by a very moderate stand¬
ard the average of incompetence remains fairly con¬
sistently at about 90 per cent. There is absolutely no
necessity for this state of things.
“The pianist who can play at sight, and is able to
read accompaniments to songs and violin solos, is always
assured of a very large measure of continuous social
popularity. A first-rate sight-reader, like a first-rate
athlete, is either nascitur or non fit, but the average
human being can be made fit in any walk of life by a
little systematic study on the right lines.
“To learn to read creditably one must begin by
appreciating that the mere notes are the least important
factor to be considered; they are simply lines and
spaces, which every student knows, and the most incom¬
petent amateur generally manages to get hold of them
somehow, at the same time utterly neglecting to notice

key-signature and time-signature; and in addition, not
content with ignoring the indications for tempo, ignores
also the relative values of all notes, dots and rests. A
tune played with no sense of rhythm or note-values is
not a tune at all, but a meaningless agglomeration of
unrelated notes. Rhythm is the hall-mark of the artist.
“The omission to notice the key-signature is not con¬
fined to amateurs and students; it is fatally easy, as
many professional accompanists are aware, to start
playing without a glance to make certain of the key.
There is a well authenticated story of Corelli, at a
Court concert, beginning a C minor accompaniment in
C major. Being stopped by the violinist for whom he
was playing he did the same thing twice more, in suc¬
cession, to his utter confusion and mortification, when
it was pointed out to him.
“The following is a fairly good and fairly simple
reading test:

“This, with all its markings complete, including
legato and staccato effects, and all the indications for
light and shade, is how it appears to the musician. Now,
in giving this to students, what happens?
Don’t Make This Common Blunder
“In the first place, the music begins for them at the
first note. The tempo mark, key and time signatures
simply do not exist. Not only that, but, under the
influence of nervousness or excitement, everything
vanishes except the mere heads of the notes, which seem
to lie about in a detached way on the lines and spaces
without stems or tails.
“An amateur reading a piece of music, either in the
presence of a new teacher, at an examination, or before
a room full of people, resembles nothing so much as
Fatima looking into Bluebeard’s secret chamber; she
is conscious of a row of detached heads, and nothing
else, and, like Fatima, is obsessed with a feeling of
fright and impending disaster.
“If the notes are easy they are played quickly; if
they are difficult, they are played slowly; repeated notes
and repeated chords are always played quickly, so are
half notes and whole notes, whilst sixteenths and thirtyseconds are generally picked out very slowly and care¬
fully. Below is given the Mozart extract as it appears
to the average student when reading at sight:

“It is not easy to play the first few bars absolutely
incorrectly, owing to the .six even notes in the bass.
After that, it would probably be interpreted with the
unrestrained freedom of an operatic recitative. To read
well at sight it is necessary to practice taking in as
rapidly as possible everything except the notes, espe¬
cially the rhythm and the note, dot, and rest values.
‘The Mozart extract referred to should rapidly
appear to the student: First, Allegro (that is the rate
at which it should be played) ; and it should never be
attempted at full speed, for a piece might begin with
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quarter notes or half notes, when the correct tempo
might be quite easy, but would become difficult or
impossible at a subsequent passage of sixteenth notes or
thirty-second notes. The next thing to notice are the
clefs, as the right hand often has the bass clef and
vice versa. Then the key-signature, and after that, the
time-signature.

How Le Couppey Taught
“Here is the extract written as a four-part harmony
exercise, with the passing notes omitted, but the suspen
sion retained:

Allegro.

“We have now the initial details in full, but we still
have the most important point to consider before look¬
ing at the actual notes, and that is the rhythm. The
way to acquire this is to look at the stems and tails of
the notes without their heads. (The measures selected
for quotation have no half notes or whole notes for
obvious reasons.) Thus, the following aspect of the
music must be thoroughly grasped before any endeavor
is made to play the actual notes:

“The ability to rapidly absorb the harmonic details
of a piece whilst playing it at sight necessitates a sound,
working knowledge of musical ■ theory. Probably some
technical mistakes will always occur, but the student
who possesses this theoretical knowledge will be able,
at least, to give effect to the harmonic outline of any
piece. This, aided by careful attention to details of
time and rhythm, should' insure a very creditable per¬
formance.”

Four-Hand Playing
By Hannah Smith

“Finally, the actual notes can be attended to, and
students will probably be equally surprised and
pleased to find how rapidly, with a little practice, the
details of a piece can be assimilated, and how much
more simple is reading at sight than they had previously
imagined.
Rhythm More Important Than Notes
“It is possible, by a simple illustration, to demon¬
strate the truth of the apparent paradox that the rhythm
is more important than the notes. If a tune be played
upon the piano with correct notes, but hopelessly out of
time, in most instances the listeners will be in great
doubt as to what is being attempted; but if the rhythm
of any melody or well-defined subject be beaten out
upon a table, in hardly any case will it fail of
recognition.
“A knowledge of theory, and particularly the ability
to recognize common chords, dominant and secondary
sevenths and their inversions, and the resolutions which
usually follow these latter, is of the greatest assistance
to anyone wishing to read well.
How Harmony Helps
“An amateur whose knowledge of theory is weak
will find the following passage difficult to read; but let
us see how it becomes simplified to one who is imme¬
diately able to recognize the harmonic outline:

Whef hearing two such artists as Bauer and Gabrilowitsch perform on one piano the Hungarian Dances of
Brahms, one realizes the possibilities of four-hand
playing.
To take a lesser example, some years ago two
amateurs, neither of the highest grade, learned to play
the Spanish Dances of Moszkowski with such grace,
spirit and finish that they were asked for as frequently
and heard with as much pleasure and appreciation as
solo performances of much more brilliant pianists.
The possibilities of four-hand playing are greater
than is commonly thought, and there is no reason why
it should not be cultivated as carefully and thoroughly
as any other branch of the art. It is the ordinary
quality of such performances that causes them to be
regarded as a lower grade of musical attainment.
Usually it is thought a sufficient .degree of perfection
if the time is kept steady and the closing chord reached
without disaster; and too frequently the performance
degenerates into a mere scramble for notes. This is le¬
gitimate, perhaps, if the only aim is improvement in sight¬
reading but falls far short of revealing, even to the
players themselves, the beauties of the music.
While compositions for four hands on one keyboard
seldom demand the digital dexterity of solo pieces, they
require in an even greater degree real musicianship.
Duet playing is capable of as fine artistic effects as a
string quartet but needs to be not less assiduously
practiced. Time-keeping, though the foundation, is only
the foundation. The performers must be so in sym¬
pathy that every shade of expression is followed as by
a single mind.
But even this is not enough. n'he balance of tone
is as important as in an orchestral performance. There
are melodies and phrases—-not always in the treble—
which must stand out above the accompanying parts,
and to this end the touch must be constancy modified.
Too often the bass player forgets that the lower part
of the piano has greater and more lasting power of
tone than the upper part. Playing alone, one naturally
and almost unconsciously makes this modification; but
with two players this subordination of accompaniment,
no, matter in which part, is too frequently neglected.
Good pedaling is as necessary to artistic effect in
four-haftd as in solo playing. The position at the niano
of the bass player gives him better control of the pedals,
while the turning of the leaves is more easily done by the
one who plays the treble part. If the corners of the al¬
ternate leaves are turned up it will be found that they do
not stick, and there need be no fumbling or slackening of
the tempo. But for a finished performance some one
else should turn the leaves; or, better still, both per¬
formers should memorize a few notes on either side of
the page, and turn the leaf only when a rest or pause
provides for an instant a free hand.
Good four-hand pieces, played with intelligence and a
certain degree of artistic finish, provide an attractive
variety; and if two congenial players have frequent
opportunities of practicing together, it will be found
quite worth while to make a specialty of such per¬
formances. This can be done with much less expendi¬
ture of time and energy than is necessary to master
satisfactorily even a small repertoire of solo pieces.

By Mine. Cecile Chaminade
Thousands of students have studied the interesting
and sprightly studies of Le Couppey. Felix Le Couppey
was born at Paris, April 14th, 1811, and died there July
■fih 1887 He received his training at the conservatory
where he wrote many of his sets of studies.
He was a man who possessed great force of char¬
acter and was of a somewhat austere disposition. His
hair ’was long and straight, his eyes were deep and
searching. Earnest man as he was, he possessed many
curious mannerisms and eccentricities. Amongst other
things, he was never to be seen without his box of
candies.
.
.
Even when he was teaching it remained open beside
him on the piano, and he never ceased devouring his
bon-bons. He ate them to an immoderate extent, but
was never conscious of the fact.
Le Couppey was a severe teacher, always very exact¬
ing when the lesson lasted, but once the lesson was
over, this unrelenting task-master became the mildest
and most affectionate of men. He was adored by his
pupils, and delighted in being in their midst. He had
a most astonishing faculty for work, and never took
any rest, believing that it was time wasted. Ix; Couppey
gave a considerable number of lessons, and devoted as
much individual attention to each pupil as his limited
time would permit. I had the honor to be preferred
above all his pupils, and he found a nickname for me,
his “first pedal.” This was an extraordinary compli¬
ment when you recollect that he called the pedal the
“soul of the pianoforte.” Thus was Le Couppey, whose
pupils during his career at the Conservatoire gained
the greatest number of first prizes. I have always had
a special regard for this conscientious, just, and most
kindly of masters.

An Important Point In Phrasing
By Orlando A. Mansfield, Mus. Doc.
Possibly almost all students of keyboard instruments
are aware that the slur over or under two notes of mod¬
erate or of short value, or connecting two notes of which
the first is greater than the second, denotes the accenting
of the first note under the slur and the shortening of the
second. We sincerely hope that all students possessing
this knowledge are utilizing the same to the best of their
ability. But what we fear is not nearly so well known is
the fact that in a case in which there are several notes
of equal value, some of which are marked staccato and
one of which is the last of two slurred notes, this last note
under the slur is much shorter in length and weaker in
tone than any of the staccato notes. Here is an illustra¬
tion, from the Finale of Beethoven’s Pianoforte Sonata
in C minor, Op. 10, No. 3
Ex. 1

In this case the notes E, F, and G, should be much
shorter and weaker than those marked staccato, alhough, nominally, the former are of the same value as
the latter. Hence the passage should be rendered thus
Ex. 2

We quote the foregoing because it is so well known.
But here is another passage, equally popular and quite
as instructive, from the slow movement of the Sonata
Patehco, Op. 13 :—
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Little Lessons from a Master’s Workshop
By PROF. FREDERICK CORDER
Of the Royal Academy of Music, London

Part IX
Scherzo
Italian for “A jest,” implying that the music thus
called is of a gay and sportive character. The German
critic, Richard Pohl, once gave a formula which he said
would apply to any modern symphony and which in¬
cluded “Everyone can write a good Scherzo.
But,
though it is undeniable that the Scherzo is always the
most popular movement, the reason lies not so much
with its goodness as with the superficial taste of the
audiences which responds more readily to movements in
dance-measure than to involved and subtle music.
Most composers are entirely lacking in the sense of
musical humor and, when they write Scherzos, seem to
think speed the principal requisite. Pohl’s dictum is con¬
tradicted also by the fact that, Brahms never wrote a
successful Scherzo. Dvorak, who certainly could do so,
has generally ayoided the task and given us a Furiant
instead; while Tschaikowski prefers a Waltz. Certainly
everything is to be said in favor of these innovations;
but the Scherzo affords an excellent opportunity for con¬
trast, so that it behooves composers to learn how to em¬
ploy it at need.
The element of surprise is the chief thing in this
musical form. Nowadays this cannot be sought in har¬
mony (which is nothing but surprises) ; but there are
infinite resources in rhythm, which a close study of
Haydn and Beethoven should reveal.
The formal scheme of Scherzo-Trio-Scherzo-Coda is
to be deprecated. It militates too much against the ele¬
ment of surprises. Richard Strauss’s Til Eulenspeigel’s
lustige streiche at least has broken new ground here,
being in a kind of Rondo form. This allows of the most
diverse and extravagant episodes, held together by the
one really fantastic chief subject.

Song
Songs into which .the element of artistic composition
enters are written in vast numbers, but rarely published,
as there is no real demand for them. Why is this? One
would think there must be at least a small number of
•fingers and music-lovers sufficient to encourage the production of mu ic such as the publisher finds remunerative
when it emanates from the pen of Brahms, Liszt, Richard
Strauss, or even the French Impressionists. But theie
is one sufficient reason why this is not so; and it is a
reason worth nothing. Admiration of such songs may
be largely of that kind expressed in the story ot me
Emperor’s New Clothes”-a fear of exposing ones
ignorance. But if there is one indubitable fact m music
it is that no English or American song will be a com¬
mercial success unless either the words make a popular
sentimental appeal or the music has. a simple^ melody.
And how many “Art-Songs” fulfill either of these con¬
ditions ?
The composer of a song should grasp one important
fact which the good musician seems never to realize:
Voice and pianoforte do not blend. The voice insists
upon supremacy and must have melody which is
satisfactory in itself: when it is a mere adjunct to the
piano it is a failure. Schumann, the immortal melodist,
never seems to have realized this. In his attempts to dc
something artistic he over and over again spoiled his
lovely conceptions. He tried using voice and piano al¬
ternately, as in

Sonata
Beethoven, having brought the structure of the Sonata
to absolute perfection in what is called his Second
Period, seems, in his Third, to have sought to etherealize ’
and render imperceptible that very structure and to fling
over it a veil of romantic vagueness. Succeeding composers,
toiling to reach the same heights, failed to follow him
in his last developments, so that for fifty years there
was little progress—only imitation of the obvious. Even
so did the opera-composers follow Wagner as far as
Lohengrin and no farther, for many a year. Chopin was
the only Sonata writer who consciously sought a new
path. Structurally, his two Sonatas (the early one is
ignored) are far from strong; but, instead of striving on
architectural lines, he gave us a new thing—the Romantic
Sonata, which has been finely developed by Glasounow,
MacDowell, Albanesi and Dale.
To be more definite, the subject-matter has become
less stiff and formal than in Sonatas on the Beethoven
lines. The Second Subject of. the First Movement, es¬
pecially, is often an impassioned Chopinesque melody of
considerable extent. There are fewer tributary subjects;
the Scherzo is often omitted, a Waltz or other light
movement being substituted; and, lastly, the element of
effective orchestral writing—thought of by Beethoven
only in his later works—is now brought to the highest
pitch of development.
A tendency of today (foretold by the writer twentyfive years ago in the Quarterly Musical Reviexv) is to
abandon the stereotyped four-movement Sonata in favor
of works of three, two or even one movement. Beethoven
was constantly experimenting in that direction; and we
are getting at least quite dissatisfied with this*fixed and
pointless programme. The single movement piece of
intense character and homogeneous structure is undoubt¬
edly the Sonata of the future. .And the same applies with
equal force to the Symphony and Quartet.

and people were ravished by their beauty; but singers
hated to be kept waiting like that. The effect is, indeed,
quite grotesque under ordinary conditions. But when he
gave the piano the melody and the voice the accompam-

Ex. 13
Non troppo vivo
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he pleased nobody; while when he allowed the voice to
leave off before the song was finished, as in
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Symphony
The Symphony, from a set of four lively little Inter¬
mezzi played between the courses (or during the courses,
was it?) of a Court Dinner, has grown to be a full meal
in itself—four large pieces, each a complete musical
structure and each usually quite unconnected with its
fellows except by a slender thread of tonality.
Signs are not wanting that both composers and audi¬
ences (especially the latter) are growing to regard this
as rather too much of a good thing. Experiments have
been made, with varying success, at connecting the move¬
ments with one another by the use of some recurrent
phrase or subject, as in Schumann’s Symphony in D
Minor, Tschaikowski’s and Dvorak’s in £ Minor, and
Berlioz’s Symphonic Fantastique. But, even when a jus¬
tifying cause can be found for this self-quotation, it is
apt to fall stale upon the ear. Even with Liszt’s method of
metamorphosis to vary the thing, we always feel that
we would rather have had something quite new. No, the
Symphonic Poem of Strauss, not that of Liszt, is des¬
tined to oust the Symphony from its proud pre-emi¬
nence- and a modern hasty-minded audience will not
much ’longer endure to have four pieces played to them
when they want but one.
The young composer will do well to think carefully
before he inflicts upon the world a Grand Symphony.
At least it would be more prudent—and advantageous—
to produce the four movements separately first as so
many separate works, which they really are.

Remember!
By Mildred F. Stone
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or in the beautiful end of his: “Woman’s Love and Life”
cycle, he did a thing that neither singer nor audience will
stand.
. .
In spite of this, strange to say, every would-be artistic
song writer since Schumann, instead of imitating his
beauties of melody, has religiously repeated one or all 'of
these faults. The voice part is the last thing thought
of and we are treated generally to a characterless ex¬
temporization on the piano which usually conveys the
impression of Mr. du Maurier’s joke in “Punch where
the singer says to the accompanist, “Now you go right
on and I’ll catch you up by and by.”
Above all, in an “artistic” song you may have a high
note for the singer near the end, but never a proper full
close: that would be too “unoriginal.” You must make
either a freak-cadence or else a common inverted one,
such as you have been employing at the previous periods
—though perhaps without being aware of it.
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Remember, an ounce of musical prevention is worth
a pound of cure. The troublesome phrase, the unman¬
ageable chord, the complicated time, may all be rendered
quite harmless if you only stop to think them out clearly,
name them plainly, and count them slowly.
Remember, your own musical common sense is the
plough with which you must break up the ground before
vcu can plant the seed or gather the fruit 1
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The “thirst for knowledge” is the basis of all progress. This series
of articles, which will continue for some months, answers in a most
readable manner many of the hundreds of questions which have come
to “The Etude” office daily for years.
,
,
.
Professor Corder, who has been the teacher of by far the greatest
number of British composers of note of the present day, started out to
write an Encyclopedia of Music. However, he was far too interesting
r writer toproduce anything so arid as an encyclopedia in the ordinary
sense. He embodies the human aspect of Sir George Grove, combined

with a masterly musical technique. This is enlivened by a rare sense
of humor and broadened by a life-time of rich experience as a teacher,
composer, editor and ,writer.
. .
.
,.T
There is always a demand for musical dictionaries. The I want to
know” spirit is particularly strong in America. No amateur or pro¬
fessional musician can read these paragraphs by Professor Corder with¬
out acauiring a more comprehensive aspect of many of the most interesttag things'hi th^ Art This series began in October.-EDITOH’S NOTE.
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The Full-Measure Rest
By Sidney Grew
An elderly lady who taught music in the school—once
played to me the slow movement of Beethoven’s fourth
sonata. This always wonderful largo con gran’ cspressione is in very slow triple time. It begins with chords on
beats 1 and 2 and a rest on beat 3. The pianist did not
play the rest. She went straight from the second chord
of the music to the third chord, leaving out the time of
the rest. I asked her why she did not play the third
beat in the opening measure. She replied that there
was nothing to play. “Of course,” she said, "1 count
‘3’ to myself, and as soon as I have counted the ‘3’ 1 play
the next chord.” This set me to thinking. I asked her
to play three other passages from Beethoven—(1)
the scherzo from the second sonata, (2) the close of
the first movement of the eighth and the opening of the
second movement, and (3) the allegretto movement of the
ninth sonata. In the scherzo of the second sonata is
a rest of five quarter-note beats; i. e. one and two-thirds
of a measure and two thirds of a measure. In the eighth
sonata is a full bar rest with a pause between the first
movement and the second. The allegretto of the ninth
sonata ends with a full measure’s rest. In each the long
rests went for nothing in the lady's performance. She
played right over them, and I found that they actually
went for nothing in her mind.
Many young students have a similar ignorance of the
value of whole-measure silences. They perhaps count
empty measures when the measures come in the body of
the piece. But when the measures come at the end of the
piece they ignore them.
The full-measure rest is a regular feature in music.
It appears often in the body of a piece, and quite fre¬
quently at the end of a piece. When given at the end
it certainly seems something of an anomaly. The music
ceases, so far as sound is concerned, with the last chord
in the last measure but one. Therefore, why have a
further measure of nothingness? Yet it is a structural
part of the piece and it manifests a very great principle
—the principle of Rhythm.
The full-measure rest at the end of a piece must there¬
fore be used. It must be counted through as faithfully
as if it occurred, not at the end, but in the middle of the
piece. The piece must be regarded as unfinished until
the measure has pulsed its full course. Also, if the
measure (as sometimes happens) has a pause over its
rest, the pause must be played, the time of the measure
held up in the mind as exactly as if the pause came on a
note in the body of the music. Whatever is contained
in the final measure, whether notes, rests, or a pause,
that final measure must be demonstrated to the listener.
Of course the listener cannot know in the way the
player knows, that the piece ends with a silent measure.
He cannot see the printed page. But he can be made aware of the fact by the manner in which the player treats
the measure. He can be made to feel its existence by
the attitude of the player.
Expressed in a word, the player should not relax
himself from the task of performance until the empty
measure has passed.
The Unheard Measure
The orchestral conductor knows this. At the end of
the first movement of the first symphony of Beethoven
(for instance) he beats a measure, apparently for noth¬
ing ; because the composer has written an empty measure
after the final chord; and this despite the fact that the
final chord is followed in its measure by a threequarter rest. At the end of the second symphony the
conductor beats an upbeat after the last chord; and holds
that upbeat in pause according to the written notation of
the composer. At the end of the third movement of
the third symphony he beats a silent measure and holds
the silence in pause, again because Beethoven has written
a full empty measure and marked it with a pause.
The pianist who pays no attention to the final measure
of silence, turning at once to the audience as soon as he
has played the concluding chord or passing at once to the
next movement of work, is like the vocalist who, the
moment he has released his last note and while the
accompanist is finishing the song, begins to roll up his
music, looks round the room, or walks toward the exit
from the platform. To speak severely, he is displaying
ignorance, which is the unpardonable sin of the artist.
The reason why the composer gives a final measure's
rest is clear. But it can be explained only by a descrip¬
tion of the nature of the “simple” metres.
Compound Metre
We all know that a “compound” metre is made up of
“simple” metres, that a measure of four-time, for instance,

contains two measures of two-time, and that a measure
of six-time contains two of three-time. But we do not
all know that the measures in music „written in
simple time are themselves "compounded.” We no no
all know that “phrasing” is ii
pounding simple-tm
in music. It is i .
particularly the empty measure sometimes set out a
end of a piece.
What we may call the “phraseological compound is
a matter of Rhythm, the other class of compound-time
being a matter of Metre. The rhythmical compound
produces the "phrase”.
A phrase may cover two, three, four, or more measures.
The more frequent phrase-length in music that is made
up of simple-time measures, is the length of two or four
measures. (I should remark that I am speaking of
music where the composer in his metronome mark uses
the note which represents a full measure of the music).
Therefore music in simple-times moves by means of
rhythmical phrases, and in phrases that in the main are
two or four measures in extent.
We all know, futhermore, that in a compound-metre
the first simple-time measure in the compound measure
is the stronger of the two. This means that in fourfour time, count "one" has a stronger accent than count
"three”. But similarly we do not all know that in the
Rhythmical Compound (the “phrase”) of two measures,
one measure is stronger than the other. Yet this is a
fact we must know clearly and apply to our' playing, if
our playing is to be alive and easy and if we are to treat
the empty measures correctly.
The strong measure in the phrase may be the first
measure or the second. If it is the first, the weak
measure is said to “fall from” the strong measure. If
it is the second measure, the weak measure is said to
"rise into” the strong measure.
From a Point of Syntax
I can make this intelligible by a reference to gram¬
matical syntax. I will take a word, and “inflect” it.
Let us look on the word “band" as a single measure
of simple-time music. If we inflect the word by adding
to it a prefix, we produce a Rhythmical Phrase where
the weak measure rises with the strong—

dis-]band! If

we inflect it with a suffix, we produce a phrase where
the weak measure falls from the strong ||ba*d].^|
If we inflect the word by compounding it with both
prefix and suffix, we produce a three measure phrase
with the root in the middle

2|d* _|

. Similarly

with the word “full", which may be compounded with
one suffix

||fyJ,e|

or with two

2|fJg~^|

Similarly with the word “scribe", which may be syn¬
tactically inflected to produce our phrases

8J.^ |

^ |

-fulsome" phrase does not in any way alter conditions.
Hs last Vase is complete now as h,s last measure was
incomplete then. He therefore wntes an empty measure
fr> fill out the phrase.
For the rule in music that every measure must contain
its full number of beats is paralleled by the rule that
mv phrase must contain its full number of measures.
The two rules are equally binding on the performer. We
do not all so often overlook metrical rests as did my
old lady pianist acquaintance; but many of us do over¬
look rhythmical rests. Our error m the latter respect is
I think greater, since rhythm is more important in music
than metre.
.
In Beethoven, the final empty measure is nearly always
a weak measure. The empty measure ir. the body of the
piece may be either strong or weak. When in the scherzos

How They Put Kalkbrenner in His Place
Friedrich Wilhelm Michael Kalkbrenner. the most
successful piano teacher of the Paris of his time, was
noted for his arrogance and his purse-proud manners.
His offer to teach Chopin is familiar to all. Kalkbrenner
was born near Berlin, in 1788, and died in Paris, in 1849.
He was thus a man along in years when Chopin, as a
youth, first came to him. Kalkbrenner had studied with
Adam Catel and Albrechtsberger. At first be settled
in London, but in 1823 lie went to Paris to become
a partner in the Piano Factory of Pleyel. As he ac¬
cumulated wealth he accordingly added a store of
pompousness which disgusted his friends. There is
a mighty good story of how Mendelssohn, Hiller, Chopin
and Liszt determined to puncture Kalkhrentu r's pride.
It was Kalkbrenner's daily custom to attire himself in
his best at a certain hour and promenade down one of
the leading boulevards to his favorite restaurant. His
friends decided that thev would dress themselves in
the very poorest clothes to look as much like paupers
as possible and meet him at the door of the restaurant
and greet him like an old friend. This they did and
Kalkbrenner came strolling along with his grand airs.
Nothing would rid him of his intimate friends and a
crowd was soon attracted by the sight of a "perfect
gentleman" surrounded by a noisy group of rowdy look¬
ing fellows, who were on such good terms with a
pompous fellow drc^cd like Beau Brummcl and walking
like a peacock. Just what the results were, the story,
alas, does not tell.

Believe in Your Powers
By Maxmilian Vernet
"Self Confidence is the first requisite in all Brent under¬
takings."—Dr. Samuel Johnson.
The student who looks out over the musical horizon
in these days sees a very different world from that
which even his father saw. The aims are identical but
the means are very greatly changed. Columbus with his
three little boats reached America after a voyage lasting
weeks. Any one of his boats might easily he shipped
on the deck of the ocean liner that makes the trip in
four or five days. Likewise the pianist who could
charm thousands with Monastery Hells or Silvery H aves,
would seem as archaic in the musical world of today as
would the little vessels of Columbus. It took tremendous
self confidence for Columbus to start out upon his perilous voyage but it was that confidence that won.
Above all things the music student must never lose
his confidence in his own ability to make good, if he does
the right amount of work in the right spirit.

A Speck of Dirt
and

||i.!il|scr?bed|

If now we strike out all the measure lines except
that which comes before the strong part of the phrase
we reduce the matter to the terms of compound-metre'
f |dTs-|band|

.

*| fuljsome) , and SO On.

At once we see from this the nature of the empty
measure and the need of playing it carefully in time.
'If the composer were writing in a compound time, and
if he were ending the sound with a chord represented
by “ful-” whereas all through the piece, from the first
measure onwards, he had been writing in phrases repre¬
sented by "ful-somc", he would have to write a rest to
fill up the last measure. The circumstance that he is
writing in a simple-time, giving two measures to each

By Mildred F. Stone
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The Hardest Things to Master in Music
An Interview with the Noted Piano Virtuoso
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culties are those of the right mterpretat on.)
“Perhaps I am the last pianist in the world to tell
what are the hardest things in music, because I have
always found most things easy if they were taken up
in the order of tlieir difficulty. That is the main thing.
In this, the teacher is to blame for much that is called
difficulty. Lack of proper preparation has discouraged
many an ambitious student.
“In my own case I seemed to experience few difficul¬
ties My musical education was begun when I was
about four and a half years old and my greatest help
at that time came from reading a series of letters known
as “Self Instruction Letters” by Aloys Hennes. Then
I got hold of a lot of music and enjoyed myself im¬
mensely in exploring it. When I found that a certain
piece was too difficult I laid it aside until a little later. In
this way I learned to read at sight in a manner which
seemed to startle everybody. The secret was merely
that I did a lot of it.
“Thus when I was ten or twelve years old I was taken
to Grieg to give an exhibition of sight reading. Grieg
was very kind and was very much interested to see what
I could do. He gave me the Ct Major Fugue of Bach
and asked me to read it off in the key of C major.
This' I did to his evident delight. When I was eight 1
was taken to d’Albert and he asked me to read the
A minor Rondo of Mozart in the key of F.. This was
comparatively easy. Grieg also asked me to read his
Norivcgian Bridal March, playing it at sight not in the
key of E in which it is written, but in the key of F.
“This experience of reading and transposing instan¬
taneously stood me in excellent stead. Once in Black¬
pool, England, I was engaged to play the Grieg A
minor Concerto. Upon arriving at the concert hall I
found that the piano was down one half tone below the
orchestra.
Sir Landon Ronald was the conductor.
The only thing to do was to transpose the Concerto and
play it without rehearsal one key higher, that is in B flat
minor.
“Brahms had a well-known hatred for prodigies
and some efforts of my friends to have me play, for
him were without avail. He simply would not listen
to a prodigy and that was all there was to it. However,
I enjoyed meeting him when I was a child and with
the child’s natural hero worship I saved some ashes
from his cigar for some years, until I came to the
conclusion'that a far better way to honor his memory
would be to play his concertos in an artistic manner.
As I mastered them I threw the ashes away.
“If Brahms was offish toward prodigies the Griegs,
Edvard and his wife Nina, were more than charming.
Grieg was a very tiny man with a great mass of white
hair, although slightly bald at the crown. Mrs. Grieg
was also very small in stature.
Rhythmic Difficulties
“It has always seemed to me that with students the
greatest difficulties are the rhythmic difficulties. This
does not mean merely playing two notes against three,
etc., but rhythmic difficulties in general. Playing, the
right notes is often a comparatively simple matter. Any¬
one can play the right notes if enough time is taken
for each group; getting the rhythm is a totally different
matter and I have often wondered why some teacher
did not give more attention to this. Rhythm is form
in music and unless the student is thoroughly impressed
with the form, the music is meaningless. He must
sec the rhythm design quite as clearly as the melodic
design. Very, very few do. They are content to be
easy with themselves in the matter of rhythm while
they would be horrified beyond everything if they ac¬
cidentally struck a wrong note.
“Of course every single note is important in a really
beautiful piece but it is just as important that the note
should be in its right place in rhythm as it is that it should
be in the melody. Imagine a beautiful piece of tapes¬
try ; it is not enough that the threads shall be beautiful
or that the colors shall be right, but every thread must
be in its right place or the vision will be distorted and
the design will be ruined.

Memorizing Difficulties
“Memorizing comes easy to me because I have done
a great deal of it just as I did a great deal of sight
reading in all keys. How can I express the secret
more clearly. Very probably I read at sight very
much better as a child than I possibly could now. Why ?
Because I was paraded around as a prodigy and expected
to do this and therefore I did far more of it than I
do now.
“The mind has technic as well as the fingers and the
more one does a certain thing the better it is done.
“Probably the reason why many students have diffi¬
culty in memorizing is that they do not grasp the simple

who say that they cannot memorize. If such a person
can memorize the key signature in which a piece is
written and the first ten notes, he can memorize. When
he says he cannot memorize he is usually apologizing
for his lack of industry and persistence.
“Only with the most complicated pieces do I find it
necessary to memorize smaller passages at one time.
Such a piece as the Beethoven Hammcrklavicr Sonata
(which I played when I won the Rubinstein Prize of 5000
francs in Paris) and the Variations and Fugue on a theme
by J. S. Bach by Max Reger, are so continuously con¬
trapuntal that it is next to impossible for the memory
to grasp them as a whole at first. This masterly work
of Reger deserves to be heard more frequently, but it
is very involved and few audiences can assimilate it
at one hearing. Reger as usual exhibits his impulse
to write, but he did not take the time, strength or trouble
to concentrate as did such masters as Beethoven and
Brahms.
Where the Real Difficulty Lies

WILHELM BACHAUS
fact that memorizing is merely a test of the memory
and a training of the memory. They work and work
and work at the keyboard without ever trying to
remember, depending upon having their fingers drilled
so that they will repeat the piece blindly just as sheep
follow a leader. This does not seem to be the best
way to me although the fingers must, of course, have
the memory drill as well as the eyes and the ear.
“In memorizing, my custom is to play the whole
composition at once. I rarely play it in parts. Finally
the work gets hold of me and I start playing it by
heart, but that is not all. When I go for my daily
walk I strive to remember it measure for measure.
Sometimes this fails and I come to passages which I
cannot see or hear in my mind’s eye. I make a mental
note of these in very much the same manner in which
I would make a note of difficult passages in learning a
piece and mark them for special practice. It is these
memory tests which help me fix the work in my mind,
and which assure me that I really know a work.
You learn technic by moving your fingers, hand and
arm. Good! Then learn memorizing by using your
memory. The memory is the faculty which recalls.
Some students seem to want to learn to memorize
without ever practicing recollecting their work.
“Only when the student has repeatedly practiced
listening for a note in a composition and finds it missing
in his memory does he realize how important every note
is. Much of the best work you can do will be done
away from the keyboard. Of course there are people

“The greatest difficulty in pianoforte playing is not
to be found in the Don Juan Fantasie, of Liszt, The
Lark of Balakierev or the various pieces of Godowsky
all of which call for special preparation before perform¬
ance, but rather in the far more intricate and subtle
art of pouring expression into a few notes. It is for this
reason that Beethoven and Bach are difficult. The
same may be said of Mozart and Haydn. Very few
students realize why. It is because of the simple out¬
lines of the music. There are a few notes with which
a very great deal must be done. In Schumann, Chopin
and other more modern composers there is a back¬
ground of accompaniment to the melodies which is con¬
tinually evident. - This is mobile and can be used as a
secondary means of expression. But with Beethoven
and Bach the expression must often be accomplished
with only a few chords. The piano is not a sustained
tone instrument, but a diminishing tone instrument. In
Chopin the running background covers up a multitude
of sins of expression.
“This is one of the reasons why the study of the
classics is good for the student. If the pianist can
play Beethoven, Bach, and Mozart with expression he
will not be bothered in this way with Schumann and
Chopin and the moderns.
“When one has played a great deal in auditoriums
this truth comes back again and again. Beethoven, of
course, never dreamed of Carnegie Hall when he wrote
his Opus III. To make such a Sonata sound well in
such a huge room taxes all of the resources of the
artists in the matter of tone values.
“With Chopin, however, the condition is different.
He introduces so many gorgeously beautiful ornaments
in his tone-poems, that the piano fairly seems to sing.
“The difficulty which presents itself in Beethoven and
Bach is not to be found in the works of some of the
older masters, Scarlatti, for instance, the brittleness of
which is the secret of their charm. They give the im¬
pression of freshness and their charm is that of the
harpsichord rather than the modern piano.
The Greatest Difficulty
“The greatest difficulty of all is that of listening. The
human mind is peculiar and it is human for the mind
to wander. Soon the student finds himself reading the
notes and playing them, but few are put to the test of
discriminating hearing. Any sense becomes dulled
by continual use. Looking at one color for any length
of time deadens the color sense for that color. It is
the same with hearing. Better practice five minutes with
the ears alert for all degrees of sound, than an hour
with deaf ears, if you find that you are not listening
better stop until you make up your mind that you are
ready to listen intently. This is not always easy.
“The student should watch his practice intelligently.
There comes. a time when his powers seem to come to
a climax and after that little can be accomplished. It
is often said that one can practice six or seven hours
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a day without injury. It all depends upon the intensity
of the effort. Three or four hours of practice a day
when the practice is of the right kind is enough to tire
out the ordinary student. The trouble is that the average
amateur practices with the same faint intensity with
which he might read a popular novel.”

Time and Money and Tiny Tots
By Hazel Victoria Goodwin
Up to the age of ten years the wee scholar has had lit¬
tle school training in fractions and the music teacher of
the first and second grades finds it difficult and often
impossible to give the very little girls and boys a work¬
able conception of note values and everything incorpo¬
rated under the head “time.”
The writer has developed a little financial system of
notes and measures that has invariably been understood
by children whose grasp of fractions is weak or non exis¬
tent. A child who thinks there are anywhere from three
to five halves in a whole, knows surprizingly well that
there are but two half-dollars in a whole dollar: that
four silver quarters make a dollar and two silver quarters
a silver half-dollar. Therefore when he is allowed to
make-believe that a whole note is a dollar, a half-note,
a half dollar and a quarter-note, a silver quarter, he finds
it an exhilarating sport. After he has been asked whether
his daddy has ever spoken of “two bits” then inform¬
ed that a “bit” was an old coin worth twelve and one-half
cents, and that two bits is a silver quarter, he can call
his eighth-note a “bit.”
Now he is told that the sections between the vertical
bars are called measures but that they might be consider¬
ed as pocketbooks; that each pocketbook must have the
same amount of money in it as every other pocketbook
in the same piece of music—unless later stated otherwise;
that one pocketbook cannot have a dollar in change while
another pocketbook only has three-quarters of a dollar;
that the composer puts the same amount of money in
each pocketbook; that the composer issues a statement
even, at the very beginning of the piece, declaring to
the world in general that every measure or pocketbook
in his piece shall, until further notice, have four silver
quarters in it, for instance, or that amount in any change,
just so it all makes four quarters. If the composer de¬
cides to have only three quarters in each measure or
pocketbook—or three half-dollars—he places the figures
3/4 (three quarters) or 3/2 (three halves) on the staff
at the outset.
What to buy with these notes is the next question.
Silver money will purchase fruits, candy, vegetables.
Music money will only buy beats. If a quarter buys
one beat, the child will have no difficulty in telling you
that a half-dollar note buys two; a whole dollar note,
four.
Lastly, take down the metronome and show the child
just what a beat is. Let him count off beats for you.
It will be found that this “financial method” has a par¬
ticular appeal to the tiny scholar on account of the imagi¬
nary silver money involved, that commodity so rare but
so magic in his short experience.

A Scientific Delight in Bach
Bach, although following the severe fugue form in
many of his fugal works with a conscientiousness that
is always delightful, had, nevertheless, a sense of innate
beauty and proportion which made his master works
appear like some creation of nature rather than of man,
—so perfectly balanced, so beautifully symmetrical are
they.
Indeed, these works, while they appeal to the musi¬
cian, have also a very strong appeal to the highly organ¬
ized and definitely trained scientific mind. Clarence
Lucas in his excellent musical form makes the follow¬
ing quotation from the works of the great British
scientist, Thomas H. Huxley:
“When I was a boy, I had abundant opportunities of
hearing (the music of) that great old master, Sebas¬
tian Bach. I remember perfectly well the intense satis¬
faction and delight which I had in listening, by the hour
together, to Bach’s Fugues. It is a pleasure which
remains with me, I am glad to think; but of late years
I have tried to find out the why and wherefore, and
it has often occurred to me that the pleasure derived
from musical compositions of this kind is essentially
of the same nature as that which is derived from pur¬
suits which are commonly regarded as purely intel¬
lectual. I mean, that the source of pleasure is exactly
the same as in most of my problems in morphology,—
that you have the theme in one of the old master’s
works followed out in all its endless variations, always
appearing and always reminding you of unity in
variety.”
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Behind the Scenes with Artists
By Harriette Brower

The

Simple Facts About Harmony Every Music
Lover Should Know

Human Side of the Artist

When one sits entranced under the spell of great
artists, one forgets for the moment that they are human
beings, who feel, suffer and enjoy very much as do t e
rest of mankind. The violinist weaves his spell of en¬
chantment, the pianist caresses the keys or thunders upon
them with thrilling effect. At the moment of perform¬
ance both artist and listener are carried out of them¬
selves, into another world as it were, where the very
atmosphere is rarefied in a high degree and every object
is touched with magic.
The artist naturally does not live in this highly sensitized
atmosphere; he soon comes back to earth and to the inter¬
course with his fellow beings. Those who know him
and can be near him when "off duty,” so to say, find
him usually very simple, natural, unaffected, lovable.
The greater the artist, the more these qualities shine out
The human side of the great artist, so guarded and
kept out of sight when before the public, would delight
his or her admirers could they sometimes be privileged to
peep behind the veil.. Take as an illustration the charm¬
ing South American pianist, Guiomar Novaes. If any¬
one’s head could be turned by overwhelming success and
the extravagant praise of critics everywhere, it should
be hers; but she continues .to be the simple yet im¬
perturbable girl, after three years of success in America,
that she was in the beginning. Does she ever lay off this
seeming passivity? Yes, she can be as eager and merry
as a child.
It would be pleasant to dwell on some of the traits of
ai nature so sweet and unaffected as hers, yet so deep and
intense. Repose is one of her most noticeable character¬
istics. She can sit, calm and quiet, giving her 'whole and
undivided attention to what one is saying to her or what
others about her are doing. This same calmness clothes
her as a veil, as she sits at a concert given by a "con¬
frere” of hers. At such times she gives serious attention
to what is going on before her; nothing escapes her eager
young thought.
At home, or with familiar friends, she is light-hearted
as a child, full of bright little stories of this or that

Part II
“onTevening she related to us with much detail, how
she had traveled in Canada durmg the previous summer,
and, among other happenings, she assured us she had
clayed a dozen concerts in fifteen days. Our surpr.se at
thb astonishing statement seemed to delight her; she
bubbled over with merriment. Finally, when she saw
her little joke had succeeded, for wc were now plymg
her with all sorts of questions about the trip, she glee¬
fully announced she had never been in Canada at all, and
had only made up the little story, just for tease!
If one could listen to the practice hours of a great
artist, one would learn much. Novaes practices with
oreat' concentration, going over and over troublesome
passages until they “go” to her satisfaction. She does
not believe in so-called “soft practice; she uses full
power, so that it shall be “sonore,” as she says. Neither
does she slave at technic for its own sake, for -he finds
plenty of it in pieces themselves. “I haven’t tune to do
it” she says. Before a recital she is very quiet, deeply
serious and thoughtful. When all is over, the reaction
sets in and she becomes excited, embracing friends and
acquaintances, and effervescing with delicate gaiety. One
day, when she was to play with one of the great orches¬
tras, we met her at the stage entrance, where die and
her brother had just alighted from the cab. The latter
was carrying her leather-cushioned piano stool, rather
a heavy load for his slender physique. She always uses
this stool at her concerts, and it is a familiar sight to see
her carefully adjust the seat before she begins to play.
Novaes is so modest that she seems unwilling to take
any praise to herself for the beautiful work she does.
At the same time, she has a strong admiration for
some of the great ones, notably for Josef Hofmann.
“He is the greatest artist of all, do you not think so?”
she asks, with artless simplicity. "With him everything
is always just right. There is never too much in any
way—nor too little; all is perfect perfection.” Her
closest friends tell of many beautiful instances of her
kindness and her thoughtfulness for others, and of her
sweet, unselfish nature.

By R. A. Davidson

Now lift the cover of your piano and look down at the
hammers as you press the keys. They should fall back
away from the strings about Yu of an inch. If they
come back too far, you will have difficulty in executing
repeated note passages. If they remain too close to the
strings, you will not get enough power or force in the
repeated note’s touch.
Now, press very slowly on each key along the key¬
board and notice if each hammer responds the instant
you touch the key. If not, you will again have difficulty
in passages of repeated notes. In factory language,
this is what we call “testing for repetition,” or “lost

By EDWIN HALL PIERCE

artist whom she admires. She wUl imitate their position
artist wno
^ ^ with amusing mim,Cry.

Keep Your Piano Action in Order

Some piano tuners only tune a piano, some can regu¬
late its action, and others cannot. As a matter of self¬
information it will pay you to know what “regulation’
of your piano action means if you are studying, say,
Moszkowski’s Caprice Espagnole.
First, look along your piano keyboard and see if the
keys are all on a level. If one key is lower than another
and you are practicing even touch, one finger will require
more motion to produce tone than another.
Next, all keys should go down the same distance,
usually about Y of an inch. Press several keys down
at once along the keyboard and if one or more keys show
greater depression (or “dip,” as it is called) than others,
call your tuner’s attention to it. If you have not had
your piano over-hauled in ten years, it is probably the
felt punchings under the front of the keys that have
worn
down thin and need replacing. It is not an
expensive matter to have done. This is of such vital
importance in factory over-hauling that it is the first
thing done. All other regulations depend on it. A
short-cut test is to press down the black keys first. If
some of them go down below the level of the white keys
(sometimes almost out of sight), it is a good indication
the felt underneath is gone.
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motion.” It is also of such vital importance that it is
one of the first regulations made. You can observe it
more readily with the front panel or music rack taken off.
Much of the pleasure and benefit in playing or practice
comes from a prompt response in the touch of your
piano keys. Unless your piano is new, it is very probable
that it needs more or less attention in such matters.
Just one more point about your piano touch. As you
know, it is your fingers whioh cause the hammers to
move towards the strings. But it is a small steel spring
behind each hammer which principally causes the ham¬
mer to come back ready for another finger stroke. After
some years of usage, these small springs sometimes lose
their life or resiliency. In such cases, your touch in re¬
peated note passages would be difficult or unsatisfactory.
Even when these springs were apparently in work¬
ing order on a piano ten years old, the writer has put
in a new set of hammer springs with the result that the
key touch was made responsive and rippling like new.
This is not an expensive matter, and might prove to be
a revelation in your own piano.
There is one thing that makes life miserable for any
piano, and that is dampness. If you have electric light
in your home, it is now recommended by piano men to
connect a small electric light bulb on an extension cord
and suspend it inside the piano on damp days to counter¬
act the dampness effect on the action. You can easily do
this by lifting the cover of the piano and letting the
electric bulb hang inside after closing the cover. A
couple of hours should ordinarily be sufficient time. If
there is no electric light available, a very small lamp
inside the bottom of a piano will remove dampness. Of
course this should never be done by anyone with insuffi¬
cient judgment and discretion to take the necessary
precautions to avoid possible fire.

This Section May Be Read Independently of Part I Which Appeared in the Last ETUDE.
Major and Minor Taking the Place of the Old
Ecclesiastical “Modes”

Modern music, however, shows that the pendulum has
swung back again; we now rather avoid these frequent
Cadences and obvious little subdivisions, in the best music,

The music of the Middle Ages was not based on our
present major and minor scales, but on fourteen differ¬
ent “Modes,” borrowed from ancient Greek music and
named from Greek provinces—though in borrowing
them the names got unaccountably mixed up, as it
happened. When the art of harmonizing arose, ex¬
perience soon showed that only two of all these modes
—the Ionian, which is practically like our Major Mode,
and the Aeolian, which with slight changes became our
Minor Mode—were well adapted for harmonizing. Con¬
sequently the ancient modes rapidly dropped out of use,
with the above exceptions.
One important feature in Harmony is the existence
and use of the “leading tone” (the seventh note of the
scale) which has a tendency to lead or progress upward
a semitone to the key-note. In the major mode this
exists ready-made; in the minor mode it is provided by
the use of an accidental which raises the seventh degree
of the scale. Without a proper “leading tone” one can
scarcely form a satisfactory Cadence, (close of a musical
phrase), and it is an historical fact that musicians, espe¬
cially singers, began to apply and use this accidental in
the minor mode some time before composers actually
wrote it. For instance there is a Mass by William
Byrd, an English composer, written about the year 1550
(or a few years later) in which the characteristic sharp
seventh, of the minor mode is not written, but is so
obviously intended to be sung that in Novello’s Edition
it has been added by the editor wherever needed, though
placed in parentheses to indicate that it was not in the
original copy.
Cadences

To state with authority and accuracy just how and
when the modern method of regarding music as a series
of chords rather than as a network of melodies arose,
is impossible. Even to trace the course of the movement
with completeness would demand a lifetime of research,
but it may be said, with approximate truth, that it dates
from the efforts of organists to harmonize the Chorale.
The Chorale is a simple melody, largely in notes of
equal length, designed for the congregational singing of
hymns, and came into use in the Protestant churches of
Germany shortly after the beginning of the Ref¬
ormation.
In Italy, however, a similar change was brought about
through an entirely different means. Soon after the
death of Palestrina composers began to try their hand
at writing songs for a single voice, accompanied by in¬
strumental chords, and by about the year 1600 this art
had reached a fair degree of perfection. Vincenzo
Galilei was about the first composer noted in this style,
and the first place where he displayed his new art was
at the house of Sig. Giovanni Bardi, in Florence—a
noted patron of art and literature. The rise of Opera
gave it a still further impetus.
In England, the change seems to have come along
with the rise of the “Glee”—a song for several voices,
simply harmonized, which took the place of the earlier
“Madrigal”, a composition for chorus in the ^ld con¬
trapuntal style.

One reason why the very early composers of the poly¬
phonic school did not feel the weakness of the old
“modes” in the matter of Cadences, is that they really
had little use for Cadences, except at the very end of a
piece. What they aimed at was a grand continuous flow.
If we jump from their time down to that of Haydn and
Mozart, we find exactly the contrary principle; their
music is divided up into neat little phrases, periods and
sections, which call for the use of certain forms of
half-close and close. Consequently instruction in the
proper formation of Cadences became a part of the science
of Harmony.
(Ex. 18, Authentic Cadence or Full Close) and the
same in Minoi.

(Ex. 19, Plagal Cadence.)

that the next thing it should do was to move downward
one degree of the scale. Or, it might remain stationary,
and the root of the chord might move upward, instead.

Rise of Harmony, in the Modern Sense

Parallel octaves were forbidden because they dimin¬
ished suddenly the number of independent parts and
gave undue prominence to one; parallel fifths were for¬
bidden because they gave a feeling of awkward dis¬
connection in the chain of harmonies.
Later on, chords of the 9th, 11th and 13th were recog¬
nized and treated of by theorists, though with differing
opinions.
The influence of the ideas of Counterpoint was still
so strong that it was demanded that each voice form an
independent and graceful melody, even though not a
specially significant one.
One of the first innovators was Claudio Monteverde
(1567-1643). He discovered that the chord of the seventh
on the fifth of the scale (known technically as the
“dominant seventh”) was less harsh than the others, and
he dared to use it unprepared, greatly to the horror of
musical purists of his day. He also introduced certain
effects in instrumental music, previously unheard-of, for
instance the orchestral tremulo.
25

Thorough Bass
Almost simultaneously with the rise of Harmony, the
invention was made of a method of indicating the
succession of harmonies by means of figures applied.to
the bass. This invention is attributed to Lodovico
Viadana (1566-1644,) though it is not certain that the
entire credit belongs to him. It served an important
purpose as a sort of musical short-hand, and for a long
period was deemed a necessary part of every good musi¬
cian’s education. To play a correct accompaniment from
merely a “figured bass” was so common an accomplish¬
ment as to call for no special comment, and the study
of Thorough Bass was regarded as an introduction to
the study of Harmony.
The rules were simple: when no figure appeared it
was understood that the root of the chord was in the
bass, and the proper notes could be ascertained by count¬
ing up 3 and 5 from the bass. (Reckoning the bassnote itself as “I”). The figure “6” meant, count up 3
6
and 6. The figure 4 was self-explanatory. The figure
6
4
“7” meant 3, 5, and 7. 5 meant 3, 5 and 6. 3
meant
4
3, 4 and 6, while 2, or simply “2” meant 2, 4 and 6.
A dash after a figure meant that the note represented
was tied over into the next chord.

Suspension, Anticipation and Changing Notes
“Suspension,” or the holding over a note into the next
chord, thus causing a temporary but not displeasing
discord, was an art already understood and practiced in
the days of Counterpoint.

Harmony simply borrowed it unchanged. “Anticipa¬
tion,” or the sounding of a note slightly in advance of
its proper harmony was a later device, but it is difficult
to point to its exact origin, except to say that it was
occasionally used with good effect by Hadyn, Mozart
and Beethoven, in spite of the fact that it is barely men¬
tioned in the works on Harmony of their day. Great
composers always manage, to keep a few steps in advance
of the writers on Theory.

Standard Rules of Harmony
The first material used in Harmony was the seven
Triads founded on the seven tones of the scale:

IV
Chords of the Seventh were also recognized:
23

21
but were used ’ with great caution. It was considered
that the “seventh” must be “prepared and resolved” ac¬
cording to rule. “Prepared” meant that the note must
already be found in the same voice in the previous chord.
(It was usually tied over, in fact.) “Resolved” meant

“Changing Notes” are notes foreign to the harmony,
which by moving up a half-step or down one degree
of the scale, change to a true harmony-note
Com¬
posers of Mozart’s day used plenty of these, but in
a rather timid and apologetic way, writing them as slow
grace-notes (Appoggiatura). We still use them now,
but have grown less squeamish, and use full-sized notes.
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Modern Developments of Harmony
Wagner shocked the theorists (but probably no more,
than Monteverde did centuries before) by his bold
innovations in harmony. He did not, for instance, re¬
gard it as necessary that a discord should be prepared
as a concord in the same voi/e; it was sufficient that
the note appeared anywhere in the preceding chord.
He, and also the Romantic writers, as Schumann, Chopin
and (later) Grieg, used not merely the chord of the
dominant seventh, but any chord of the seventh, unpre¬
pared. Grieg used parallel fifths with the utmost free¬
dom, despite the old rules. Some twenty or thirty years
ago, a change began to take place in pedagogic methods
of teaching harmony; it was found that Thorough-bass
might be dispensed with, and the pupil put directly to
the practice of harmonizing melodies. (In the present
writer’s opinion this is not altogether a gain, however.)
This brings us to the work of the extreme modernists,
such as Debussy, Ravel, Schonberg, etc. Their works
have undeniable value because of beauty and originality,
but it is impossible to explain their use of harmony
by the conventional rules of the art. Theorists have
noli yet caught up with them. For instance, Debussy
does not hesitate to use a discord of this kind

Conducted by N. J. CORE\

By Mary M. Schmitz
9. Q. What was the n

e of the last work Mozart

Note
We are presenting berew Hi a monthly
wrote?
•graphics designed n^twused bjM s'with such
A The Requiem.
.
?
floo/o/ Great Mt
andard History of Music. 1
«** **
Wot.fgang Amadeus Mozart
11 Q. Tell how he came to write it.
(1756-1791)
.
„ ,hort time before his death, a man dressed
IV.
i
Un
u
in Mo-art at night and asked him to
Wolfgang Amadeus MoM in black
^
^ ^
1. Q. Where and when
zart born ?
"ancthe felt that it was for his own funeral. However,
A. Salzburg, Germany, January 27, 1756.
,
the Requiem and afterwards it became known
2. Q. Did Mozart show his musical talent very early .
Lt this man in black had intended to take the honor of
A. Yes, he began to compose music when he teas on y
writing the composition himself and pass it off as his own.
four years old. He played in concerts before he was
12 Q Did Mozart write any symphonies.
ten years old and zvrote an opera when he was
ec '
A.' Yes, 49 symphonies, but the three last ones zvere
3. Q. Did people believe Mozart wrote those early
compositions himself?
,
the
best
Mozart {aJT10US as a writer of symphonies?
A. No. they thought his father zvrote them and passed
A Yes Mozart, Haydn and Beethoven zvere the
them off as little Wolfgang's.
4. Q. How did they prove that Mozart wrote them
greatest writers of symphonies.
14. Q. Were Mozart’s symphonies as great as
himself?
.
,
A. By having him zvrite in public the music to me
Beethoven’s?
poems they brought to him.
A. No.
.
.
5. Q. What was Mozart’s sister’s name?
15. Q. What is a symphony?
A. Anna Mozart, but the family called her Nanncrl.
A A composition mitten for full orchestra.
She zvas a good musician.too, and their father, Dr. Mozart,
16 Q. What are the instruments played m a full
too’i the two children on long concert tours zvhen they
played before the crozvned heads of Europe.
°T<A.eSThe violin violo, ‘cello, double-bass, flute, clarinet,
6. Q. How old was Mozart when he wrote his first
oboe, piccolo, bassoon. English horn, cornet, trombone,
symphony, Opus 15?
tuba, drum, cymbal and harp.
A. Twelve years old.
(
17. Q. Did Mozart write for the piano?
7. Q. From what famous musical family did Mozart s
A. Yes, he zvrote sonatas for the piano and other
wife come and what was her name?
music also.
A. The Von Weber family, her name zvas Constance
18. Q. When and where did Mozart die r
Weber.
A. In Vienna. Austria. Sunday December 5. 1791.
8. Q. Name three famous operas Mozart wrote.
He zvas only thirty-eight years old but he t. rote some
A. The Marriage of Figaro, Don Giozmm and The
of the greatest music the zvorld has ever known.
Magic Flute.
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on occasion, without dny conventional preparation or
resolution. These writers even abandon the idea of
tonality, using any chord in any key, or perhaps abandon¬
ing the idea of being in any particular key at all.
Occasionally, too, they use a strange scale, composed
entirely of whole-steps.

A Graceful Position at the Keyboard
By Lillian B. Martin
Sometimes their pieces do not come to a close, but merely
leave off at a certain point with the musical phrase not
even complete, like a story that ends with an incomplete
sentence followed by *
*
*
Young composers, however, should not be misled into
believing that because these and other eminent and
original composers appear to have thrown overboard
the science of harmony, there is no longer any use to
learn it; all these men have made a previous thorough
study of the subject and when they break the older
rules, they know just why they do it, and what their
intentions are. An old woodsman may safely start on
a tour of exploration through virgin forest where the
tenderfoot would be hopelessly lost, and had better stick
to the trail.

SUNDAY

The days when the pianist persisted in imitating a
moving caricature at the keyboard are passed. The long
maned curiosity with arms like flails who tried to
provoke the newspapers to.give him free advertising by
making his piano playing ridiculously exaggerated has
gone his way with the spread eagle orator.
One of the most difficult problems encountered in
teaching is instructing the pupil to sit properly at the
piano. An ungraceful attitude is exceedingly serious,
and many teachers are frequently obliged to interrupt
the lesson in order to give a few rules pertaining to
this subject, but which, unfortunately, are readily for¬
gotten by the indifferent pupil. Many girls, otherwise
graceful and handsome, seem to think it clever to
-®

6

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

1

2

7

8

9

alw»ysPlrepeat exaettythe
the same fingering.

Earn the right to criticise by long and serious
study.

Don’t attend concerts
merely to boast of hear-

13

14

tools daily on the grind¬
stone of technic.

Teachers have more
interest in the prompt,
regular well prepared
pupil.

15
hands'^’ separately.

It

20

21

22

Always sit exactly at
the center of the key¬
board.

Never urge your mus¬
cles beyond the point of

Most of all listen to
your playing. Make it

27

1922

By MAY WEST OWEN
MONDAY

compositions worthy of

Study fingering best
suited to heach passage

the piano in a hump-backed position as though they were
bent over the wash-tub all day. Others sprawl their
legs in ungainly postures.
Children should lx- taught at home to sit up straight
at the table, to stand erect, and to assume a dignified
manner while walking. Parents should take sufficient
interest in their offspring to teach a correct carriage
of the body which is essential to health, as well as a
mark of dignity. Music teachers arc not supposed to
give lessons in physical culture, but they are frequently
obliged to do so in order to accomplish results. Very
few adults balance their heads squarely on their stoulders. Try walking and sitting with your chin at right
angles with your vertebrae. Sec how much more grace¬
ful your posture will lie.

A Calendar of Daily Helps for the Musical Month

1922

28
Make f a special^prac-
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the etude

29
Radiate musical hapday of your life.

THURSDAY

SATURDAY

FRIDAY

3

4

5

overcomeS'Idreanfingk—it
promotes confidence.

Master small sections
for? rather tl'an attemPt

Mark passages that
baffle you. Pencil P»“
and eraser always help.

10

12

11

Don’t “patronize” those
sell * Thty'Vay3nout°d!s-

deIr!ine'UeKhi;
a different color.

V“'

listlessly.try It° leads to
sloppy playing.

16

17

18

19

Play with different
shadings, accents, and
rhythms.
It promotes

Court speed with slow
practice. Results come

teDon’t bother with a

Get the best teacher
obtainable and a''°,a
changes.

23

24

30

25

26

Demand that each day
shall show progress in
your work.

cluI“Vd a?m* J"h3p

This department is designed to help the teacher upon questions pertaining to “How to Teach,
W^at t0
V**
Jd
problems pertaining to Musical Theory, History, etc., a„ of which properly belong to the Musical Questions Answered
department.

Full name and address must accompany all inquiries.

take this into account, and act accordingly. Hence search
cal. The physical must be developed to the point ot per¬
out and place on your list of teaching pieces such as best
fect automatism. It is the controlling power of the mind
serve technical ends, and at the same time are interesting
Occasionally we feel like using a portion of our page that brings about this automatism. Hence the training of
to share with our readers some of the thoughts torn of the mental organism is of paramount importance. Unless to pupils, and reduce the number of etudes used. You
can in this maimer stealthily produce results in even the
our years of experience which we think may be helpful this strong central authority is present and in control un¬
to them from a psychologic standpoint. We believe that
most obdurate. I know of nothing you can do to force
related action nullifies effort which becomes misdirected
it is impossible to over estimate the importance in teach¬
pupils to practice. Interesting work, persuasion, reason¬
and inadequate. Its presence is manifested in the unity
ing of the power of personality.
ing, and gen’.le insistence on the part of the parents are
and proper proportion of the results of all activities. It
It would not be easy to calculate the number of times was to gain just such ends that such emphasis was laid
about all that can be done for the child to supply the
that success has apparently been so definitely explained upon discipline in the organization and training of our
interest that is lacking.
that it is matter for wonder that anyone can be so igno¬
army during the last war. So, also, in the business
You ask for a book of duets that will take the place of
rant or so obstinate as to fail. Men who have achieved ■world he who would reach a foremost place must un¬
exercises. Do you not mean etudes? Exercises are
along any line have been petitioned by magazines for
dergo a considerable period of preliminary training in
scales, arpeggios, passage-work, chord-work, octaves
their formulae, and have turned out ready-to-wear
which self-denial, self-control and power to hold oneself
and
so forth, which nothing can take the place of. If
methods for all aspirants of superior cut and quality.
to the faithful performance of apparently unimportant
you • can interest your pupil by means of duets, it
True now and then, some one else writes up the methods and distasteful details and the patient waiting for ad¬
will be an excellent plan to mingle some of them with
employed by some of these men, along lines that exhibit vancement are essential elements. The origin of dis¬
the general work. Any expedient that will produce re¬
marked shades of difference to their own ideas upon the cipline is the desire not only to do our best with the
sults is worth trying. The following are excellent col¬
subject, and one is left to wonder whether truth is abid¬ powers we possess but to raise the level of our best to
lections: Teacher and Pupil, being thirty melodious
ing in the statements from the inside or the outside. But
what it might .be if we submit to the necessary training.
study pieces for four hands, by C. Koelling; A School
the philosophic observer, (and, after all does anyone get It is the triumph of discipline that it overcomes both
much more out of life than the philosophic observer with great and small dislikes. It enables us to continue to do
of Four Hand Playing, in three grades, by Presser, and
his humorous deductions from the tragic, and tragic de¬
A Day zvith the Toys, by E. Kronke.
petty details until our powers have grown to the point of
ductions from the humorous, with his smile and frown at great things. It holds us steady to the course we have
almost the same instant, and fairly contending for first mapped out despite repugnances and discouragements. It
Forlorn Moments
place ?) pays marked attention to the unknown value of the gives us poise under stress and opposition.
“X have had thirty-eight lesi
equation, and finds that among these values, while Solomon
To the musician these are essential qualities and can
wisely reckons “time and chance” which we term Oppor¬
ns play better? I canbe acquired only through a course of disciplinary train¬
■hurch. and can play
tunity, as one, there is another equally potent, and that
ing. This training the young musician is inducted into
g fast and do it w
is Personality. In the beginning of his career, the ideal¬
largely by the persistent practice of technical studies. It
How
can
I
know
the
keyboard
better, so as to gi»sp
ist (and all who strive for attainment of any kind have
is the doing of things that, while we know they are es¬
my music more quickly? I have only a cabinet
an’ ideal of some sort,) is concerned only with the ab¬
organ on which to practice. What is the meaning
sential, are without inherent attractiveness, things that
stract. Intent upon his vision, he takes it for granted
call for strength of will and a determination to do a duty
that it is patent to all eyes, and he reckons all adherents
in all faithfulness no matter how distasteful the doing
to any cause he adopts, or end toward which he labors,
The best method of increasing your speed will be in
may be that develops and strengthens those faculties
as persons sharing his ideals, and fully cognizant of them.
the practice of etudes and pieces you are already thor¬
which determine future success. It is not going the way
But the fact is that very few, if any, of his adherents or
oughly familiar with. Rapidity of action cannot be
of least resistance, the performance of pleasant duties
helpers have even a remote idea of his ultimate aims.
only that give fiber and elasticity. These are attributes
induced in such music as you are picking out the notes
The real power which he exercises over them is in no
that have their growth in the overcoming of obstacles
of. The speed that gradually comes from the practice
sense an abstraction. The force of his personality is the
both within and without ourselves.
of the scales and arpeggios is due to the fact that stu¬
force that holds and builds things. As long ago as when
dents keep at them for years after they are thoroughly
Technical studies, carried on in the spirit of selfthe Galilean fishermen left their nets to become fishers
mastery
as
well
as
of
technical
development,
will
assume
learned. Every pupil does well to keep some etude or
of men, the voice and the presence, the power of the peran
interest
unrealized
when
the
work
is
done
as
a
piece going indefinitely for speed. In your owtn ca®esonality, has been the charm and the explanation of disroutine. As one watches for the gradual growth of
with the organ, you can help your hymn playing bv tak¬
cipleship. Who imagines that Peter and Andrew knew
powers of persistence, unshakable courage and the estab¬
ing the hymn book and playing through to the end.
what it meant to become fishers of men? They left their
lishment of a strong and controlling will, the greater
Look each tune through until you obtain a complete idea
nets, and followed Him. It is an open question whether
of how you think it ought to go. Then play it through,
the dominance of a great idea exercises a transfusing value of all such work will be recognized.
stopping
for no mistakes. Play each through twice, pro¬
and transforming effect, and makes one, as it were, lull
ceeding directly to the next, and so on. By the time you
Nature Remiss
of magnetic force. Certain it is that what makes for
have finished the book you will have forgotten those
Personality in an individual, is the losing the sense ot
at the beginning. Try these again to determine how
oneself in the absorption of an abstract idea. In this
much you have improved, both in quickness of grasp,
sense it is the emlwdied idea that attracts, perhaps un¬
accuracy and tempo. Do the same with simple pieces
consciously. But instances multiply too thickly to be
and etudes. You do not necessarily need to be dis¬
put aside, of projects and schemes and undertakings
couraged. Nature endows some with the faculty of
which, torn in the brain of some idealist, flourished and
learning faster than others. You will simply need to
grew only while under his watchful care.
take more time. You will also need soon to take up
Take, for instance, the work of Col. Waring m New
music directly adapted to the cabinet organ. The sign
Tii the cases of so many pupils it often seems, as if
York. Who would imagine that so systematized a
you inquire about is for the damper pedal of the piano,
the teachers were called upon to correct or supply what
method could so quickly fall into absolute disuse, when
the foot being depressed on it at the beginning of the
Nature
had
neglected.
Individual
characteristics
are
very
he no longer lived to watch over it? \ct it was no
line, and raised at the end.
latent in children, many of them seeming almost non¬
long after his decease that the head of the Street Clean¬
existent in infancy. Upon the training a child receives
ing Commission when asked how he proposed to clean
depends the development of these qualities. The home
the snow from narrow dowii town streets that were
life is more often to blame than not, generally through
Beethoven developed the symphonic form to such
blocked by it, answered, that he would have to wait for
ignorance, there being no *study of what elements in
rain! Apparently, all that practical force, that utilized
comprehensive breadth, and filled it with contents
a child’s training need to be accentuated. AH this
energy, went into the grave with its projector and exe¬
of such unprecedentedly various and ravishing
which has been neglected, the music teacher is sometimes
cutor. Yet the idea was simple, and alive. It is hard for
melody, that we stand to-day before the symphony
expected to miraculously build up. At best, all such
any earnest enthusiast to realize his own value. Full °1
of Beethoven as before the stone that marks the
development is exceedingly slow and tedious, especially
the subject to which he has devoted himself, and looking
boundary of an entirely new period in the general
when the child, as is natural, resents it constantly.
upon himself as merely a medium through which it
In a case such as you mention, there must be complete
history of art; for in it, there came into the world a
passes, he expects direct contact between it and all minds.
co-operation
with
you
on
the
part
of
the
family.
The
phenomenon nothing even approaching which is to
But the majority stops short at the medium. How many
home practice cannot be done under your supervision,
be found in the art of any age or nation. For
times we see ignorant men in our own profession, or who
hence parents should realize that a certain period should
call themselves professional, with more of a following
in the symphony there is spoken by musical instru¬
be set aside for this, and that it is up to the parents
than those who are really wise and skilled ! These men.
ments a language of which no one in any preceding
to see that it is religiously observed. If you can
cunningly in touch with the realities of life, and quick
age had any knowledge, inasmuch as the pure, musi¬
make an occasional “pastoral” call upon the parents ot
to detect and avail themselves of the limitations and sim¬
cal expression in it enchants the hearer with a last¬
your pupils, and explain conditions to them and try and
plicities of the average multitude, appeal to them along
ing effect hitherto unknown, in the most inconceiv¬
make them understand their part in the transaction, you
lines that demand little and secure much.
will find it will react to the mutual interest of yourself
ably varied shades of tone, and wins his inmost na¬
Successful accomplishment depends upon the establish¬
and your pupil.
ture with a strength unattainable by other art.
ment of the mind as a strong central authority, control¬
That pupils prefer the tuneful things, is not unnatural.
Wagner.
ling one’s activities and regulating one’s powers. The
There is a growing attempt on the part of teachers to
musician trains two organisms, the mental and the physi¬
Personality
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Omitting Notes from Chords

THE ETUDE

of the scale, (omitting one of the two D s) and we sha
see that it is the B

IN GRANDMOTHER’S YOUTH

By Clement Antrobus Harris

FRANZ von BLON

Ex. 6
Is it ever right to omit a note from a chord—if for
intance, the chord is too big for the hand to reach all
the notes ?—It should not be done when it can be
avoided, but if certain principles be observed there are
cases in which it can be done without doing violence to
the composer’s intentions. The first of these is that the
bass note must never be omitted; and it must remain
the lowest note. Hymn-tunes offer a frequent example
of chords which cannot be played by hands of normal
size; the reason is that they are not written to be played
but to be sung.
A difficulty can often be overcome by playing the
bass note an octave higher than written; but this must
be done only if it will still be lozver than the tenor note.
It is said that the highest sound audible to the' human
ear is the chirping of a cricket. If two crickets chirp
bn different notes, the lower one is the harmonic bass.
(The qualification harmonic is used to distinguish the
lowest note from that sung by a bass voice, which might
not be the lowest, though in a vocal composition it gen¬
erally is). If, as would often be the case, placing the
bass an octave higher would leave the tenor as the lowest
note, the change must not be made.
Ex.l

Right

Wrong

Our second rule is that we must not omit the melody
note. This is generally the highest note ; but it is by
no means invariably so. and the rule applies irrespective
of where the ^melody is. If the melody note is dupli¬
cated in the tihord we might omit the duplication; but
if the whole melody is in octaves it would not be satis¬
factory to play one note singly, that is, without its octave,
and not the others; we must play the whole phrase in
single notes if any reduction is to be made.
The application of a third principle requires an ele¬
mentary knowledge of harmony. In deciding what note
to omit, one should generally avoid omitting the third of
the chord. But what note is the third? There are three
notes in a Common Chord. The notes of a chord are
numbered by counting each note, not of the chord, but
of the scale; thus if we take the chord
Ex. 2

C is the 1st, E the 3rd and G the 5th of the chord
in technical terminology; (in Figured Bass the num¬
erals refer to the bass note whether it is the root or
not). In the following case
Ex.!

it would not be un-natural to suppose that G is the
“third of the chord.”
But it is not, because in speaking by number of the
notes of a chord it is always assumed to be in what is
called its “root position.” That is to say, the notes must
be so placed that reckoning every note of the scale or
alphabet, and counting the lowest as “1“ they will make
consecutive odd numbers, thus, 1-3-5-7-9-11-13. This
is called the “Original Position” of the chord, and
when the notes are in this order the bottom note is called
the “root” of the chord. Now when it is said that the
third of a chord must not be omitted what is meant is
the third note of the scale reckoning from the root of
the chord, not necessarily from the bass note as the
chord stands in the composition, for the root may not be
in the bass. In the example just given the third note
(reckoned scale-wise) from the bass is not the third but
the fifth of the chord, for in its original position the
chord stands thus:
Ex. 4

By way of one more example, take the following chord
Ex. 5

Which note is it we must not omit here? Arrange the
notes in the order of odd numbers, that is alternate notes
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There is however, an except.on to this rule. When a
J A includes a minor seventh, that is a seventh which
chord inch
fr0m the root of the chord (more
is only ten semitone
^ ^ ^ ,)clow its octave)

The reason for not omitting the third of a chord is
S.“,hW ».y be omitted »«*“•
that the effect is very bare: the third is the note, which
ished effect.
Ex. 8
determines whether a chord is major or minor and with¬
out it the chord is characterless. Omission of the fifth
of a chord has not nearly so impoverishing a result.
Compare the second and third chords in the following
example.
_

A real old-fashioned minuet, with

a touch of the folk-song. Grade 3.

n impoverr

Velocity from Two Aspects
By Charles deQ. Weber
There are two distinct paths by which velocity may
be attained, the first and the surest is by taking a passage
first at a laboriously slow rate and gradually advancing
the speed until it reaches the desired degree of speed.
The late E. M. Bowman used to say to his pupils:
“Begin very slowly but make your movements quick.”
There is a great deal to this. In any passage which
you hope to play very rapidly some day, you may make
very rapid progress by playing with the metronome set
at some very slow speed, but with the individual fingers
going though the motion of attacking the keys with
lightning like rapidity. The result was that the fingers
were trained for the most speedy motions conceivable,
but there was no jumble because the speed of the piece
was at such a comfortable rate that these motions were
permissible. Then, as the speed of the composition was
advanced, the very -quick motions accommodated them¬
selves to the progress and insured far better results in
a much shorter time.
This procedure, however, has one disadvantage. It

in the case of a “machine minded” pupil, make
the result sound mechanical. The only other alternative
is one which few pianists and few students seem to be
able to employ with success. It is advocated ,n differ¬
ent ways in the Touch and Technic of Dr. William
Mason and in the Mastering the Scales and Arpeggios
of J F Cooke. This can only be described as - playing
by spurts,” "taking a chance,” and then taking a long
series of chances. That is, one takes a scab- and tries
to play the scale for one octave or two 'octaves with
the most intense velocity, much as one would play a
glissando passage. By means of a great many such
spurts regularly organized and attacked with daily
System, surprising results may lie accomplished. The
vvriter frequently had pupils who could play at the
rate of 500 to 700 notes a minute. These pupils also
played their scales with limpidity and clarity like the
flight of a bird over the keyboard.
Both of the methods we have described are worthy

Building Up the Class Businesswise
By Ida M. Ross
Although the town was growing and Miss Brownlee it was practically possible for her to tell who lived in
was one of the best teachers in it, she realized with a every house, how many children they had. whether
start one day, that she was not getting her fair share they had a piano, were studying music or not.
Even a record of tiny babies was kept, for we know
of the new pupils. A remedy for this must be found.
how quickly babies grow to six or seven years old, the
One great drawback was that she did not know who
age at which most children begin to study mu-ic.
ivcrc the new children of the tozvn.
Next, she had a dignified card, with name, address,
One night she brought out her local telephone book
and some sheets of paper. On one paper she copied the branches taught, etc., engraved. The plate was slightly
names and addresses of those living on A street; on expensive at first, but of course could lx- u rd many
the next those living on B street, etc., going through the times at. a slight additional expense. Thru times a
entire book. She next got a card index, copied one year, she mailed one of these cards to families which
name and address oil each card and arranged the cards she wished to reach, keeping a record of those t<> whom
by streets according to numbers of the houses. Now
she sent them and the result. She continued to send
on each card she wrote, so far as she already knew, them this card until she either obtained the pupil, or
the names and ages of the children in the family.
found out that it would be absolutely impossible to do
This was all right as far as it went, but of course as
not all families have a telephone, there were many
She also mailed a copy of each pupil’s recital she gave
houses not entered on her cards at all. To keep her¬ to every prospective pupil. Of course all this cost
self in condition, every teacher needs at least one walk money, but she figured even if she obtained but one
a day. Miss Brownlee resolved to make her daily walk
pupil each mailing, that pupil would more than pay
profitable. The first day she walked the full length of
expenses, even if he had but one term of lessons, and
A street—up one side and back on the other. On an
the chances were that having once obtained the pupil,
unobtrusive slip of paper she carried in her hand, she
he would remain for at least two or three years.
jotted down the number of any house not on her list.
While building up her class this way, she at the same
If she knew the name of the tenants, that was jotted time, used every means in her power to keep her own
down; if she saw unmistakable signs of children that artistic ability high, her knowledge thorough, fresh and
also was recorded.
up-to-date, to meet as many people socially as possible
At night the index was filled in as completely as pos¬
and to keep herself always pleasant, well-dressed and
sible. Then by keeping up her walks, discreet questions,
attractive. Results are what count, and in a shorter
keeping eyes and ears wide open, reading local papers, time than one would imagine she had standing room
etc., she gradually was able to fill in the gaps, until only.

“An Old Friend”
Here is an extract from a letter from an Etude enthusiast who has just moved from
South Africa to London. It reads;
“Kindly send me the name of your London agents. I simply must have The
Etude, if is like an old friend and- I miss it so much.”
e’ R
We value more than any other asset our house possesses this wonderful spirit of
confidence and cordial friendship, which our friends are good enough to extend toward us.
Many Etude readers in America would be amazed to learn of the great number of musical
people all over the world who welcome The Etude every month.
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of the waltz form by

a

host of composers headed by Chopin.

The waltzes of Schubert undoubtedly did much towards inspiring the *ate*
t^e yaises Sentimental**. Grade 4.
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movement of the second part. Grade 3.

A

dreamy baritone

melody in the first part contrasting with the livelier waltz
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MARCH OP THE SLAVS
ARCHIE A. MUMMA

In the grand march, style. To be played deliberately and with emphasis.
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“The Keystone of Every Worth- While Music ^Tf

Grove’s Dictionary of Music and Musicians
WITH
-

What the “Encyclo¬
pedia Britannica” is
to General Informa¬
tion GROVE’S is to
music.

RECENT

AMERICAN

SUPPLEMENT
More convincing than many
words of commendation was this
letter from one possessing a
Grove’s Dictionary.

Six Large Volumes-Illustrated-Bound in Cloth
Representing the Efforts of Over Sl R^owned
Experts in Various Branches of Music.

Enclosed please find check for

Totalling Nearly 5,000 Pages, 5,500,000 Words

ary, 6 volumes,

The Original 5 Vols. Took Over 16 Years to Prepare
YeapSr0ofducUon

Yours very truly.

&

a MmU Leer Never Refre,s-The Furch.^^SetjjGr^
The Value of this Monumental Work has been
Augmented by the Recent American Supplement

An Ever-Ready Reference Library on Any Subject in
Musical Biography, Theory, History, Terms, etc.

There is No Better Musical Reference Work at Any Price

Enables One ,o Spent M Au.Hortty on MM
Among the famous editors may be named Sir

It is an indispensable record of American Musical Achieve-

u er

.

reference is cade to about 2000
S'SSS iU Sir G. A. Maefarren Sir John Stainer, Franklin Taylor, Dr. William H. Cum¬
mings and Dr. John Hullah.
The biographical sections of
this noted work, devoted to fa¬
mous masters, such as Schubert,
Mendelssohn and Beethoven, are
virtually books in themselves—
Schubert, for instance, covering
over fifty thousand words.

American Musicians. A number
of important foreign contem¬
poraries have been mentioned m
this work and the many general
articles cover subjects such as
Indian Music, Negro Music, Or¬
chestras, The Piano, Ragtime,
Public School Music, The Phon¬
ograph, etc.

____

Latest Edition-Six Volumes Complete
Despite this Low Price, th^

ri

d^

ge o{ purchasing a set

Theodore Presser Co. “sKKt
PHILADELPHIA,

PA.

Even tho’ you only purchase music occasionally
use the quickest and most economical method

_,

ORDER BY MA'^Sogy ^^REdSc^UBLICATIONS
Of music ordered by mail from the

Theodore Presser Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

i ssm.-s?
,wTm".d.a mWh=°n dSed. monthly accounts ate Sl.dly opened____.

~ta0WED THE P"~"°N Stl-E"PUN ” ”—-

Brunswick
PHONOGRAPHS and RECORDS

Mail Order Service to All Parts
Easy Payment Terms Cheerfully Arranged

THEO. PRESSER CO.
Talking Machine Department
1710 Chestnut St. : Philadelphia, Pa.
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flu's ffw Hall of fame, IMother,
Is the <£-Musical History of Today
The changing musical situation which noted educators
say must be considered when choosing phonographic
music for homes where there are children

World-Great Artists on
RICHARD STRAUSS
WORLD NOTED COMPOSER
AND CONDUCTOR

CLAIRE DUX
SOPRANO
CHICAGO OPERA COMPANY

LEOPOLD GODOWSKY
MASTER PIANIST

MARIO CHAMLEE'

TINO' PATTIERA
COMPANY
GIUSEPPE DANISE
PREMIER BARITONE
METROPOLITAN. OPERA COMPANY
BRONISLAW HUBERMAN
SENSATIONAL VIOLINIST

metropolitan 1

, COMPANY

FLORENCE EASTON
SOPRANO
MAX ROSEN
VIOLINIST
THEO KARLE
RICHARD BONELLI
BARITONE

Double-Faced Records!
Of supreme importance to every family
with a phonograph, is the recent de¬
cision of Brunswick to offer Standard
Artists’ numbers on double-faced
records.
It marks the first step of Brunswick’s
nation-wide movement to place great¬
est artists and greatest music within
the reach of every American home.

Brunswick Gold Label

J

ENNY LIND, Adelina Patti — Calve.
Each generation has its own idols; its
own Hall of Fame.
They come. They pass. And the cultured
people of each generation know them; are
on terms of intimacy with their art.

Leopold Godowsky, Richard Strauss,
Elly Ney, Giuseppe Danise, Mario
Chamlee, Max Rosen, Bronislaw
Huberman, Florence Easton, Tino
Pattiera, Claire Dux and other inter¬
nationally acclaimed artists of the New
Hall of Fame will contribute continu¬
ously and exclusively for the new
Brunswick Gold Label Records.
Play on any phonograph.

Any Brunswick dealer will

Note, too, that they come on double-faced
records—an important new departure, ex¬
plained elsewhere on these pages.
Why Brunswick was chosen

And so with this generation. But with a new
Hall of Fame of concert and operatic stars—
great artists of today> succeeding those of
yesterday.

By means of exclusive methods of Record¬
ing and of Reproduction, Brunswick brings
phonographic music into the realms of
higher musical expression.

Huberman, Ney, Godowsky, Chamlee,
Easton, Dux, Pattiera, Rosen, Danise,
Theo Karle, Richard Strauss are among the
names it embodies.

“Mechanical” suggestion—discord and vi¬
bration are refreshingly absent. Tones are
sweeter and more beautiful. Expression is
clearer. The true musical expression, both
of the artists and their art, is reproduced in
amazing fidelity.

Records
Just twice the music as before! Two
selections in place of one! An inex¬
pensive way to quickly acquire a dis¬
tinguished musical library. Start by
obtaining three or four of these records
from the new release each month.

every home.
supply you.

Are you giving your children the oppor¬
tunity to know these artists?—to become
acquainted with the supreme attainments
which inspired world critics to acclaim them?
High musical authorities say their recordings
are essential to the modern musicaleducation,
and must be considered when choosing
phonographic records for the home.
Play on any phonograph
You can hear them now, regardless of what
make phonograph you have. For all have
chosen Brunswick as the most fitting means
to perpetuate their art. And Brunswick
records can be played on any phonograph.
Thus the world’s de luxe recordings, in¬
cluding those of no less a master than
Richard Strauss himself, are available to

THE

For that reason, greatest living artists are
now recording exclusively for Brunswick.
And for the same reason, you will find
Brunswick in the homes of foremost mu¬
sicians, critics and educators, in this country
and abroad.
Hear—Compare
Hear the Brunswick, phonographs and rec¬
ords. You will find them featured, as the
Standard of the Day, by those shops de¬
voted to that which is best in music, in every
city and town.
There is a Brunswick dealer near you, who
will gladly give you a demonstration.
The Brunswick plays all makes of records,
and Brunswick records can be played on
any phonograph.

BRUNSWICK-BALKE-COLLENDER CO.
Manufacturers—Established 1845
CHICAGO

NEW YORK

CINCINNATI

B. B. C. Co.. 1922
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Many Progressive Teachers Are Planning

Summer Study Classes
for the coming vacation period
A prime requisite for successfully conducting a
special study class is the selection of an interest¬
ing and brief, yet comprehensive text book.

NEW ISSUES
A List of Recent Sheet Music and Octavo
Publications of Interest to Teachers, Students,
Performers and Music Lovers, Embracing
PIANO SOLOS VOCAL SOLOS VIOLIN AND PIANO
PIANO DUETS VOCAL DUETS CHOIR AND CHORUS

These Meritorious Works

PIANO SOLOS

contain excellent material for this purpose; the
subject matter is given in a clear, simple and
direct style enabling the instructor to cover the
ground thoroughly in a limited amount of time.

: USED MOST FREQUENTLY IN THE STUDY
OF MUSICAL HISTORY IS THE

IN SCHOOL AND OUT
Six Piano Compositions
By BERT R. ANTHONY
Gr. IL
17932 Going to School-March..
.30
17933 Gathering Buttercup,—Schottiache .30

5

1™«
17937 Chair

STANDARD HISTORY OF MUSIC
A Text Book for Students of All Ages

By JAMES FRANCIS COOKE
Price, $1.50

I

A complete, concise, understandable and authoritative series
of lessons in the development of musical art, handsomely
illustrated throughout. The work is so simple that any intelli¬
gent musical child of eight or ten should understand every
'
that older students are delighted with it. Everything is

BLOSE, J. M.
S Rest at Eventide.
CONCONE, J.
5 Run, Run, Run! Etude Melodrque,
Op. 24, No. 7.
CRAMMOND, C. C.
8 Jolly Players, Polka, Op. 132.
3 Young Volunteers, Op. 134.
DeHORVATH, ZOLTAN
° johnson^walLacea"
2 Back on the Farm (Old Time Husk-

jensen; a.
„ .
Evening Music “Finale,” Op. 59, No.6 5
MacDOWELL, E. A.
Tale of Chivalry, Op. 20, No. 2. 7
MOSZKOWSKI, M.
Hungarian Dance, Op. 11, No. 3. . . . 6
Russia, Op. 23, No. 1. 5
SARTORIO, A.
Dance of the Lumberjacka.2-3
March of the Young Patriots.2-3
SCHARWENKA, X.
Gavotte,
_te, Op. 41, No. 3..,
SCHUBERT, F.
Op. 27, No. 3
Polonaise, Op.
>p. 61,
61 No. 1.
SCHUMANN,
IN, R.
R
Evening -Song,
Op. 85, No. 12...
_.
ng. Op
VOLKMANN, R.

V0CALJ0L0S
Message, Op. 93.,.
L1EURANCE, THURLOW
Antowine (High Voice).
Where The Sad Water. Flow (High Voic,
QUINLAN. AGNES CLUNE
April in Killarney.
RUEBUSH, WILL H.

THE MOST SUCCESSFUL WORK FOR TEACHING IN
ELEMENTARY HARMONY CLASSES

Harmony Book for Beginners
Brief, Simple, Vital a

By PRESTON WARE OREM

sa

1
-

A SYSTEM OF HARMONY
FOR TEACHER AND PUPIL

MUSICAL COMPOSITION

By JOHN A. BROEKHOVEN

Tilt lis"4™bThTdhr7xlmiTltilTon1thl,‘g‘oTs'lu"pulll'

Theodore

Presser

THEODORE PRESSER CO.
1710-1712-1714 CHESTNUT STREET

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

1710-1712-1714 CHESTNUT STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Co.

PETIT YALSE
CAMILLE W. ZECKWER, Op. 96, No. 2

An impromptu in waltz style , charmingly graceful. Grade 4.
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DANCING SHADOWS
MAZURK A CAPRICE
H. ENGELMANN

Avery showy drawing-room piece. Play crisply and with strong accents. Grade 4.

Allegro brillante
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F. CHOPIN, Op. 35

from “FUNERAL MARCH”

Cantabile
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DANCE OF THE GOBLINS
^

BERT R. ANTHONY

Affording good practice in miner and
.

a) -With a slight accent on this inner phrasing.
b) - Either of these fingerings in the hass may be

chosen.

c'4!

TENDERLY DREAMING

M. L. PRESTON

In drawing-room style, with song-like themes.Grade 3.
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AR'NOLDO SARTOR 10, Op. 1289, No. l

A lively dance movement demanding clear and rippling finger work. Grade 3.
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ANGEL’S SERENADE
LA SERENATA

G. BRAGA
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ro Eugh A.Clarke, Mus.Doc.

MAGICAL JUNE!

T HILTON-TURVEY

EDNA KINGSLEY WALLACE

f

A joyous and seasonable encore song. To be sung in a spirited manner.
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Blown thro the cher-ry trees, Hum of the
mer-ry bees, drunk-en with June!
Shim-mer and shine of you, Who could re - pine of you, Blos-som-ful June.

Sky
blue and white with you, Meadows
be0! the sweet
night of you,
I’m
in af-

THE DAY IS ENDED

J. TRUMAN WOLCOTT

A semi-sacred song,good for home singing and appropriate for special musical services in church. !t is published also with violin

dight with you,
fright of you,

Hill-tops a With the de -

Copyright 1911 by T. Hilton-Turvey.

light with you,
light of you,

Hill-tops a - light with you,
With the de - light of you,

Mag-i - cal
Mag-i - cal

THE DESERTED GARDEN

Reverie-like in accompaniment, charming in sentiment and vocally grateful.

Moderato sostenuto

June!

June!

___
" L !
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Where Can We Place the Piano?
A Word of Advice to Architects
By Emily H. Butterfield
[Editor's

Note ^

“

ogo^irty
"eUafnorr<$6000^0 others cost a s high ai
ta?y ptamber^Shitect and decorator had
chines to.
Tllere was even a radio outflfV1on every house. Finally an inspection
was made of the parlors. r» seventeen ^of
where’any *kind of a piano could be advanta^fis^deTplano'Tn SS visitor.
ShP architects who hart hart much success

xrdvx:-

°«t In thousands and thousands of homes.
To leave no place for the piano is almost like
leaving no place for the furnace. Perhaps
inme architects may get an idea from this
and from the following article.]
When a house is planned the phrase is
frequently uttered, “We can place the
piano here.” If it be a grand, forethought
is given to its location, but if it be the
popular upright, it is merely fitted into the
house after the fireplace, the sink and the
clothes chute are located.
Plan for your piano and the space it
will require. As a rule it is beautiful in
design, in material and in workmanship.
Its beauty should be emphasized by treat¬
ing it as a portion of the entire furnish¬
ings and decoration. Locate your piano
out from the wall lest various pipes in the
partition kill the tone, and the wall act as
an undesirable sounding board. Also avoid
locating it near an outside wall where
changes of temperature are acute nor
should it be beneath a high window pour¬
ing light into the musician’s eyes. A Saint
Cecelia may gaze rapturously above earthly

cares into celestial light as she brings forth
melody, but the actual musician must guard
the eyes for hours of practice. Use uni¬
lateral lighting as do public schools and
avoid undesirable shadows.
Close proximity to registers, ventilators
and other metal ducts is to be shunned both
for the sake of the artist’s comfort and be¬
cause the metal will sharpen the tone
though the result be observed but occasion¬
ally. Frequently the piano serves as a sort
of modern “What-Not" and is so bedecked
that certain tones invariably cause a vase
to rattle or a photograph to tumble. Such
adornments are not artistic and they in¬
jure the mellowness and color of tone.
Even clocks are frequently found on the
piano where they tick out their own meas¬
ures contrary to all spirit and feeling.
Emphasize the use and the beauty of
your piano, but do not treat it as a book
case, a china cabinet or a mantel.. Leave
such combinations for the mechanical in¬
struments. Lanier (or was it Robert Louis
Stevenson?) wrote that the two essential
things in making a home from a house
were a good fire and good music and added
that as a fire was used but a portion of the
year, music was the one essential.
Time given to the location of your piano
is as vital as that given to the placing of
the hearth. The latter is built for bodily
rest and comfort, the former for rest and
inspiration of mind and spirit and both
contribute to the best of all souls beneath
the roof tree. Keep your piano a thing of
beauty and dedicated to its mission and
your music will be richer and your home

Frederick F. Ingram Company
Established 1885
43 Tenth Street
Detroit, Michigan

MUSICIANS!
rubbed into the finger Up
toughness — will keep fa
your fingers the sensitive
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Repeat Marks
By William Kozlenko

world dear Lord,and Thee,No fear my soul’s un-wav’ringfaithcan shake, Alls well, all’s \yell what ev-er side the grave for me, the morninglight may

Have you ever seen an architect s plan
of a new building in which one side was
to be exactly the same as the other only it
is reversed? The busy architect_ would
never think of filling out in detail more
than one side, his time is too precious.
He indicates the dimensions and fills out
one side only.
.
. .
It is very much the same with music in
which repeats are used. The composer
does not merely put in the repeats for
decorative purposes. They are there for a
specific reason, as without the repeats the
musical structure is only one sided.
(>
Why then do so many people “fall down
on repeat marks? There are two reasons:
1. They are too lazy to go back, or
2. They have never been taught to make
the repeat.

Once I heard a capable pianist play the
Turkish March by Mozart. If you are
familiar with this composition you will re¬
member that there are several repeat marks.
What was my surprise when I heard him
pass them over and go on to the next part.
Seeing him afterward I told him of the
omissions, but he replied: “Oh, I always
leave them out.”
That was a case of carelessness, for this
pianist knew quite well their meaning.
If it is the composer’s wish that a cer¬
tain part of his composition should be re¬
peated, make it a habit to interpret it as he
wished, or else do not play the composition
at all.

Getting Ahead Through The Etude
By Isabel C. Cooke
Perhaps some of the Etude readers
who are looking around for opportunities
to get ahead neglect a very present oppor¬
tunity which The Etude music section
presents every month.
After taking piano lessons for several
years, I had to discontinue them on account
of other responsibilities. Although I had
reached the sixth grade in the Standard
Graded Course, I found I could not play
pieces of the third grade perfectly. Want¬
ing to keep up my practice so that I shall
always be able to play something for home
entertainment when called upon, I worked
out a plan for myself:
Each month when the Etude arrived I
took all the first and second grade pieces
and played them until they went off easily
and without effort. I listened to my play¬

ing giving special attention to the weak
points and always tried to pick out pieces
with which I could strengthen them. For
instance, I do not play thirds clearly, so I
pick out a piece in which they appear fre¬
quently and give special care to perfecting
them. I also try to find pieces in the lower
grades in as many different keys as possible
so that I shall be able to play in the key of
E or B, D flat or F sharp with the same
ease with which I play in the key of G
or F.
When I have succeeded in playing third
grade pieces smoothly and easily, I shall
proceed to the fourth grade pieces in the
same manner and so on until I can play my
Etude each month from cover to cover.
I also practice Czerney, and Mason’s Touch
and Technic.

The Most Extensively Used Book
for Piano Beginners_
Beginner’s Book
School of the Pianoforte, Vol. 1
The Work her Attained an Unparalleled
Success and is Used by Thousands of Teachers
Who Proclaim It the Beat.
“ Beginner’s Book” is practically a “ First
R The’ Simplicity o( Thi. W«k has enabled
Many Teachers to Achieve Speedy Results
with even the Youngest Beginner.
Despite the author’s long experience as a teach¬
er and in the musical educational held, this
work was not quickly put together. Every
step was measured, every problem weighed,
all useless waste cut out with the object of
producing a work which would insure the
greatest progress without sacrifice of essential
thoroughness.
Printed With Large Music Notes—-Abundant Explanations are Given
need of notation. Time and rhythm
All elementary books in the modern
are. ot course, also. covered, and
public school are printed in iarge
then exercises at the piano are
type to aid the child eye in form¬
ing impressions. The same princi¬
Without
neglecting
technical
ple is applied to this book by the
use of large notes where needed.
exercises, occasional interesting
The first grade of study up to. but
pieces are inserted to reward and
not including the scales is covered.
entertain the child. Little duets
Elaborate care was taken to have
for teacher and pupil as well as
the grading so gradual that the
test questions after every advance
pupil will advance without dis¬
complete the work in such a
couraging difficulties introduced at
manner that its success does not
the wrong time. Writing exercises
surprise.
are added to supply the common
"Beginner’s Book" cheerfully sent to Teachers for Examination.
I-used this work order a copy now for examination.
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Vowels and Tone

Three Audiences
A well-known American traveler and
writer tells of his experience at a concert
in an Italian center of musical, culture. A
singer who had • rather passed her prime
was on the program. At the close of her
number there was a chorus of hisses and
jeers, then prolonged applause till the
singer reappeared. As she bowed her way
off the stage the applause continued till
finally she responded with an' encore. This
again was followed by hissing and jeering
which changed to applause till she re¬
appeared and was “boohed” off the stage.
Apparently the public was getting their
amusement out of mocking at the, short¬
comings of the singer and were recalling
her for the pleasure of humiliating her by
showing their disapproval.
In England conditions are quite the re¬
verse. The singer who has risen to the
state of artistry in her profession and who
has won the approval of the public can
count on its loyalty to the end. What
though the brilliancy of youthful years
may have faded from the outer compass of
the voice, so long as the artist selects
songs suited to his or her remaining tones
and interprets the composition with insight
into its art, the public remains true to its
old friend.
What about America, using this term illogically for the United States? What
can the singer whose voice has passed the
zenith of its beauty expect here? Empty
seats. The public simply refuses to attend.
The Seat of Wisdom
Where is wisdom found? Certainly not
with those who needlessly impose heart¬
aches and chagrin on the one who has
spent the best years of life in striving to
furnish them with the thrill of musical
art. And has our own public shown
greatly superior judgment? The lawyer,
the physician we honor with our fullest
confidence only with their advanced years.
The painter, the sculptor, the poet, we ex¬
pect to give us their best only after long
years of devotion to their muses. The
pianist, the violinist, we look for their rip¬
ened art not before they have reached (or
passed) middle life, often almost old age.
Behold the singer! We hear with all
sorts of crudities as to artistic interpreta¬
tion, if only she is physically and vocally
young. Then, when she has lived, labored,
studied and grown musically, and artisti¬
cally through the bloom of her years, about
the time her esthetic and soul life are fully
developed the golden luster of her higher
tones begins to take on a duller though
richer tint; when, lo, the critic heralds the
decline of age, and sheep-like the public
follows him unthinkingly on.
Have we not found at least this one
thing in our musical life, in which we
could with profit follow the lead of our
British cousins ? Why should we deny
ourselves the inspiration of that deeper,
richer art which comes only with maturity,
and for no other reason than that the tones
of the singer have lost somewhat of their
pristine brilliancy? We honor the actor
and actress almost into decrepitude—long
after the voice has lost its youthful spon¬
taneity—and rightly ascribe ripeness and
mellowness to their vocal and histrionic
art. Granting that the singing voice more
readily exhibits the inroads of years than
does that of speech, still do we not all too
soon relegate our singers to the shelf of
oblivion and lose much of the best they
might offer us?
The young need encouragement that
they may develop. We need the thrill that
their vitality can impart. At the same
time, we need the soul-touch of the higher
art that is possible only to those who
have lived long, have felt the hopes, the
disappointments, the joys, the sorrows, have
breathed on the heights and in the depths
of life.

Pure vowels mean pure tones.
Vowels of even quality mean an even

The Singer’s Etude
Edited Monthly by Noted Specialists

Editor for July, E. E. IIIPSHER

Stars” in Twilight
Perhaps no figure in life is more pa¬
thetic than the singer who has reached the
“State of Has Been.” We reflect on the
tragedy of the clouded minds of the last
years of Schumann, MacDowell, Wolf,
Smetana; but their mental state relieved
them of much of the poignant personal dis¬
appointment attending their afflictions.
With the singer the very opposite is true.
With their nervous systems strung taut by
the excitement necessarily attending their
careers, with their mental perceptions
whetted to the keenest edge by long train¬
ing, study and practice, they come at last
to the time when they must realize that
the charm of the delicate vocal organism
is fading or flown and that an all too fickle
public is following a new light in the
vocal constellation.
With this inevitably before the singer it
becomes most incumbent that she use every
care to preserve in health her physical,
mental and vocal organs. The long, ar¬
duous, nerve-racking struggle of study,
practice, toiling up the professional ladder,
draw too heavily upon the singer’s vitality
for one not to be most careful that the
fruits of these may be enjoyed as long as
nature will permit.
Conditions most conducive to the best
physical condition of the singer should be
his or her constant study. Nerve vitality
should be husbanded and stored by all prac¬
tical means. And most of all the delicate
organs of tone-production should be pre¬
served as a priceless possession. Few or¬
ganisms" in all nature are so delicately gov¬
erned by physical conditions as these. On
their normality depends the very existence
of the voice as a satisfactory musical in¬
strument.
The late death of Christine Nilsson, the
once famous rival of Patti, at the zenith
of her career more famous and beloved in
her native land than its queen, recalls how
hazardous is the least misuse of the voice,
if one is to accept the verdict of Clara
Louise Kellogg, at that time internation¬
ally known as one of America’s first sing¬
ers. In her “Memoirs” Mme. Kellogg
tells of an experience at one of Nilsson’s
latest appearances.
"I was present on the night.when
she practically murdered the high register
of her voice. She had five upper notes the
quality of which was unlike any ether I
ever heard and that possessed a peculiar

charm. The tragedy happened during a
performance of The Magic Flute in Lon¬
don.. .Nilsson was the Queen of the Night,
one of her most successful early roles.
The second aria in The Magic Flute is
more famous and less difficult than the
first, and, also, more effective. Nilsson
knew well the ineffectiveness of the ending
of the first aria on the two weakest notes
of a soprano’s voice, A natural and B flat.
I never could understand why a master like
Mozart should have chosen to use them as
he did. There is no climax to the song.
One has to climb up hard and fast and then
stop short in the middle. It is an appall¬
ing thing to do, and that night Nilsson took
those two notes at the last in chest tones.
‘Great heavens!’ I gasped, ‘what is she
doing? what is the woman thinking of!’
Of course I knew that she was doing it
to get volume and vibration and to give
that trying climax some character. But
to say that it was a fatal attempt is to put
it mildly. She absolutely killed a certain
quality in her voice there and then and she
never recovered it. Even that night she
had to cut out the second great aria. Her
beautiful high notes were gone forever.”
As Nilsson had been long before the
public, one may question somewhat whether
this indiscretion mentioned was attempted
wholly for dramatic effect or to cover de¬
ficiencies which the artist realized were al¬
ready appearing in her voice. In either
case the lesson to the singer is obvious.
The Unwelcome Day
Singers are not to be judged too harshly
for clinging to the delusion that their
voices are still present with them. The
lure of the footlights is strong. And there
are people willing to pay their good dollars
for the maturer art even when the luscious
tone of earlier years is somewhat gone.
Care of the voice will do much to hold
off the realization of this unwelcome day.
Caruso once said, “When you hear that
an artist is going to retire, don’t you be¬
lieve it; for as long as he keeps his voice
he will sing. You may depend upon that.”
Sometimes one seems unconscious that he
has not kept his voice. But it surely is
the singer’s duty to himself and to the pub¬
lic that the voice shall be preserved to its
utmost, in order that all may enjoy the
privilege of his ripened art which can come
only with long years of experience.

If we study the history of the develop¬
ment of voice-production in the art 0f
song, we find that on these two proposi¬
tions rests a large part of the success of
the singer.
So that we begin with alxmt as much
basis for a claim for originality as had the
old Darky in his reply to the judge.
When taken to task for having pommelled
and perforated the countenance of his
partner in a fist fight, and for adding to
this the indignity of chewing off an ear,
the prisoner excused the last offense as
being his own original idea. Perhaps?
Anyway, while the principles laid down at
the beginning of this writing are centuries
old, there is a possibility that some of us
might more fully assimilate them with¬
out fear of a cerebral explosion.
The glory of the Italian language is in
the equality of its vowels, so far as their
vocalization and resonance are concerned.
And this applies to them in both speech
and song. The English is so different in
this feature that a few suggestions toward
the remedying of its defects may be good
seed dropped here and there in fertile soil.
The Italian sounds of the vowels—A, E,
I, O, U,—are very nearly approximated by
the English combinations—ah, aye, ee, oh,
oo. These must lie spoken well to the
front and with the mouth well open.
Vowel Formation
Try the following: Drop the lower jaw
till the tips of the index and middle fingers,
when lying closely lieside each other, will
just enter between the teeth. Repeat this
till the proper position of the jaw can be
sensed without the use of the fingers.
Bear in mind that the muscles of the jaw
must be relaxed so that the jaw simply
drops and that the mouth is not stretched
open. Thus they must remain. Also, the
lips should lx* in a very free state. Rather
than have them drawn in a hard line
against the teeth, it is better that they
should roll, loosely, somewhat outward.
Thus they perform for the voice something
of the same office as does the liell of a
wind instrument for its tone.
Now, with the mouth and lips in proper
formation, pronounce slowly, “Ah-aye-eeoh-oo.” The tongue must be allowed free¬
dom of movement; with the changes of
vowels the shape of the opening of the
lips will somewhat alter; but the teeth will
remain the same distance apart. At first
this may seem rather strange. There arc
some rather considerable differences from
the customary English (and more par¬
ticularly the American) manner of form¬
ing these sounds. But there is nothing
unnatural, nothing abnormal about them;
and a few careful, patient efforts will soon
convince the student or singer of their
practicability and value.

Enter “ Ee ”
Probably the first and most gratifying
result will Ixi the ease and resonance with
which the "ee” is produced. More than
any other, this sound has been the one by
which English and American singers have
Massage of the Throat Induces Relaxation
“gone on the rocks.”
This has been
largely because of the habit of forming
By Thelma B. Spear
this vowel with the teeth nearly closed and
the lips running backward at the corners
Tightness of throat muscles inevitably
Focusing the tone, instead of letting it of the mouth, towards the ears. Now with
means harsh, unnatural tones. Yet, throat
spread, makes one so tense that the throat the teeth well separated and the lips rolling
tightness often comes unbidden.
One
easily outward as has been mentioned, the
day, when I was “at the end of my rope” muscles cannot help contracting, so that latter will assume a rather elliptical shape
after many mental efforts to relax, I tried is why I suggest the massage. It has with the greatest axis the perpendicular
gently rubbing the muscles of my throat helped me, and it stands to reason that if one. With this accomplished, two sensa¬
with a little circular massage movement.
the big singers have their throats mas¬ tions will be particularly noticed when
A feeling of great relaxation came to me
“ee” is properly produced; and if the phys¬
at once. Instantly my tones seemed “to saged constantly, it must be because the
ical conditions presented above have been
float” better than usual. Instead of the massaging loosens and benefits them.
maintained an improper formation of this
tense clutching of the muscles around the
Try it next time you practice—gently
vowel is almost impossible.
First, the
rubbing your threat muscles and relaxing. tongue will spread and be felt to touch at

the etude
each side against the upper teeth; and with
this will be the feeling that the sound is
filling the front part of the mouth and
vibrating noticeably against that part of
the hard palate just about level with the
lower part of the nose.
Produced in the above manner, “ee” be¬
comes not the narrow, constrained sound
we customarily hear, but a beautiful, clear,
open vowel. Thus formed, it later will be
one of the most valuable of all for de¬
veloping the upward compass of the voice,
as the very manner of its natural produc¬
tion favors the placing of the resonance
of these tones exactly where it is desired
and most favorable to their enhancement.
FOR
As soon as the extreme lower tones of
FOUR NEW
the voice are left there will develop a sen¬
SUBSCRIPTIONS sation of pressure against the front plate
of the hard palate. This comes about be¬
cause the tone is really using as a sound¬
With Little Effort ing-board the resonating or reinforcing
you can secure a stand¬ cavities of the frontal bone just below and
back of the nose. As the pitch ascends
ard self-filling fountain into the higher compass the center of this
pen. Gold mounted. It’s feeling of pressure will rise somewhat.

dependable
Writing
7jools

a Paramount.
better.

None

Lady’s or gent¬

leman’s.

The Singer’s Tool
When the ability has been acquired to
form, with ease, freedom and accuracy,
the series of vowel sounds first mentioned
—the ear being all the time employed to
guard against any discrepancy—they should
be used in the formation of the singing
Try the following study.
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The Singer’s Ear
Someone has said, “Singing is more psy¬
chological than physiological.” A great
truth buried, to the average student’s mind,
in high-sounding words. What the writer
was trying to say was that singing is more
a sensation than a physical act, that it is
more a spontaneous outpouring of an
emotion than it is a conscious effort, to
produce an effect by mechanical exertion.
Out of this grows the great necessity of
training the ear,' both physical and inner.
Now the inner car, musically, is but an ac¬
cumulation of sensations, stored away
from many experiences, to lie recalled at
will by tfie singer, as a means of compar¬
ing a result attained with an ideal formed,
thus measuring progress.

Learning by
Tetrazzini, at her prime, was an unforgetable model of ease and spontaneity of
tone-production. Tone flowed from her
throat as naturally as the odor from a rose.
Above all, go slowly. Time will be That glorious portamento at the end of the
needed for critical consideration of the first, and doubly so at the end of the
little things. Leisurely speed is necessary second phrase of Caro Nome, was a thrill
to the preservation of the desired relaxation that time cannot efface. The first hearing
of muscles of the mouth and throat, that of this at Covent Garden is one of the
while the tone is in formation the ear may most vivid recollections of a long musical
detect any fault in quality, attack, color ot life. It was as if a hogshead of sweetness
vowel or sound. The ear must be ever¬ had suddenly burst its bounds and was
lastingly on guard; and upon the accuracy testing the capacity of the great audi¬
of its training will depend largely the torium.
Some critics have dubbed this feat one
success of any musician.
of the diva’s “bag of tricksand possibly
After.this we are ready for Study 11.
it is so. Possibly no one would champion
it as a model of the most chaste and classic
art of song; but to the sensitive and sen¬
sible listener it gave more than a thrill. It
left fixed in his memory an undying sen¬
sation of the splendor which may be hidden
Take this at first quite slowly. On an in a human throat, which may be revealed
even, steady stream of tone, form the by a method that, as far as humanly pos¬
vowels in succession, the conformation of sible, eliminates physical restrictions, and
the mouth remaining as far as possible the through that reveals a throbbing soul.
same Sing it on each tone of the scale From that night relaxation and ease in
up to the fifth and back. Vowel punty tone-production meant something entirely
will be at all times the first consideration, different than before. They were no longer
a theory, an ideal, but a reality attained by
never power of tone.
When the last exercise goes smoothly one and possible to others, a goal towards
the following may be undertaken.
which one could each day press a few
steps nearer.
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used to advantage in developing the upper
part of the voice. Take it at a speed mak¬
ing it possible to sing two “transpositions
comfortably in one breath. Start low and
keep it going, allowing only such time for
breathing as can be taken from the last
note of each second "transposition.” (It is
presumed that the student has practiced
breathing till the lungs can be filled almost
instantly and this without strain.) The
series of vowel formations has a tendency
to carry the voice to a placement favor¬
able to the production of the upper tones ;
and the ascent by half-tones makes this
approach so gradual that the singer is
often surprised at the ease with which it
is done. In fact, if relieved of playing her
own accompaniment and of sight of the
keyboard, she is apt to find herself sud¬
denly landed on heights she knew not that
she possessed.

Take this at a speed so that it can he
done just comfortably in one breath. (For
low voices it may be better to start some¬
what farther down in the vocal range than
written.) For each repetition of the ex¬
ercise transpose it to a key a semitone
higher. Thus it will lie sung first in C,
then D-flat, D, E-flat. F, F-sharp, G. con¬
tinuing upward as far as the compass of
the voice will allow without strain.
As ease is acquired in the execution of
this the speed may be increased. Later,
when the “wrinkles have been ironed out
of the vowels,” this same study may be

Select and Apply
Now here is where the training of the
ear becomes essentially important to the
singer. She must learn to listen to the
successful artist, to select from her method
those features which will add to the mas¬
tery of her own art; and her ear must be
able to guide her in adding these to her
equipment. It is not enough that she shall
have developed something within her to
express; but the ear must be trained to
tell her discriminatingly when this has been
done effectively.
The great poet not only must have beau¬
tiful thoughts and emotions, but he must
be able also to put these into beautiful
words, nicely chosen and skillfully woven

corseting, you will find it worth
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problem ever before the music educator who teaches children.
Ambitious youth outgrows its set lessons — particularly the
"pieces” constituting the sugar on its musical bread and butter—as
quickly as it outgrows its clothes.

A Step Ahead
How to “keep up” with the demands—how to keep a Step ahead
of the pupil’s needs by always having bright, new, attractive and
good material ready for them—this is the question the teacher of
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In the real art of singing nothing is
more important than a beautiful legato.
It gives to the phrases that exquisite mel¬
ody which charms the ear and satisfies the
esthetic sense.
Musical terminology is either so indefi¬
nite or so hazily understood by the laity,
and even by some in the profession, that
perhaps a definition will not be out of
place. Literally, Legato is an Italian past
participle meaning “tied” or “bound.”
Musically, the word is used in a rather
free sense better expressed by bur English
“linked.” The idea intended is that a tone
shall be linked to the one which follows.
Now this does not mean that the voice
shall slide or “scoop” from one tone to
the other, but that, while it moves neatly
from one pitch to the next, this will be
done with such celerity and care that no
break between them is noticeable to the
ear.
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Training the Ear
How shall we train the ear ? The
phenomenal sense of pitch possessed by
the few is not a product of training but of
the Creator. Training alone could scarcely
have enabled Clara Louise Kellogg to give
a well known American conductor a whole¬
some surprise by saying, “Your orchestra
is using a pitch an eighth of a tone below
that of the last one with which I sang in
London.” Marvelous pitch perception!
Marvelous memory! But, while such a
gift is not to be scorned and at times might
be most convenient, still it is not an indis¬
pensable of the singer and other musician.

Master composers have not ahvays pos¬
sessed it. However, the ear trained to the
utmost nicety in discriminating between
good and bad tones, faulty or finished
phrasing, slovenly or clear-cut enunciation,
—this is essential.
To return to our questionHow shall
the singer develop these desirable qual¬
ities in the ear? Largely by cultivating the
habit of the most careful and attentive
listening, both to her own voice and to
those of others. First of all she must
train her ear to tell her if she is singing
well in the key. Is her voice perfectly in
tune with the accompanying instrument?
In this the violin as a secondary study is
most beneficial. Always, the piano for
practice should be in the best of tune.
By repeated listening to those recognized
as lights in the profession the young singer
will learn much—an invaluable much—not
only of their methods of tone-production
but also of their artistry as musicians.
Not that she is to become an imitator.
The Fates forbid! But from them she will
acquire ideals towards which to strive in
her own individual way. She will have a
goal high towards perfection towards which
to work. And in all this the skill with
which her ear is developed as a guide will
determine largely her success.

The “Link’” in Singing

Summer Time

There is No
Need for You
to be Without
a Camera this

into phrases, that will transmit these ideas
vividly to his readers. Yea, they must
carry the message so convincingly that the
reader will be moved by them to relive
temporarily the experience of the poet m
creating them. Just so with the singer,
only she is restricted to a medium less ma¬
terial than that of the poet. On a slender
thread of tone she must transmit her mes¬
sages to those who are so good as to listen.
If she does this successfully it will be be¬
cause her ear has become so reliable a
guide that she can depend on it to pilot
her in a safe course among the rocks of
vocalism.
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In the matter of voice-development,'
alone,- legato is of the utmost importance.
By avoiding frequent breaks and attacks
of tone we minimize the exertion and
wear of the delicate vocal organs which
are employed in these operations. And, to
preserve these organs in a normal, health¬
ful, and responsive state, is the first duty
of the singer.
To develop a good legato requires care¬
ful and discriminating practice. And
while the talented student may benefit much
by studying alone, it is only by the guid¬
ance of a competent teacher that she can
hope to attain the best results; for there
are many pitfalls from which the most
wary, alone, may hope to escape.
Whatever they may term their methods,
teachers are agreed, practically, that vocal¬
izing with even vowels is the safest way
to round but the singing tone. But it is
in getting away from this and fitting lan¬
guage to melody that we meet with some
of our most serious problems. The vowel
values must be true and the consonants
must come out clear and crisp, else our
text will be unintelligible and art far from
mastered. Yet, in doing this we must not
break the flow of our musical phrase.
As soon as the student can form a fairly
good tone, it is well to begin simple forms
of enunciation. Because they employ so
few consonants, the good old Italian sylla¬
bles-—Do, re, mi, fa, sol, la, si, do—are

valuable in this work. In fact they are of
great use even in far advanced work.
Vocalize a short exercise or a phrase which
can be done easily in one breath. Then,
with the same ease of tone, sing this with
the syllables, allowing the tone to flow
steadily from an open and free throat, and
molding it into syllables by the use of the
front part of the tongue, the lips and for¬
ward muscles of the mouth.
When this can be done with consider¬
able ease, it is but another step to the ap¬
plication of the same principle to the words
of our spoken language. The greater diffi¬
culty in this lies in the use of lxith initial
and final consonants. But it is the final
consonant which is most likely to interfere
with the desired legato. And it is strange
that a device used by the old Italian mas¬
ters has been so much neglected by later
teachers who use a language in which it
is much more needed. This is simply the
carrying of a final consonant over against
the initial of the next syllable, an art prac¬
ticed by the French in everyday speech. ,
This device is of especial value when
the last sound of one word and the first
of the next are consonants. Thus : "Thou
shalt bring forth” should be executed much
as if i. were, “Thou shal tbring forth,”—
the T sounded very distinctly, hut at the
same time linked closely to the B without
allowing the tip of the tongue to drop be¬
tween them, so. that there is no more break
than if they belonged to the same word.
This is but one example of a class of com¬
binations, of sounds which appear often in
almost every song, and which must be
treated similarly if we are to avoid ugly
breaks of tone in our singing. Fear not
that this method of delivery will confuse
words and tend to indistinctness. On the
contrary, if neatly done it is a decided aid
to clear enunciation. Thus it serves two
valuable offices: it developes legato or real
melody, and it promotes crisp enunciation.
Work patiently and persistently for this
legato. The possibilities in this line are
surprising when once the ear has been
trained to listen for it. It is one of the
most charming of all the purely musical
properties of song. The voice is capable
of almost infinite nicety in this accomplish¬
ment. Every thoughtful effort made in
its attainment will be rewarded by an in¬
creased enjoyment of your own art as well
as by added appreciation from your hearers.
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tonic chord is delayed by a retardation , th(
of the retardation is very striking
the sub-dominant chord occurs imlediately before the concluding beat and
_ coming
_ itself
;+,.„hpeat, the domiwhen,
___a retardation of the
ihord : | Sub | Dorn | Tonic |.
Concone?—Singing Student,

MUSICAL PLAYLETS
FOR YOUNG FOLKS
SCENES FROM THE LIVES OF
GREAT MUSICIANS
By JAMES FRANCIS COOKE
PRICE, 60 CENTS
These playlets furnish entertaining
material for children's musical clubs,
classes and young folk’s recitals. Although written in dramatic form they
given effectively without seen,
«.
*>“1- rea —=

„
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Grace notes similar
,„ „„ short appoggiatura ;
B Of ;,J short duration and occur
degree) above the principal
they are played almost simultaneously
.
.w.tand
with ’theehief
note'
and released immediately
immediate
—indeed they may be played simultaneously
with the chief note,
“a" if "wrongly "copied.
for the staccato marks, it would
. sequence of inverted oppojp

th7"founder "of the modern French school of
musical composition, as reresented by the
works of Claw1their imitator
a Not in any respect whatever. Instead
of founding the modern „pebussjf-Ravel der of‘composition, Saint-Sagns, the greatest
French interpreter of Beethovens sonatas
Edoua
His music was.base
tions of Bach. Bee
Bizet and Gounod.

His c,
t;

> the Royal Chapel.

iWIBnl!Bi!CTW;CTn
§®gg2ij§
'
■

ir' Park, Providem

J. VAN BR0EKH0VEN
Teacher of Singing and Composition
AUTHOR OF

The True Method of Tone
Production
Illustrated Guide and
Six Books of Exercises.
Novello & Co., London and New York

A System of Harmony
Theodore Presser Co.
146 West 95th Street

New York City

ENGAGEMENT RING WALTZ
rMERlCK & CABADY. Box 13S, Sta. F, New York City

Tell Your
Boy About This!
Boys, you can earn money each

O Please explain what is meant by
Basso ostinato.”—Helen Place, Providence,
A. Basso (Italian, bass) ostinato (Italian,
obstinate) is a term in musical composition
is applied to a bass figure which is
tantly repeated and accompanied each

alwi

Freckles
Now Is the Time to Get Rid of
. These,Ugly Spots
h

dance for
for the
— *»
No doubt tl
ing motets upon short bass canti fermr. This
form of bass occupied an important place in
the Flemish school of contrapuntal composi¬
tions • those great masters wrote long motets
or whole masses on one, single, short phrase
which the tenor voice repeated constantly.
The repetitions were not always identical,
for the short subject appeared modified in
ways : augmented, diminished, inverted,
upon the solid founda- many
or even in another church mode, upon another
degree of the scale.

month selling

THE BOYS’ MAGAZINE
You get a big commission on every
copy you sell and you get full credit
for all unsold copies.

Write us to¬

day for three copies for a stai
Send no money.

Address

The Scott F. Redfield Co., Inc.,
7239 Main St., Smethport, Pa.
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing
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Letters From Etude Friends Everywhere
LETTER FROM THE NORTHWEST
BUILDING A LOCAL ORCHESTRA
To The Etude.
To The Etude.
It may interest you to know of certain un¬
it is but tt obey and have
usual and invaluable aid The Etude has the urge1 fppl
ittle w
that I
been to me in my work here as municipal
s it
I hav<
director of music. This aid lies in the music was never wanting
the library table t
—and its class—which is presented in The the different collegesfrom
at which I have taught.
Our proudest musical activity in our little It has come ahout "
city of Greenwood is the Symphony orches¬ happened I p in Saskatch
tra—which is not merely a title, but a real,
practical and efficient organization. I huve ising new ^college, just opened las
been two years in building this up, being
The music club
s always welcon
obliged—and pleased—to use high school
' a fine one. 'I e Etude will be a great
students principally as the nucleus. And ill
this, in order to develop the taste and ac¬
quire the style, I have been using almost
Thirty^per
exclusively selections from The Etude. Of
oys take music 1
course, I have had to write orchestrations of
__they work hard ___
these, but herein lay one of the greatest as¬
try to form a little plul
sets of all: for I found the instrumental
potentialities of so many of the compositions
really remarkable—especially ill those quali¬
ties which allowed the display of the various
instruments in such manner as to familiarize
the listeners with the scope and character¬ vith gophers
istics of each one.
Rev. Ignatius Groll^ O.S.B.,
Building upon this foundation we have now
attained to creditable renditions of Haydn
symphonies and standard overtures: our
ranks have been added to by local profes¬
WANTS MORE EAR TRAINING
sional players and well-schooled amateurs,
and the orchestra is really adequate, efficient
To The Etude.
. _
and artistic.
In the interest of those readers of The
The orchestra gives monthly public re¬
contemplating the study of harmony,
citals, which have become the most popular Etude
or those who have already taken up this sub¬
attraction which could be imagined, and ject,
it
is
asked
that
this
letter
be
published.
which are proving that the “people” love It sets forth the experience of a young stu¬
genuinely good music.
dent who sought instruction along this line,
This success I am most willing to attribute who
had been going along in a rut, until
in large degree to the inexhaustible store of his
total ignorance of the true phase of this
musical material of the proper kind which
was made available to me through The study was brought to his attention by anEtude. As to the large proportion of this
The young man in question is a pianoforte
music which we still use I submit the program student;
and being desirous of having a mu¬
of our February recital, omitting vocal num¬
only the
bers and marking Etude selections with sical education which included
v..., *•"’ - thorough
' lying of an inr“-”
of the ' theoretical phase of
Polonaise—Waving Torches*.Morrison understanding
Overture—Merry Wives of Windsor* . .Nicolai the music itself, tacluding^ the abilitj^to
Intermezzo—Prairie Blossoms*.Russell
plajed.^ began to take le
Three Typical Tunes,
filers of this subject in New York
a. Spanish Serenade*.McLeon
ty.
b. Irish Glen Song*.Agnes Clune
This teacher’s instructio
Quinlan
certai rules with
c. Hungarian Dance* .Franke having the pupil memorizee certain
First Movement 2d Symphony.Haydn their exceptions, and with their
of triads and
March—Golden Gate .Schreiber out exercises in the connection
four-part harmony. Altl ugh he 1
William Albert Deal
...ghly the instrucmost
diligently
and
thori
Greenwood.
i-uud
u.u,,
absolutely without
any increase or stimulation of his musical
perceptions. He was able to work out the
A PLEA FOR MORE VARIETY IN PIECES exercises with mathematical precision, but
he could not hear mentally what he had
To The Etude.
Many times when being with a pupil who written, nor could he recognize the simplest
chords and intervals when played.
The subject became more and more hazy to
nfe! “MySchild has had so little variety in
her pieces. The teacher insists that the him, and deciding he was not making the
piece be perfectly learned before taking an¬ proper progress (considering the efforts put
other and it has been ■ practiced for weeks forth), he decided to apply another teacher
until we are all tired of it, and there is no for instruction. This teacher, however, had
1 'll the practice.” These entirely different itli"'s as to how harmony
ry foundation
of
'
to thinking should be taught. Th
imilar m arks have si
to hear mentally
study, he thought,
Childrer
'hich would only
the ii
aboi
ipelled to master■r everythhig
everythl
ained b
1 the contrary, they g
now pursuing his course, and he (
is working along the right path.
each a liti e and finally 1<
I think that the experience set forth in
great variety of
through i le medium of
this letter should serve as a warning to all
prospective students of harmony who might
lesson from this and give enough variety in seek instruction from teachers who ignore
pieces to stimulate interest and arouse en¬ the very first essential of this ^ubject,
thusiasm, without which there is no real
progress or lasting benefit ? Iam learning to lete method of having pupils work out exer¬
give young students short pieces often, to cises by the use of the figured bass, which is
get each done as well as seems possible in a really a series of mathematical problems in¬
short time, to see to it that each piece is a stead of a course in harmony considered in
little more difficult than the last and a little its true light.
Yours very truly,
" "
"
Why should we keep the young
uden
Nathan Kaunitz,
N. Y. City.
never lose sight of the idea of perrk, which the pupil can be led to do, SEVENTY-TWO YEARS BEFORE GETTING
e also that perfection is gained slowly
A
JOB
nt the short piece given often will
sure cure for lack of interest and en- To The Etude.
I have often wondered why so many think
m in the child.
of music differently from other educations,
Lillian Sara Jackson.
think that music should be learned without
effort or practice on the part of the indi¬
vidual.
A LITTLE COURTESY
At one time I had a young lady pupil who
was a stenographer. She complained one
To The Etude.
evening of her lack of improvement in her
In reading the article on “The Music
music. In order to prove to her the reason
Breeding” in The Etude, it brought t
for her tardiness, I used the following
mind a recent conversation I had wi
method :
friend.
I asked for. and she gave me, the data on
In a New England town there is a r
her stenography course, number of hours and
spirited gentleman whose goodness and
days in school, and length of time it took to
of music makes it possible for the peop
complete the course. I then asked her to
that town to hear several great artists
tell me the length of time per day and the
number
of days per week she practiced her
well-known singers, a i
Vere heard. On piano lesson.' By comparing the two we
of the best string quai
_other well-known found that if she had taken her stenography
the program
‘
uiung violinist of repute course as she was practicing her piano she
would have been over 72 years old before
ould have completed her business course.
_ afterward i
Need!
practice and p
paid out of his own pocket any deficiency
there may have been, but he has also enter¬
tained over night the visiting artists and
their accompanists, putting himself and fam¬
ily to a great deal of trouble and inconveni-

3E

In all the years this gentleman has enter¬
tained these different artists he has received
one letter, from a string quartet, thanking
him for his kindness. He has decided now
to do no more entertaining.
M. E. Nasto.
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Verdi's Dark Hour
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Rossini throughout his life had a
great fear of the number thirteen and
of Friday. He died on Friday the
thirteenth.

Have You Studied Harmony?

SPECIAL!
Great Offer to Teachers
and Musicians
An ounce of proof is worth a pound of promise. Making claims is easy—
'‘making good”the real test 0Pf merit Hundreds of Music Teachers and SuccesSul Musicians claim that they have been grea y benefited by ov C ur s.
They write us to that effect and we cheerfully accept their enthusiast c
Statements as sincere and truthful. You’re welcome to these letters.
We
wm send you as many as vou care to read. But, after all, we realize that this
is merely' ‘hearsay’ ’ evidence to many readers of this publication who have
as yet no direct personal knowledge of what it really means—for example—
to study

Sherwood Normal Lessons
for Piano Teachers
They contain the fundamantal principles of successful teaching—the vital
principles—the big things in touch, technic, melody, phrasing, rhythm, tone
production, interpretation and expression—a complete set of physical exercises
for developing, strengthening and training the muscles of the fingers, hands,
wrists, arms and body, fully explained, illustrated and made clear by photo¬
graphs, diagrams and drawings.

Sherwood Piano Lessons
for Students
Contain complete, explicit instruction on every phase of piano playing. No
.
J make
Li this absolutely
It would
stone
has been left unturned1 to
„ perfect.
.
prise you to know that Sherwood devoted to each lesson enough time toat least $100.00 in teaching.
It is possible for you to get all this time and
energy for almost nothing, compared to what it cost.
The lessons are illus¬
trated with life-like photographs of Sherwood at the piano. They are given
with weekly examination papers.

HARMONY

A knowledge of Harmony i
essential to round out your m
tion. It adds wonderfully tc

jewelry which she possessed, and succeeded, I know not how, in getting
together the sum necessary, and brought
it t0 me> j was deeply touched at this
proof of affection, and promised myself
to return them all to her, which, happily,
T
., ,
. ,
.
fble to do wltb httle
thanks to my agreement,
Now began for me the greatest misfortunes. My ‘bambino’ fell ill at the
beginning of April, the doctors were
unable to discover the cause of his ailment, and the poor little thing, fading
away, expired in the arms of his mother,
who was beside herself with despair,
That was not all. A few days after, my
little daughter fell ill in turn, and her
complaint terminated fatally. But this
even was not all. Early in June my
young companion herself was attacked by
acute brain fever, and on the 19th of
June, 1840, a third coffin was carried
from my house.
“I was alone!—alone! In the space of
about two months, three loved ones had
disappeared forever. I had no longer a
family. And, in the midst of this terrible
anguish, to avoid breaking the engagement I had contracted, I was compelled to
write and finish a comic opera,
“ ‘Un Giorno di Regno’ did not succeed, A share of the want of success
certainly belongs to the music, but part
must also be attributed to the performance. My soul, rent by the misfortunes
which had overwhelmed me, my spirit
soured by the failure of the opera, I persuaded myself that I should no longer find
consolation in art, and formed the resolution to compose no more! I even wrote
to the engineer Pasetti (who since the
fiasco of ‘Un Giorno di Regno’ had shown
no signs of life) to beg him to obtain
from Merelli the cancelling of my contract.”

Queer Facts About the Music of Other Days

Without it you limp along on the crutch of "unpreparedness.” We offer you a complete
course of weekly Harmony Lessons at small cost in the privacy of your own home. These
lessons, prepared by Mr. Adolph Rosenbecker, former famous Soloist and Conductor and pupil
of Richter, and Dr. Daniel Protheroe, Eminent Composer, Choral Director and Teacher, can be
nt, thoroughly practical method
--d from the very beginning. A
th ample original work, develops your knowl-

Reed Organ

As a young man, Verdi had many
struggles, and it is difficult to imagine
the extremes to which he was reduced,
and the numerous misfortunes which
beset his path.
Here he tells is own s ory.
«t lived at that time in a small and
modest apartment in the neighborhood of
£e Porta Ticinese, and I had my little
family with me—that is to say, my young
wife and our two little children. I had
hardly begun my work when I fell seriously ill of a throat complaint, which
compelled me to keep my bed for a long
time. I was beginning to be convalescent,
when I remembered that the rent, for
which I wanted fifty ecus, would become
due in a few days. At that time if such
a sum was of importance to me, it was
no very serious matter; but my painful
illness had not allowed me to provide it in
time and the state of communications
with Busseto (in those days the post only
went twice a week), did not leave me the
opportunity of writing to my excellent
father-in-law Barezzi to enable him to
send the necessary funds. I wished,
whatever trouble it might give me, to pay
my lodging on the day fixed, and although
much annoyed at being obliged to have
recourse to a third person, I nevertheless
decided to beg the engineer Pasetti to ask
Merelli on my behalf for the fifty ecus
which I wanted, either in the form of
an advance under the conditions of my
contract, or by way of loan for eight or
ten days, that is to say the time necessary
for writing to Busseto and receiving the
said sum.
“It is useless to relate here how it came
about that Merelli, without any fault on
his part, did not advance me the fifty
ecus in question.
Nevertheless, I was
much distressed at letting the rent day of
the lodgings go by. My wife then, seeing
my annoyance, took a few articles of

The first “musical” instrument was the
drum, and the elements of music were en¬
tirely rhythmic in the beginning.
In the Middle Ages bells were supposed
to have supernatural powers—even the
power to drive away storms.
The gong organ used in Burmese
. parades to this day is a series of gongs
suspended upon a big circular ring of

bamboo. The performer walks backward
playing on the gongs.
The pre-Columbian Peruvians played
upon the flute of their country with skill.
That is, there was aboriginal music in
America prior to the discovery of the
land.
Flute players in ancient Rome received
salaries as high as $1,000.00 a day.

by Frank W. Van Dusen, well known teacher and orga

Choral Conducting

“The Iron Man’’ and Music’s Opportunity
By E. H. P.
Kindergarten and Grades')
High School and
Supervisor’s Course

by

f Stances *
J
(_iark.

Unprecedented Special Offer !
Will you take advantage of our offer of 6 lessons which we offer to Etude
readers without charge or obligation on their part? We will send you 6 les¬
sons from the Normal Piano or Harmony Course or 6 lessons selected from
some other subject, if you prefer. We have courses in Piano (one for
students and one for teachers), Harmony, Choral Conducting, Public
School Music, Violin, Cornet, Guitar and Mandolin.

Your Great Opportunity
-GOOD FOR SIX FREE LESSONSUNIVERSITY EXTENSION CONSERVATORY,
Dept. A 175 Siegei-Myers Building, Chicago, III.
Please send me FREE without the slightest cost or obligation on
course mentioned below. Also quote me your Special Limited I

Every Experienced Teacher Realizes
the Importance of Being Prepared for

A PROMPT
AND
SATISFACTORY
OPENING
Next Teaching Season
Often the success of an entire year is due
in large measure to getting a good start

Order Teaching Material
NOW
Many teachers order their supplies sometime in
advance of the season’s opening, as this affords an
opportunity to examine and classify the material at
their leisure. For such as these we have what we
call the

EARLY ORDER PLAN
This plan is to book the annual “On Sale” orders during the early summer
months subject to delivery on or before a date specified by the teacher. Orders
received up to August First are combined in one shipment prepaid to central
distributing points and from there forwarded at a small expense to the several
consignees. The saving in transportation charges is an important item, but of
much more consequence is the certainty of having one’s music supplies on hand
and ready for use when the pupils arrive for their lessons.

Write TODAY and tell us
The number of pupils you expect to have during the
coming season.

by Dr. Daniel Protheroe.

Public School Music
Public School Music

Page 1,95
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•art Six (6) Lessons of the
ir Complete Course.

Street No.. R. F. D. or P. 0. Box .

Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.

Unber the title of “The Iron Man” a
certain writer in the Atlantic Monthly has
been putting forth a remarkable series of
essays on the psychological, physiological
and sociological effect of the automatic
machines which are used more and more
widely in factory processes. From his own
wide and direct experience and observation
at Flint, Mich., which may be taken as a
representative factory town, he is able to
sum up the situation somewhat in this
manner:
1. Though these automatic factory pro¬
cesses are tremendously favorable to cheap
and rapid production, they make it impossi¬
ble for the worker to take the same lively
interest in his task as in the days when he
constructed the whole of each object by his
own handicraft.
2. His work tends to become insuffer¬
ably monotonous, but this is partly com¬
pensated for by the fact that his hours are
short, and have a tendency to become even
shorter in the future; also, that his earn-

ings are much greater than was possible
under methods less favorable to “produc-

" Human harmonies are written with
many notations: Andante, moderato. allegretto, vivace, prestissimo, legato, stac-

cato, crescenda-rimdthenthe choir chants
arequtem.and we reach the end of earth,
—Anonymous.

3. The solution of the problem, then,
consists in his finding some way to employ
his leisure time about something which, by
its absorbing interest will redeem the mo¬
notony of his working life. Various people
are attracted by quite various things, but
among those various things it is remarkable
how many turn to Music as the very thing
needed.
The present writer, before he had read
the articles referred to, had noticed with
pleasant surprise but without full under¬
standing, what a goodly number of factory
workers (from a rope-factory, button-fac¬
tory, shoe-factory, etc.) were applying for
music lessons, and in most cases made very
earnest and promising pupils. The matter
now seems clear, and the opportunity great
for a new and highly important service of
the musical art to humanity.

The grades and styles of pieces desired.
The date when the material should reach you.

You will BENEFIT by
Receiving the best possible assortment of material sent
on our liberal ON SALE terms, all not used being
returnable at the end of the teaching season in June
when settlement is made.
Having a plentiful supply of material on hand when
ready to begin the season’s work.
Saving a part of the delivery expense.
THE QUICKEST MAIL ORDER MUSIC SUPPLY HOUSE FOR
SCHOOLS, COLLEGES, TEACHERS AND LOVERS OF MUSIC

Theodore Presser
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T is considered to be a matter of course
that a “virtuoso” of today must possess
a highly developed technique. Not only
that, but unless he is a technician of practi¬
cally unrivalled powers, a highly developed
technique is not thought sufficient. He must
have something more to offer the pub¬
lic. Either he must be an interpreter
of unique attainments, or possess tonal
quality hitherto believed impossible; the
public basing their standard on what the
last eminent virtuoso left in the way of
improvement, it being clearly understood
that the newcomer, if he is to make a
sensation, must improve on the standard,
and without doubt combine all the abovementioned qualities—namely an unsur¬
passed technique, unrivalled musicianship,
and the tone of a full orchestra, with the
lightness of the zephyr.
Before tracing the development of the
present-day efficiency it is interesting to
recall that it is not a decade since Kubelik
astonished every one with technical powers
hitherto considered unattainable, and which
it was considered impossible to attain on a
violin. That the standard had improved
was obvious, and that it is still capable of
further improvement is difficult to deny.
Why is it, then, that the public of today
has so soon tired of technical displays and
now requires a fresh stimulus ? Obviously,
because technique, is only a “means to an
end.” But then the point arises—How far
is the perfect artist “bound up” in the tech¬
nician and vice versa? The “amateur” at
the mention of technique will at once call
to mind the left hand working at a
furious pace in divers peculiar attitudes,
while the bow escapes his attention. By
this view the “amateur” has completely
overlooked one-half of the technical equip¬
ment ; as technical perfection in the fullest
sense of the word (which aims at musi¬
cianship as its ultimate goal) is only pos¬
sible when both hands are equal, or nearly
equal, in achievement. When this has
been attained, beauty of tone—always as¬
suming the individual is an artist by tem¬
perament—is the logical outcome. That
this has an overwhelming influence on in¬
terpretation is little understood by the
person to whom technique is synonymous
with “stunts”; and also that interpretation
is an idle word for the musician—i. e.,
the performer and not the theorist—who
is desirous of taking the concert world by
storm if he is technically undeveloped. It
is therefore apparent that when both hands
are brought to an almost equal level of at¬
tainment (I say almost advisedly, because
the feeling that the left hand will always
be a little in advance of the right cannot
be denied—at present the training of the
left hand is out of all proportion to the
better developed right), and the player is
a deep thinker, a perfect artist must be
the result.
To understand the present high standard
of technique we must go back to the early
Italian masters, the pioneers of all we do
to-day. To Tartini, Corelli, Viotti, and
Nardini belong the credit of our bowing
facility, in their having “placed” the right
hand as being of more importance than the
left, whilst not entirely neglecting the left.
What they did for the bow cannot be too
largely acknowledged; very little improve¬
ment indeed has been made since they laid
down the general principles of clarity and
design. The outstanding figure for the
development of the left hand, it is almost
needless to say, was Paganini. He was
the inventor of stopped harmonics, double
harmonics, left hand pizzicato, natural and
fingered octaves, the complete use of the
upper part of the fingerboard (before his
time violinists rarely played beyond the
third or fourth positions), and a host of
other great innovations. He was later im¬
proved upon by Ernst. Their successors,
Vieuxtemps and Wieniawski, not contri¬
buting any material improvements, violin

Glazounow has provided this Concerto
(Op. 82) :

And Elgar has summed them all up by
this most interesting passage (typical of
many) in the Concerto (Op. 61) :

It will be seen that whilst Brahms and
Glazounow have maintained up to a point
the fingered octave form, Elgar has inter¬
posed a note between each octave, achiev¬
ing a definite development in octave play¬
From The Sackbut, London.
ing, not only as an isolated example, but
technique is then to-day very much what the soloist has grqgter opportunities to as a working basis for a new system. He
it was in the times of Paganini and Ernst. study special methods.
treats the sixth later in the same way, for
For
instance,
such
great
virtuosi
as
It is only when we leave the “school” of
example:
violin composers that we find a fresh basis Kreisler, Elman, and Heifetz are capable
of any technical problem written, and
for future development.*
The question whether the violin has a therefore enable writers to invent fresh
future or not must be, to violinists and processes which of course, artists like the
incidentally to composers, a most interest¬ above can always be counted upon to per¬
ing one. To suppose that the instrument form. If the processes are without prec¬
Has not Elgar therefore demonstrated
is now in the zenith of its powers would edent, perhaps some special study will be that the scales of thirds (or any other
be absurd. The inequality of the hands is necessary, but nothing can be written which chord formation or progression) may be
sufficient to dispose of that supposition. would be beyond their technique.
used in a like manner? Take, for instance,
However, these are great men, and pro¬
To the query as to it having a future, we
the thirds as an example:
can then with an easy conscience answer vide the exception to the rule. It is the
in the affirmative 1 Undoubtedly there is general standard of violin playing which
must
be raised; and his fairly low stand¬
an enormous future for the instrument.
Since music is taking unprecedented forms, ard is apparent chiefly when the average
and new technical devices are constantly violinist breaks away from the “violin”
being invented, not necessarily for any school (i.-e. Paganini, Ernst, Vieuxtemps, Does this not provide a fresh principle for
particular instrument but rather for music and Wieniawski) and attempts more com¬ study, more perhaps for the right hand
as a whole, the individual instrument can¬ plicated works than those. The average than the left?
not escape the march of progress, since, violinist will say that excluding the violin
Take another example from the same
if it did, it would have sooner or later to “school,” the majority of the concerti work (Elgar’s concerto). This holds great
become inefficient. It is simply a question written are “unviolinistic.” If this be possibilities of development, and must be
true, then we must undoubtedly exclude
of “the old order changeth.”
met with in the future in other works.
Leaving for the moment the question of from the violin repertoire the concerti of
the higher technique of the violin, and con¬ Beethoven, Mendelssohn, Bruch, Brahms,
sidering the violin from the orchestral point Tchaikowsky, Glazounow and Elgar, since
of view, we find that Wagner and Strauss they have definitely trodden fresh ground
have completely revolutionized the. stand¬ (particularly the four latter), and have
ard of technical work which existed pre¬ given rise to the expression “unviolinistic,” And a little further on the final variation
vious to their writings. For instance, how by which violinists, of course, mean “not in bowing, and before the orchestra takes
much of the failure to appreciate Wagner under the hand.” But do not many of the up the theme, the chromatic down scales.
and Strauss was due to bad' orchestral works written “unviolinistically” tend to This is surely unique in the history of the
playing? Take, for instance, the Fifth develop the technique, and should we not instrument:
Symphony of Beethoven, or the “Italian” rather strive to develop our present tech¬
of Mendelssohn, and compare them with nical resources to meet the demand of the
the end of the overture to Tannhauser or new writers, incidentally keeping the pub¬
Till Eulenspiegel. Can we wonder that lic interest from vacillating? By this we
Wagner and Strauss had so much diffi¬ undoubtedly would assure a future for the
It will be noted that it covers almost the
culty in being appreciated by the public? instrument.
It must, however, be admitted that the entire compass of the instrument, seeming
What amazing progress the orchestra has
made since Beethoven and Mendelssohn; violin school has made possible the un¬ to go up in half positions. That this is
and when the first shock of Wagner had violinistic writings, and that if we follow justified is apparent from its wonderful
subsided, what a reconstruction took place! the principles of Paganini we cannot go effect when played by a Kreisler or Hei¬
So much so, that a score of years ago the far wrong. But can we now issue in¬ fetz, as to them this problem, thanks to
“Universal Edition” published separate vol¬ struction books in keeping with modern their wonderful powers of assimilation,
umes, culled from the more difficult pas¬ requirements incorporating Paganini, as presents no difficulty. It is therefore ob¬
sages from Wagner and Strauss, for the has been done for orchestral players’ vious that the other technical developments,
use of the orchestral violinists’ private work? We might even anticipate the which Elgar foreshadows, will not find
practice (of course this applies with equal modern writers by a certain degree of them wanting. What wonderful “spade¬
force to the rest of the orchestra, but we speculation as to what might be done. work” this is for the student, even though
are concerned here only with the violin). Who is there better qualified to do this he is not capable of performing in the
Therefore, the orchestra has developed to than Professor Auer, to whom all violin¬ same way as the great virtuosi. It is im¬
possible to go through the concerto, as,
a marked degree with the advent of Wagner ists look for future instruction?
To show how the non-violin school of for instance, the variety of technical de¬
and Strauss.
Now that we have the extreme modern writers have broken away from the violin vices in the cadenza and the chords which
school (Stravinsky, Goossens, Malipiero, “school,” it will be easier to take the in- end the work. To the query as to whether
and a host of others), fresh technical strpment from the left hand to the right there is a future for the instrument, the
problems await the orchestral violinist. If- hand, and treat each hand separately; and concerto is then a fitting reply.
Further instances of development are the
this, then, applies to the orchestral violin¬ before I conclude njy article, I will throw
ist, with how much greater force must it out some tentative suggestions for the following: The tremolo caprice of Pag¬
anini (No. 6), in which the melody is ac¬
apply to the virtuoso. The individual per¬ future development of the violin.
former has necessarily a clearer and wider
Paganini invented the process of fingered companied by consistent tremolo, and of
field because, being individual, and there¬ octaves (i. e. the first and third fingers this principle we find another beautiful
fore unlike the orchestra player not a mem¬ being alternately followed by the second example in the cadenza to the Glozounow
concerto. Yet in this caprice there is room
ber of a corporate body whose progress and fourth). Brahms in the violin con¬
for a counterpoint melody in much the
must be to a certain extent standardized, certo has varied this, and written the fol¬
same way as the Erl-King (Schubertlowing :
Ernst). This effect is by no means used as
often as it might be, and therefore there
*To the reader who desires an exhaustive
account of the writings and improvements of
is a goodly life before it. Again, many
the above-mentioned masters, I cannot do
things are “unviolinistic” and new in the
better than refer him to ‘Grove’s Dictionary
of Music.’
Tchaikowsky concerto. The rapid bowing
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incorporating the double stopping, and the
passages in the top positions, which, thanks
to Paganini and the further use made of
it by Tchaikowsky, has made possible a still
greater field for exploration. Innumerable
further examples could be quoted, but the
space does not allow it.
Future developments can take place in
pizzicato, for at present we play only with
the left hand one note, when it is possible
to play two. The following variation in
the twenty-fourth caprice of Paganini:

for in comparison with the state of lefthand technique, the. bow is very much in
its infancy. When the bow can assimilate
three of four harmonies without breaking,
do extremely, rapid chord playing (three
and four notes), graduate through all pres¬
sures, in all kinds of passages; then per¬
haps it will be able to meet the left hand
on equal terms.
To arrive at this state of “Utopia” the
student must be content with a less dazzling
repertoire in the left hand. He must for
the first few years be satisfied to work
“tone” in the privacy of his studio, and
later on dazzle his public with the left
hand, and so eventually become a good
artist.
gives the possibility of—
This is the way to improve the standard
of violin playing and make, by the full use
of the right hand, technicians into artists.
In conclusion an artist is therefore a com¬
plete technician making use of both his
hands, thus freeing himself from the
bonds of technical servitude .to make room
: Double harmonics also can be used more
for interpretation, his ultimate goal.—From
often. Since Paganini wrote Non PM
The Sackbut, London.
Mesta, Witches’ Dance, and I Palpiti, we
are more used to thinking in double har¬
monics. But if double harmonics why not
Daily Exercises
treble and quadruple? Whilst possible in
some positions in the left hand, it is the
By John P. Labofish
right which is unable technically to main¬
tain unbroken the chords necessary for
this, for the vibration must naturally be
Look into any catalogue of violin
broken. Surely it is a question of time, methods and you will find several excellent
and perhaps a change in the personnel of books of every day studies, designed to
the bow. Does this not call for a special keep the violinist in practice with a mini¬
course of study for the right hand in order mum expenditure of time.
These books aim to cover the essentials
to balance the two?
I will now speak of the right' hand and of violin technic in a few pages, and do
show the inequality existing between the succeed remarkably well.
Probably the most highly recommended
two hands. If there is to be a still greater
future for the violin, there can be no exercises of this kind are the Urstudien
doubt that most of the improvement rests of Carl Flesch. They are wonderful con¬
with the right hand. How often, in listen¬ ditioning drills. Legions of violinists can
ing to a performer and admiring his ex¬ testify that every minute spent on the
ecutive skill, we feel an unconscious void, Urstudien yields a specific benefit. No
as if something not yet complete were pre¬ busy violinist, be he professional or ama¬
sented us. We go away and say that there teur, can afford to be without them.
Most violinists, however, feel the need of
is something wrong with his playing,
blame his technique and no doubt the ma¬ more shifting exercises than Mr. Flesch
jority of people think sub-consciously of gives in his Urstudien, and in the hope of
the left hand when the fault lies really filling that need, it is suggested that the
with the right. Take the instance when a following be noted in the back of the Ur¬
violinist has a great left-hand technique studien, and worked on whatever time
and a weak tone. Tone is a question of permits:
Regular three octave arpeggi to go with
balanced strength and not of indiscriminate
force. It is just as possible for a strong Flesch’s 24 scales,
Scales on each string with one finger at
man to produce a weak tone as for a weak
man to produce a strong tone. It is in the a time,
Scales on each string with 1-2, 2-3, 3-4
method of production that the fault is to
be found. With what ease the great vir¬ fingers, starting in first, second and third
tuosi produce tone 1 This is due to the positions,
Arpeggi in two octaves on each string,
“spade work” that has gone before, though
Arpeggi on each string with each .fin¬
they are now exceptions. For the purpose
of the standard of development more im¬ ger,
Scales in broken thirds on each string,
portance must be given in the early stages
to the right hand perhaps than to the left. -1-2-3 and 2-3-4 fingers,
Scales in broken thirds on each string
Students are always able to make a ‘ show
with one finger at a time,
with the left hand.
Scales in thirds on every two strings,—
The following simple (?) illustration
will show some of the difficulties of the regular fingering, 1-3 and 2-4 fingers,
Scales in sixths on every two strings,—
regular fingering, 1-2, 2-3 and 3-4 fingers,
Scales in octaves on every two strings,
—regular and fingered,
Scales in tenths on every two strings.
When this is repeated a dozen times the
“momentum” increases, and unless the
“The State Legislature of Iowa has ap¬
pressure is taken off somewhere, the doz¬
proved a plan authorising towns of under
enth time will be a gruesome infliction.
40,000 to levy a tax for the support of a
Let us suppose that a composer requires a
community band, and as a result bands are
passage to be played like this illustration
springing up over night in. the small
through a great number of bars, what hap¬
prairie towns," says a press item.
pens to the student then?
The small town, band has done much for
The following chords, repeated a number
music in America in a quiet way (and not
of times, present also enormous difficulty,
so very quiet either!). “Pat" Conway and
though they are easy for the left hand;
Arthur Pryor have achieved great things
■with a band. One of the most gifted song¬
writers in America today, Thurlow Lieurance got his start playing in a band. Let
us hope the new movement in Iowa will
bring forth more composers as good as
Therefore the bow should be given
greater attention in the very early study. these.
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Among the

^famous
TJiolins
in this
collection are:
esting, historically, in ex¬
istence—that made by the
Brothers Amati in 1595for
King Henri IV of France.
Gio. Paolo Maggini,
Brescia, about 1620—for¬
merly owned by the violin1782-1 m"*5
Carlo Bergonzi, 1737DominicusMontagnani,
1737—the most beautiful
known of the creations of
“The Mighty Venetian.”

World's Treasury of
Rare Old Violins
Is Available to You—Anywhere

N

OT to know the Lyon & Healy collection of
rare old violins is to be unfamiliar with one of
the most interesting features in the musical life of
America. Every violin lover should make its
acquaintance. You can do this easily. You can se¬
cure a celebrated instrument for your own use. This
advertisement tells how.

Mecca of Violin Lovers

Laurentius Guadagtlini
Placentiae, 1740-very
blemish.

kn exceptionally fine
llo is by Carlo FerdindoLandolphus, Milano,
viola by Gasparo Da

Scarcely has a prominent artist come to Chicago in
many years without spending hours of enjoyment in the
treasure vaults of Lyon & Healy. For here are choice
examples of the work of practically every great master of
violin-making. Among them some of the finest known.
For more than thirty years, Lyon & Healy repre¬
sentatives have searched the Old World and the New.
Not merely for instruments interesting for their historic
associations, but pure-toned violins in the best of condi¬
tion. They have assembled a collection without a peer.

From $75 to $15,000

Ou

If you are especial¬
ly interested in any
of these, we shall be
glad to send you its
full history.
Our brochure,
“Rare Old Violins,”
describes and prices
these and hundreds
of other instruments,
ranging from the
$15,000 Stradivarius
down as low as $75.
The coupon below
will bring you a copy.
Mail it today!

A single violin in this collection, the Antonio
Stradivarius, Cremona 1716, known as “The Colossus,”
is valued at $15,000. At the right are listed a few of the
many magnificent specimens. Their authenticity is guar¬
anteed. Their state of preservation ‘is unusually fine.
But this collection is not known alone for its famous
individual instruments. It is perhaps even more remark¬
able for its comprehensiveness. For it embraces examples Yfl
from the many lesser masters as well. Every earnest^
student, even of modest means, may secure here a violin
LYON & HEALY
of true musical worth. As little as $75 will buy one! Con¬
61*89 Jackson Blvd.
venient monthly payments may be arranged, if you wish.
CHICAGO
Please send me,
Send for Free Brochure
without obligation,
your brochure,“Rare
In our brochure, “Rare Old Violins,” are the inter¬
Old Violins.”
esting stories of the individual instruments.
Every violin lover should have this book.
it today. Mail the coupon!

Send for
Name

LYON^ HEALY
EVERYTHING KNOWN

0

P DY?AR Mi™*

61-89 Jackson Boulevard, CHICAGO
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of a violin or cello are stopped by pressure has just been used before the bow h;
rather than by a hammer-like stroke as in time to cross over to the next i
the case of the piano, and that the me- Not only is this unpleasant^ effect^ ar

ger^reaches^he'^strin^Ts'11 required to
To overcome the faulty habits of undue
bring about the best results The student elevation of the fingers and the unjustifi-

-—- trn lx* srs? snss 25«KW;25c
•

■

"

"es of Sitt Op.
- the cellist the
found in Dot-

Send for Violin and Cello Catalogue

prepared
his^^idSy-us^d
*Boofc,°8Uie*0ideai tyjfe of6all^ notebook^ ]^*'>er*:0
I . find that the
Upon opening my studio about seven
years ago, I resolved to put into effect
some of the theories, I had long enter- music, and most are, read the notes and
benefit by them, too. Any corrections of
the lesson of the day are entered therein.
Instructions as to how to practice at home
are given. In fact, whatever I wish to
and I was often dis¬ tell them at the lesson, I put also in the
ling these with habits notebook. If possible I make the notes
e as long to correct as it short, and always avoid Using terms which
make them tiresome.
probably had 1 acquire them. Often I
altogether the student’s T fmdY hat the notebook serves these
knew it was r
>ses. It brings the teacher into the
erience, I realized that
r everything had some- practice period as well as at the lesson
r simple, but perhaps at hour. It gives the parent an idea of what
in, I did not fully under- the child is doing and what is required by
the teacher. It shows weak points in pre¬
vious work or commends any good work.
I decided to try the notebook plan; It assists the parent who may be eager to
only, instead of having the pupil write the help the pupil, but whose musical educa¬
notes, the task would be mine. I had each tion has been meager. It is especially
pupil bring the ordinary paper-back com¬ helpful in correcting errors of counting in
position book used in school work, asking the previous lesson practice.
The parents are wonderfully interested
onlv that it be of pro.
proper size and bound
only
in the notebook. Several have told me
in a way which would
that the first thing they do when the pupil
In the notebook, I p
returns
home, is to read the notes on the
in expression, as we
lesson, to inform themselves on the pupil’s
studies and solos, with
of each, that is, a
For this reason, and the fact that teachage of the child,
time and rhythm are explained in a simple
manner, with simple illustrations when good idea, it is passed on to help someone
needed to make them clear. Often I go

Etude Prize Contest
FOR

PIANO SOLOS—VOCAL SOLOS
ANTHEMS

E TAKE pleasure in making the following offer
instituting our new Etude Prize Contest,
being convinced of the real value of a contest of
this nature in arousing a wider interest in composition
and of stimulating the efforts of composers. In this
contest all are welcome without restrictions of any
kind and we can assure the contestants of a respectful
hearing and an absolutely impartial final judgment.

ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS
will be divided among the successful composers
jn the following manner:

PIANO SOLOS
OT

ASS

1
'

CLASS 2.

MUSICIANS SUPPLY CO.

Concert Transcriptions
For Violin and Piano
By SOL. MARCOSSON

I

m,,M “1

no music in her playing. The answer is
this: It is possible to press down keys on
any keyboard instrument and at the same
time not give the slighest thought to any
sense of musical feeling.
The mechanical aparatus which operates
a player piano, has no brain, or nerves and
yet the keys are pressed down and the
sound come back. When this is a reflec¬

tion of some records made by real pianists,
the effect is good if the pianist has been
playing from a musical standpoint.
Whether your playing is musical or not
depends upon whether you have a musical
attitude in your mind when you play.
Bizet advised that the player should inaudibly hum the melodies of the piece
he was playing. This is a most excellent
plan because unless you think the music,
and hear it internally, as it were, you will
find that the old folks are justified when
they say “There is no music in his playing”.

« oc x
t.LAOO o.

CLASS 2.

Model No. 550 Price $25.00
Outfit Includes
VIOLIN, FULL SIZE (*

01

Outfit made in the U. S. A

Gounod’s “March of the Marionettes”
By L. Eva Ames

—___—_filing the most
independent and lucrative profession by corres¬
pondence. SIMPLER AND BETTER THAN
ORAL INSTRUCTION. Write to-day for
FREE illustrated booklet and guarantee plan.
NILES BRYANT SCHOOL of PIANO TUNING
1209 Bryant Building_APQPBT&, MICHIGAN
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing
our advertisers.

-. - — a good, but not a great violin
maker.
E. W.—The statement of a violin teacher,
to which you refer in your letter, that the
great violinist Rpohr could not play the more
difficult music in his Violin Softool, and also
that his music is too difficult for any presentday violinist, is of course absurd. Spohr
could play anything he ever wrote for the

want. Possibly
Master It. You
lisher.
A. J. M.—I can find no record of the work
of the violin maker whose name you sent
me, in any violin authority. Your violin
may be a very good instrument, notwithstanding, as many excellent violins are
made by obscure makers.

THEODORE PRESSER CO.
1710-1712-1714 Chestnut Street
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Here is something I have never seen in
print in regard to Gounod’s little piece
called The Funeral March of a Marionette
which was played recently by the Chamber
Music Art Society. Mr. Georges Grisez,
clarinettist of the organization, is the
source of information. Gounod told Mr.
Grisez’s father, an intimate friend, that
the piece was suggested to him one day
when his little daughter had a fit of

temper in which she threw her pet doll
on the floor, smashing it into bits. The
opening bars represent the child’s anger.
This is followed by a lament for the lost
doll, a gathering of little friends and
the march to the cemetery. But the
little feet grow weary and by the time the
cemetery is reached one by one has
dropped out until no one is left for
the burial.

For the three best Sacred Solos
FIRST PRIZE. $75.00
SECOND PRIZE. 50.00
THIRD PRIZE. . 25.00
For the three best Secular Solos
FIRST PRIZE.$75.00
SECOND PRIZE. 50.00
THIRD PRIZE. 25.00

CHORUSES
CLASS 1.

In a paper read before the Music true, that I found that the people call
Teachers’ National Association which he the sadder of these old songs ‘lonesome
had compiled largely from an article of tunes!' Never was a more apt title be¬
his own that appeared in the Art World stowed. It sums up the pathos and
for June, 1917, Howard Brockway gave mournful quality of many of them most
an interesting account of his search for perfectly. We found that the songs are
native American music in the Cumber¬ roughly divided into three classes. The
land Mountains of Kentucky. He first old ballads of a narrative and sad charac¬
described how, as his party walked along ter are ‘lonesome tunes.’ Those which
the country lanes, they would hear voices deal with such a theme as the favorite
from the mountains, often across the val¬ one of a lover who departs, is gone
leys, singing in the open air. Whole ‘seven long years,’ and then returns to
families were at work in the cornfields, his lady, are called ‘love-songs.’ The
singing their “song-ballets” as they
third class contains all songs of a rol¬
worked.
licking character and these are known
“It was with a peculiar sense of the
fitness of things, almost too good to be as ‘fast music.’ ” '

For the three best Concert or Drawing
Room pieces for piano solo
FIRST PRIZE.$75.00
SECOND PRIZE.. .50.00
THIRD PRIZE.
25.00
For the three best Intermediate Teaching
Pieces for piano solo
FIRST PRIZE.$75.00
SECOND PRIZE. 50.00
THIRD PRIZE.25.00
For the three best Easy Teaching Pieces
any sty[e for piano solo
FIRST PRIZE.i • $50.00
SECOND PRIZE. 35.00
THIRD PRIZE. 15 00

VOCAL SOLOS
CLASS 1.

Music in the Cumberlands

Special Violin Outfit

PART SONGS

W

Put Music in Your Playing
• in the world do the ole
en they say ‘there is no re
lg ?’ A young lady with

::

$1,000.00 in Prizes

CLASS 2.

CLASS 3.

For the three best Anthems for Mixed
Voices
FIRST PRIZE.$50.00
SECOND PRIZE. 35.00
THIRD PRIZE. 15.00
For the three best Part-Songs for Mixed
Voices with piano accompaniment
FIRST PRIZE.$50.00
SECOND PRIZE. 35.00
THIRD PRIZE. 15.00
For the three best Part Songs for Treble
Voices in two or three parts with
piano accompaniment
FIRST PRIZE.$50.00
SECOND PRIZE.35.00
THIRD PRIZE. 15.00
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A DEPARTMENT OF INFORMATION
REGARDING

New Music Works
AND OTHER MATTERS OF INTEREST
TO MUSIC BUYERS

thirty to fifty bags of mail each morning,
and the name and address of the sender
on every package is an absolute necessity.
In making returns it is best, from an
Advance of Publication Offers — economical point of view, to find out
which is the cheapest method of transpor¬
tation. Small packages can be returned
from any distance at two ounces for one
cent. Large packages must come by par¬
_ Noisette (Nutcracker) Suite—
cel post and then it is necessary to find
Tschaikowsky .
Child’s First Book of Melodies—Honska
whether parcel post or express is the
Class Method for the Violin—Oscar J.
cheaper. A word of caution: do not put
Lehrer .
too large a value on express packages as
Exhibition Pieces .
it increases the already high express
From the Far East—Tompkins
Ghosts of Hilo—Bliss.
rates. As is done in all fire insurance,
Golden Memories—Mrs. H. B. Hudson
the
lesser value merely divides the re¬
Granberry’s Writing Book .
sponsibility
in case of loss. Ten dollars
“Green Timber” Songs—Lieurai—...
Herald Angels. Christmas Cantata—E
is a good average amount and the one for
M. Stults .
which
the express companies do not make
Junior Collection of Anthems
an extra Charge.
Kindergarten Book—Bilbro .
Maza’s SO Special Violin Studies, Op
36. Book 1.
Music and Morals—Haweis .
Summer Business
New Orchestra Folio—Parts, each. . .
New Orchestra Folio—Piano Part. . .
Hours
Newman Album of Classical Dances.
School of the Pianoforte, Vol. IIIDuring the hot weather from June 15th
Theodore Presser .
to about September 1st our business
Science in Modern Pianoforte Playing
hours are slightly shortened, particularly
Secrets of the Succei s of Great Musi
on Saturday afternoon. To our patrons
sending orders, this refers to nearby
Transcriptions for Organ—Stewart
points, if they arrange their mail so that
Transcriptions for Violin and Piano—
Arthur Hartmann .
we receive the same Saturday morning
Well-Known Hymns for Men’s Voice!
rather than Saturday afternoon there will
Wick .
Woodsy-Comer Tales—H. L. Cramm
be no delay, the music ordered will be
back in their hands by Monday morning
NEW WORKS.

“On Sale” Returns and
Yearly Settlements
This subject was treated with great de¬
tail in the'June issue of the Etude. We
will, however, give these general direc¬
tions again.
“On Sale” music sent out during the
past year, that is, since September 1921,
is expected to be returned, and a settle¬
ment made for the balance not returned,
during this summer season. If the re¬
turns are not made at this time, the
selection being of such a character as to
be of further use during this summer or
next season, then through special corres¬
pondence we are willing to accept a pay¬
ment on account for the “On Sale” music
that will at least pay for what has been
used up to this time.
The regular account, that is, the ac¬
count for outright purchases is, of course,
due and payable and not subject to
We desire to emphasize the fact that
sending “On Sale” music, of all kinds, on
selection to the liberal extent used by us,
we must demand a settlement such as de¬
scribed above at least once each year and
this is that time. Other times are agree¬
able to us but this season, just after the
schools are closed, is most convenient to
the greatest number of our patrons.
The June 1st statement sent out to all
of our patrons carried with it explicit di¬
rections as well as the statement showing
the entire amount due us. Correspond¬
ence is solicited on any subject connected
with the accounts, or, in fact, on any
other subject connected with music.
There is only one direction that needs
further emphasis and simple as it seems
to all of us it is most necessary. It is
this that ON THE OUTSIDE OF
EVERY PACKAGE RETURNED TO
US, WHETHER BY MAIL OR EX¬
PRESS, THERE MUST BE WRIT¬
TEN THE NAME AND ADDRESS
OF THE SENDER. It is impossible,
otherwise, for us to give proper credit;
in fact, it often means great delay in giv¬
ing credit and ofttimes no credit at all.
We receive thousands of packages, from

Etude Prize
Contest
In another part of the journal will be
found details of a Thousand Dollar Con¬
test which we are offering and which
should interest the composers everywhere.
The contest is open to everybody. I he
jury will be selected from practical men
in our Publishing Department.
It might be mentioned here that many
of these compositions sent to us, if found
available for our catalogue, will be ac¬
cepted and paid for even if they do not
come up to the prize standard. We are
hoping to have a very wide response to
this very liberal offer. May the best man
Profitable Summer Reading
and Self Study
A really good, helpful book is an in¬
tellectual investment often paying divi¬
dends far higher than money investments.
Many a great man traces his career back
to the purchase of an inspiring, instruct¬
ive, ambition-making book or collection
of books.
Let your Summer musical reading be
helpful as well as entertaining. No one
thinks of letting the summer pass in
these days without enriching his mental
bank account by at least one worth-while
book. Here is a list of books, on musical
subjects, we have selected expressly for
our readers:

New Music “On Sale”
Summer Months
Many thousands of music teachers re¬
ceive and seem to appreciate the value of
our winter new music “On Sale” pack¬
ages. These packages, during the busiest
teaching season, consist of a package of
either eight or fifteen songs or piano
compositions sent out once each month
from November to April.
The summer packages are a continua¬
tion of that scheme. There are many
teachers not connected with schools who
continue, or even do more work during
the summer months and to those we offer
the same facilities as we do during the busy
winter months. Our list of patrons de¬
siring Summer New Music is quite large
and one package has already been sent
during the past month, two others will be
sent. A postal card will start them, a
postal card will stop the receipt of them.
We ask no guarantee as to the amount
kept and the same liberal teachers’ dis¬
count is allowed as on regular orders.
Try our Summer New Music packages of
piano or vocal music, or both.

A Victrola for Summer
Musical Enjoyment
The popularity of the portable Victrola
is growing more and more as vacation
days recur. This is due to the fact that
good music always adds to the enjoyment
of an outing, especially when young peo¬
ple assemble together with no other
History and Biography
thought in mind than having a jolly good
First Studies in Music Biography, by time. The accompanying picture might
Thomas Tapper. Price, $1.75.
be taken for a suit case, a doctor’s outfit
The Standard History of Music, by or a travelling salesman’s sample box, but
James Francis Cooke. Price, $1.50.
it is none of these, although just as con¬
A Complete History of Music, by W. J. veniently carried about. It represents
Baltzell. Price, $2.00.
the new portable Victrola, Style 50,
Music Masters, Old and New, by James
Francis Cooke. Price, $1.25.

Theory
Theory Explained to Music Students,
by Dr. H. A. Clark. Price, 50 cents.
Evans’ Primer of Facts about Music.
Price, 60 cents.
The Beginner’s Harmony, by Preston
Ware Orem. Price, $1.25.
Musical Composition for Beginners, by
Notwithstanding shorter hours and the Anna Heuerman Hamilton. Price, $1.00.
Broekhoven’s System of Harmony for
large percentage of vacation periods that
closed up and ready for Tom or George,
occur during this time, every order is Teacher and Pupil. Price, $1.00.
or even Sister Mary, to carry to the auto¬
attended to the day it is received. All of
Piano Methods
mobile, train or steamboat. Naturally
this only affects Saturday afternoon, how¬
Leschelizky
Method,
The
Modern
Pian¬
one would suppose that this instrument,
ever, as we will receive and take care of
ist,
by
Marie
Prentner.
Price,
$1.75.
by reason of its small size, would be lack¬
the last mail the other afternoons of the
The
Adult
Beginner’s
Book
(Suggest¬
ing in volume and quality of tone, but
week the same as usual.
ive Studies in Piano Playing), by Caro¬ this delusion is quickly dispelled when
line I. Norcross. Price, $1.75.
Style 50 goes into action. Really, it
Mastering
the
Scales
and
Arpeggios,
by
sounds like a big $150 Victrola. It is
The Herald Angels—
James Francis Cooke. Price, $1.50.
amazing where the tone comes from, as
Christmas Cantata
Evangelistic Piano Playing, by George there is no amplifying chamber. For
This new choral cantata, by R. M. S. Schuler. Price, $1.00.
dance purposes it is all that could be re¬
Stults, will go to press during the coming
quired and it interprets the finer class of
Piano Technic and Interpretation
month and will be issued earlier than is
records with equal fidelity to the original.
Touch and Technic, by Dr. Wm. Ma¬
customary, so that every church leader
And just think how easily you may own
may have ample opportunity to examine son, in four Volumes. Each, $1.00.
one of these ever agreeable and enjoyable
The Preparatory School of Technic, by
what we regard as one of the best works
travelling companions. The price is $50,
of its kind we have yet published. Mr. I. Philipp. Price, $1.25.
but you can have six months in which to
The
Complete
School
of
Technic,
by
I.
Stults’ cantatas have always enjoyed
pay for it. Write for details, and also
Philipp.
Price,
$2.00.
splendid sales, due, no doubt, to the fact
let us send you our complete lists of rec¬
Descriptive
Analyses
of
Pianoforte
that they are within the range of the av¬
ords for summer enjoyment. You can al¬
Works,
by
E.
B.
Perry.
Price,
$2.00.
erage choir, churchly and dignified in
most always get the records you want at
Stories
of
Standard
Teaching
Pieces,
by
style, and free from common-place paraPresser’s; we carry a full line of both Vic¬
E.
B.
Perry.
Price,
$2.00.
phrasings of the Bible Narratives.
Well-Known Piano Solos and How to tor and Brunswick records at all times
The text of The Herald Angels is
and we ship them to any part of the
taken from St. Luke’s Gospel, inter¬ Play Them, by C. W. Wilkinson. Price, United States guaranteed against break¬
spersed with stanzas from well-known $2.00.
Pedal Book, by Dr. J. M. Blose. Price, age. Orders amounting to $3.50 or over
hymns, and special emphasis is laid
are sent postage prepaid.
throughout on the various missions of the $1.00.
Studies in Phrasing, in 3 Volumes, by
Angels, from the time of the Annuncia¬
Golden Memories
tion to the Virgin by Gabriel, down to W. S. B. Mathews. Price, $1.50 each.
Great Pianists on Pianoforte Playing, By Mrs. H. B. Hudson
the birth of Christ when the heavenly host
This is a continuation of a series of
appeared to the shepherds on the plains by James Francis Cooke. Price, $2.25.
Piano Playing with Piano Questions books without any notes or musical nota¬
of Judea.
Price, tion of any kind, only the letters of the
The work abounds in solos, duets, trios Answered, by Josef Hofmann.
alphabet being used. We have published
and quartets, every voice having a part in $2.00.
three other books of Mrs. Hudson’s
the production. The choruses are very
Fiction
along this line and they have all been very
effective, well harmonized and of moder¬
Old Fogy, by James Huneker. Price,
successful, so there seems to be a demand
ate difficulty. The work is inetronomed $1.25.
throughout, carefully marked as to ex¬
Musical Sketches, by Elise Polko. Price, for this kind of work. These books may
be taken up by any one without any
pression and phrasing, and requires about $1.50.
thirty-five minutes to produce. It is es¬
The First Violin, by Jessie Fothergill. knowledge of music whatever, and they
can play and enjoy in a reasonable man¬
pecially adapted to a shortened form of Price, $1.00.
church service.
Reminiscences of a Musician’s Vacation ner the old favorites that they have
The organist will find his part arranged Abroad, by Louis C. Elson. Price, 75 known all their lives, such as Old Black
Joe, Abide With Me, Love’s Old Sweet
in a musicianly manner, free from the
Song, Nearer My God to Thee, Home
piano style, and interesting to play.
Sweet Home, etc.
The advance of publication price of
Our special price in advance of publica¬
Great Singers on the Art of Singing,
The Herald Angels is thirty-five cents,
tion is twenty-five cents, postpaid.
by James Francis Cooke. Price, $2.25.
postpaid.
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the etude
Order Early
for Next Season
Results obtained by accepting our advice to order music-teaching supplies, in
advance of the opening of the next seas0n have been most satisfactory to an
ever-increasing number of teachers who,
ar after year, avail themselves of the
plan Our offer is simple and the suggestion is easy to follow. All we ask is advance information as to when the supplies
are to be in the teacher’s hands, the approximate number of pupils expected, the
Lades included, and some hints from the
teacher as to the style of music best
adapted to the needs of the students,
With this outline information in our hand,
during the summer months, we can give
special attention to individual orders under more favorable conditions than after
the teaching season is opened. Furthermore, these early orders for fall supplies
are delivered to our customers at half the
cost for transportation. The delivery
charges will be prepaid and only a half
of the amount billed to the customer,
This offer expires August first; it is open
until then for the convenience of those
whose plans may be uncertain, but we advise teachers to send in their fall supply
orders as much earlier as possible; we can
prepare the orders in the early summer,
to be forwarded and delivered at such a
date as may be specified in each case.
Our regular customers will receive a
printed form to be used for “Early
Orders”; new patrons may take advantage of the offer hy simply outlining
their prospective needs as above suggested, but in all cases we must know
m.uw
definitely that the order is sent in accordance with this offer anil worded “Early
order to be delivered by” (place date for
delivery here). Orders that cannot be

fsris

asssT “

Mother Goose Fantasy
By Arthur Nevin
The important work Mother Goose
Fantasy by Arthur Nevin, Price, $1.00, is
now on the market and has had an opportunity to be heard in public. A few
days ago it was given in this city as an
open-air performance and proved to be
a wonderful success. It is well adapted
for performance on the lawn as there is
a great deal of dancing and skipping
about. At the performance mentioned
the participants were girls, about two
hundred in number, ranging in age from
eleven to twenty years. The reception
given the entertainment was most cordial,
so much so that there were requests for
a repetition. The chorus in connection
with the Theodore Presser Company have
given it three times in our own hall for
our own people and it was most pleasing
to all. We could have filled the hall for
several more performances.
It is easily staged and not very difificult, with the exception perhaps of the
one soprano, the Dream Maid, and this
part can be either sung, read or intoned,
The chorus parts are quite bright and not
at all difficult. It can be gotten up by
any school in three or four weeks’ rehearsals. We can recommend this pleasing operetta to any one who is looking
for a bright entertainment lasting about
an hour.
• i
Mazas Thirty Special Studies
for the Violin, Op. 36, Book I
This is one of the standard study books
for the violin which is to be added to the
preSser Collection, a book which is used
presSer
very largeljr with moderately advanced
stuLrts. It introduces special exercises
COVering almost every department of vioHn technic, with special attention to prac-

ssl;

The Ghosts of Hilo
Hawaiian Operetta
for Young Ladies
By Paul Bliss
Hawaii, land of le-i and song, with
queer peoples and quaint customs, affords
a charming setting for this bright, tunefui operetta. Weird harmonies accentuate the atmosphere of the Hula dances,
while the haunting melodies and catchy
rhythms entertain in no uncertain manner. The Ghosts of Hilo (Heelo) may be
given as a one-act operetta or may be
divided in two, allowing for interpolations such as solo numbers, ukulele and
guitar serenades or special dances. The
operetta may be given afternoon or evenjng, in or out of doors. There are four
principal characters and the chorus may
be of any number. Each copy of the
score contains the complete dialogue and
texts of all songs and choruses. The
Stage Manager’s Guide contains all directions for production, costuming, description of dances and other stage business.
The costumes and stage settings are very
easily made and inexpensive, although an
elaboration of the scheme is quite possible. The grotesque figures and the mystery of the plot help to make it by far
the most fascinating work of its kind,
The time of performance is not less than
an hour.
The advance of publication price is
forty cents,
p
Noisette (Nut Cracker)
CaSSe JNOlSette (INUt GraCKer)
hUite, UpUS /I
By r. 1. 1 SCnaiKOWSKy
me great,
ivussm.. master chose
of
_ The
great Russian
the most fascinating tales of fairy lore
for this remarkably successful and tuneful Ballet-Suite. The story is one of
Hoffman’s entitled ‘The Nutcracker and
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New Orchestra Folio
This entirely new collection of playable
and attractive pieces for school and ama¬
teur orchestras is rapidly nearing comple¬
,lon
tion. An llucrau„6
interesting ,...
and important feat ’ .g -ts adaptability to the needs of almost
combination of players of orchestral instruments.
There are the
usual orchestra parts—first and second
violins vioiaj ceilo, bass, flute, clarinets,
cornet’5 trombones, drums and, in additj
separate parts for a solo violin, ob^ligato violins (a and b), third cornet, E
flat Alto> Tenor and melody saxaphones,
jlorns> 0b0C) bassoon, etc. The fourteen
seiections contained in this folio are
among the best in our entire catalogue.
and not one of tbe pieces has ever appeared before in an orchestral arrangement) not even separately, so the new
folio wd| be new not merely in form but
Jn fact It is designed to fit the requirements of amateur, school and church orcbestras and contains no dances, “rags”
or so_called “popular” numbers,
Advance of publication price is fifteen
cents for each orchestra book and thirty
cents for the piano part,

AlI

gcjence in Modern
pPlavin6
ruuuiuiic
J &
By Mrs. Noah Brandt
Thousands of teachers and pupils find
their greatest problems in touch, finger¬
ing and rhythm. They simply cannot get
along without expert advice upon certain
phases of the subject. No one book will
cover it all. Mrs. Brandt has picked out
those things pertaining to the science of
piano playing which seem most
to her in her
resented through the
abroad Theseta« Rented through^the,
text, notat
R ,
„
book
graphs taken expressly for tWs boo

STS’* “ ■ &%-«- srs* «-* »• •*— -

a

cannot too strongly emphasize the the standard editions. This new edition Christmas^ tree^ m i dream and all the tion price is fifty cents.
importance of this offer, not simply .as will prove superior in all respects.
saving money but as a means by which
The special introductory price in auJ~~rr
A. Tir!n„(. nf “From the Far East”
teachers may avoid delay, disappointment ya»ce of publication is thirty cents, postth£t™
^inese Dolls, Ara- Six Orientals for Piano
toyland. Others — _
and inconvenience when the fall work paid.
bian Dolls, the Suger Plum Fairy, the By George Tompkins
begins.
This
piano
Russian
iiussian Dolls,
uons, the
t,iie Valse
v d.is>c of
ui the
lug Flowers.
a
11,13 new suite .for the
,
1
. by
. 1 Mr.
Brahms’ Album
All this seems to have stimulated Tschai- George Tompkins introduces oriental
Exhibition Pieces
for the Pianoforte
kowsky wonderfully and led him to give tives, rhythms and tone color very Pjeasto the world some of the most delight- antly and without extravagance. There
for Piano Solo
No musical library ii
mplete ii
This is a new compilation now in course ,jay without such a" representative selec- fully characteristic music ever written. is a Prelude in two-four time, an Invocaof preparation and announced this month t;on „f the works of Brahms as may be pest 0f all this music, which prior to tion, a Characteristic Dance, a Dirge, a
for the first time. It will be an album found in this collection. The last of the this time has never been arranged for the Love Song, and a Street Scene, all very
similar in point of difficulty to our very great “Three B’s”, Bach, Beethoven and piano in a thoroughly playable manner, characteristic.
From the educational
successful Master Pieces, but it will con- Brahms, his piano music still represents— may now he had in form which will be a standpoint this suite will afford good
sist entirely of the more modern works. one quarter of a century after his death— delight to piano lovers. The advance of practice in style and interpretation.
There are certain pieces requiring a de- the most substantial advance in the art of publication price is forty cents for the
The special introductory price in adgree of virtuosity which renders them es- the instrument of modern times. It is entire eight numbers in album form.
vance of publication is forty cents, postpecially appropriate for concert playing serious, earnest music for the most part
.
p npaid.
and for exhibition purposes generally, but no musician can remain ignorant of Kinaergarten COOK
„ „_.
We refer to such pieces as the Chopin its character or content and feel in tune gy Mathllde BllbrO
“Green Timber SongS
Valse in D flat, arranged by Moszkowski with the modern spirit. The demand for
Miss Bilbro, in this book, has given us
ThlirloW Lieurance
in double notes, Weber's Invitation to this splendid new 150-page volume, ed- a work of unusual merit. It is the easThe next best thing to visiting the glorthe Dance, arranged in concert form hy ited by no less an authority than Mr. iest possible instruction book and can e
>‘Green Timber” country of our wonStrauss’ JDIlltf
Blue jyumiot?,
Danube, tran- L/Uuio
Louis wv-otviivj
Oesterle, will be very
A id Act It*, OLrrtUao
* great when taken up by children of five or six years
_Northwest
__ is to catch the spirit of
scribed by
’ r Schulz-Evler, and others. This it comes out. Be among the first to
o se- of age. There is nothing in tne
the worK
work xnat
that ™\,Xndid
these spiendid. songs.
songs, sweeping in their
will prove5 a most desirable book for ad- CUre
cure a copy by sending now the special cannot be gi
grasped by the smallest child ™
cPlines> broad in their harmonies
'
advance price of" seventy-five
cents, post- even before * is able to read It is
''
ti’ „
with the musical feel-1~
—*”
vanced’ players.
thoroughly practical from the very begin^ vyitalit| w§ch has invested all the
The special introductory price in ad¬ paid.
ning as the author 1— -vance of publication is fifty cents, post¬ Well-Known Hymns
experience in dealing with young chil- __... __ field but with the same gen¬
paid.
dren. An extensive introduction to the ius that has contributed to his former
for Men’s Voices
book
,ok gives full instructions to the
rne teacher.
i™.
Bgst of all the songs are pracBy Frederick Wick
Newman Album of
Our
of pubhea- ^ sonffS equany valuable to the per¬
°ur special price in
s advance
advance^
The voices of men, as never before, a
Classical Dances
tion is but fifty cents, postpaid.
former, to the student and to the teacher. .
Classical dancing of all kinds is becom- assuming the proper proportion of us
The advance of publication price is fifty
ing more and more popular. Nowadays fulness in the services of the church Woodsy-Comer Tales
cents, postpaid.
we are accustomed to hearing much good Men’s quartets and choruses are
g
Piano
music in connection with these dances. It formed by many lodges an
.
. Bv H L. Cramm
r’crriuvnl Mifmon
may not occur to the casual observer that cieties and the
heavy.
To a’ttract quickly the interest of the
, Schutt
dancing is in reality an exact science and this kind is becomingu unusually neayy^
10 air a
4
^lib] some salient By Ed. bChUtt
that the various steps and poses are all Suitable material of.
«
.g rareK In teaching point—this is the goal of presAs an example of the deft devices of
named and diagrammed. In our new but moderate in d
y, ■
*nt-dav writers of useful pedagogic ma- modern piano technic, the Carnaval
volume, the first of its kind ever pub- Well-Known Hymmi not
“riatfor the Study of pianoforte playing, non of Schutt stands unique. So much of
lished, the music for each dance is given selections been studied by
, Woodsy-Corner Tales we will present, the modern music, ingenious as it may be,
complete, together with all the necessary ity but this work has been supplemented j„^
ifted autV!or and is so unmelodic that it is most refreshing
directions, diagrams, ’ etc., for working by a life-long experience in^he trarn^ fwmttae
ta words to to take up a work of this sort The Carout the dance itself in connection with rag of mens voices. M .
> forth
, ^ the youthful fancy. The musical naval Mignon is tuneful, characteristic
the music. These dances appear in the his musical storeho >
.. ,
numbers are carefully constructed with and full of atmosphere. The several
form of Solos, Duos and Group dancing, many new ways
“«ch melodic beauty, each one containing movements are well contrasted and disMany beautiful pieces hy the standard things and the revered meloQ
^ real
ls of instruction marking dis- play infinite melodic and harmonic vancomposers will be found in the music us m ^P1®, ^ beaatieS of the endur- tinct advances in elementary piano tech- ety. Any moderately advanced player
pages, so much so that this will be a good vastly enhance the beauties ottne
Don-t fail to take advantage of the can take up this work to advantage. It
book to have, aside from its value in the ing airs
'.ach hymn s ™
^ obtain a copy of tWs Uttie will soon be ready.
...
study of dancing.
sung by the first tenor the one a
y
^J
be had at the speciai
The special introductory price m adThe special introductory price in ad- serviceable arrangement tor me
'
.
f thirty cents post- vance of publication is forty cents, postvance of publication is seventy-five cents,
The advance of publication price
introcm
y P
postpaid.
twenty cents, postpaid.
Palu-
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The Advantage of
Etude Magazine Offers
There is a decided price saving always
possible in Etudf. Magazine Clubs and
Mr. Hartmann’s transcriptions for vioparfty 0f their “adolescent just now it is well to remember the en¬
lin and piano are al masterly, eons.dered
^P" * flttcd for the wor. joyment music and good reading afford
from the musical standpoint, but at the
f GJA In thls junior Collection in Summer moments of relaxation. laKe
time they are playable and not
* ^
we offer a compilation of new advantage now of one of the combinations
overly
His new compilation of
y difficult.'
difficult. H.s
of varied form suitable for any below.
transcriptions is restricted to the first service and useful in many combinations
Our Price Saves You $1.00
and third positions, so far as the violin is such as unison, two-part or complete
ETUDE.1 <fc £ 00
concerned. This book will contain such easy anthems for soprano, alto, tenor and THE
The American. . ' J) J ,\J\J
numbers as the Poem by Fibich; Cin- bass. The accompaniments are uniformly Woman's Home Companion. ■ I x_
qnantaine
Gabriel-Marie; Value,
Neaqvantaine by Uabrlel-Mar.e;
raise, isea^ ,
and sustain the voice parts.
Our Price Saves You $1.50
poht.an Dance Song and Italian Song by TJ tex £ Jve bel
.
THE ETUDE.j
^ 00
Modern Priscilla.. J) J ,\J\J
others, together with song transcriptions
.. t of the da„
Youth’B Companion.. ..■) T
W
GrwlnrrL Rubinstein.
J
,
“
by Godard,
Rubinstein, Dvorak and
Our advance of publication offer is
Our Price Saves You 35c
others. All these pieces have been used
ity cents, postpaid.
with success by Mr. Hartmann in b!"
THE ETUDE.V <b O 1 ^
Woman’s World. j
Class MetftOd
Method for
the Violin
The special introductory price in ad- Class
tor t
vance of publication is fifty cents, post- By OSCSIX J. LGiirer
Our Price Saves You 75c
This book should really be seen to be THE ETUDE.| d*0 O £
appreciated properly. It is so different
from the usual violin instruction book yet Today's Housewife. f
Transcriptions for the Organ
at the same time it contains all the de¬
Our Price Saves You 75c
By Dr. H. J. Stewart
sirable features besides being written in
This book is very nearly ready but the such a manner that the book may be used THE ETUDE.
special introductory offer will be contin- jn class work without requiring all the McCall’s .
ued during the current month.. In addi- members of the class to play exactly the
Our Price Saves You $1.50
tion to the many new transcriptions in- same notes in each exercise. The exerO tf)
cluded in this work there will appear a cises are written in three part harmony THE ETUDE.j
new Sonata by Mr. Stewart himself, throughout, but as the parts are of equal Boy’s Life.I vpZ.3 W
which will add a delightful finish to the difficulty, they are interchangeable among
Our Price Saves You $1.75
book. Mr. Stewart has used all of these ||je players. The book may of course, be
transcriptions with great success in his used to g00a advantage for individual in- THE ETUDE.j & 2 O C
i recitals at Balboa Park, San Diego, struction.
Fashionable Dress.j
California. Every organist will find
The special introductory price in ad¬
and suitable material for his work in tms vance of publication is fifty cents, postOur Price Saves You 50c
THE ETUDE.1 (b A
The special introductory price in ad¬
Youth’s Companion.j
vance of publication is seventy-five cents, Music and Morals
postpaid.
By H. R. Haweis
Our Price Saves You $1.75

Transcriptions for Violin
and Piano
By Arthur Hartmann

Junior Collection of Anthems
for All Services
The young people of the c^rctas want

{$2.25

A Nu Point Gold Filled Lead Pencil
for two subscriptions. This pencil comes
in either lady’s or gentleman’s size and is
far superior to an old fashioned wood
pencil. The lead cannot break, clog or
rotate.
Music Albums are among the most
popular subscription awards. This selected
list gives a few of the albums and the
number of subscriptions necessary to ob¬
tain them.
One Subscription (not your own)
Popular Home Collection, 56 piano
^ Popular Recital Repertoire, 81 piano
nieces.
Standard Song Treasury, 4\8 songs.
Two Subscriptions
Celebrated Compositions by Famous Com¬
posers.
Sunday Piano Music.
Sacred Duets for All Voices.
Studio Song Album.
A Unique Shopping Bag
You Can Secure
The women folk will appreciate the con¬
venience of this bag that can be carried
like a pocketbook or handbag and then for
large bundles be used as a shopping bag,
15 inches deep and over 12V2 inches wide.
Carried folded it is about 6*/2 by 8 inches.
The bag is made of a very serviceable
material that has the appearance of black
leather. There is a pocket with a flap
snapping over it at the top on the outside
that can be used to carry money or memo¬
randa. This is one of the most ingenious
shopping bag arrangements we know of
and it is offered as a premium for securing
only one subscription (not your own) to
Etude Music Magazine.

We are much gratified to see the favor¬ THE ETUDE.
able response to our offer on this work. Review of Reviews.
It is a book that every music lover should
read, and most delightful reading it is,
Our Price Saves You 85c
very
, - inspiring and instructive. The au- THE ETUDE.1 d>0
enthusiastic dilettante, an Pictorial Review.[tPZ..U-2
H101* i*
English
musical education and
Our Price Saves You 50c
ability. Some years ago he made a very THE ETUDE.1 d> 2 Af)
successful lecture tour of the United
States. Dr. Haweis is known the world Boy’s Magazine.[
Our Price Saves You 75c
over as the author of this most popular
book, and we recommend it most heartily THE ETUDE.\ <b O OC
to all music lovers.
Modern Priscilla.f
We are offering the book for two subOur Price Saves You $1.75
scriptions to The Etude, and our special '
advance price before publication is but the etude.I d?A 0^
Player’s Book,
«ghty cents, postpaid.
Scribner’s .j
^
Our Price Saves You $1.00
IfiCSo're Pres”efr°r,e’V01'Child's First Book of Melodies
Uy Ibeodore Franer
,
By W. E.Honska
THE ETUDE.

}$4.25

Secrets of the Success
of Great Musicians
By E. Pirani
This collection
UI11M. UD11 of
A/1 biographies,
VXXJfrl OJ7I1U.O, V.I11L71
embracing many of the classical and modern
masters, is written in an optimistic and
entertaining vein by an Italian pianist,
teacher and composer of high artistic distinction, who actually knew personally
many of the great musicians about whom
he has written. It is easily one of the
most interesting collections of its kind,
The advance of publication price is
seventy-five cents, postpaid. The proofs
are already in the author’s hands.

}$5.00

now aSt
though it would be out in time for the
fall teaching. The work is somewhat
different from most instruction books.
There will not be many technical studies
but the instruction will be mostly through
standard compositions and there will be
quite thorough instruction given in subjects like the following: the trill, memorizing, wrist movement, etc. These subjects all receive detailed attention with
plenty of instruction and illustrations,
The work will follow Vol. II in grade of
difficulty.
—
■ ’
’- —*—
but

. Granberry’s
Writing Book
This positively will be the last month
^erhashR is^boufreadTC ddivTry at
tiffs writing. This is a Somewhat different writing book. It is made by one of
our leading educators in the East who
has had a wide experience in normal work
and who is a thinking musician. Many
new ideas appear in this book which have
never been included in any other. It is
just a little more advanced than the ordinary book of this kind and can be taken
up after the conventional writing book
has been finished. It is mainly intended
to assist sight reading through writing.
If you have not placed your order for at
least one copy of this book, do so during
the present month while it is still on special offer. The price now is but twentyfive cents, postpaid.

When one considers the
—
and instruction books of a comparatively
few years ago, the teaching materials for
ff>e y°UI)g at J;,1e Pr®®ent tlrae a e
.J
remarkable. The old cumbersome
struction book has practically d s ppeared. Of the many little books which
have been written introductory to piano
study and to supplement the usual mstruction books, the Child s First Book
of Melodies, by Honska, will prove one ot
the best. This little book will tend to develop musicianship right from the outset
and in a most pleasant and most profitable manner.
The special introductory price ’
vance of publication is thirty cents, post-

Etude Subscription
Rewards
The Summer months bring spare mo¬
ments to many Etude readers and a little
of this time can be used easily to secure
from musical friends and acquaintances
subscriptions to Etude Music Magazine.
Quite a fine selection of good merchandise
is used in rewarding individuals securing
subscriptions and a few of those especially
attractive at this time are given below.
A polished brass jardiniere is very ac¬
ceptable at this season of the year when
porches and stoops are decorated with
ferns and plants. A jardiniere that is
about seven and one-half inches in diam¬
eter is a reward for those that desire
it in return for sending us three sub¬
Works Withdrawn from
scriptions. A larger size, about ten inches
Advance of Publication Prices
Child’s Play.
Play.
Ten M.matures
Miniatures xor
for me
the in diameter, is offered for four subscrip¬
Child’s
Ten
tions. These jardinieres are attractive
Pianoforte, by George Tompkins. Price and very useful. They have a neat chased
seventy-five cents.
These ten pieces are very melodious,
A neat, serviceable umbrella for Sum¬
well written compositions of the very ea
mer showers and sun may be secured for
iest grade. The verses are illustrative five subscriptions. This is an excellent
and from the Book of Knowledge; the enumbrella and a very substantial reward
graving is done in large type. Every
for so few subscriptions.
teacher of children should examine this
Self-filling, gold mounted fountain pen,
work. _
Choir Collection.
By Harry Hale lady’s or gentleman’s. A convenient pos¬
session for Summer letter writing. These
Pike.
Price thirty-five cents,
are
Paramount pens and one may be had
This is a continuation of our set of
easy anthem volumes. This work _ con- for only four subscriptions.
Dainty Midget Fountain Pen for the
tains seventy-two pages, eleven original
anthems and with this volume we continue purse or to be carried on ribbon or chaih
to take very good_ care of the large de- around the neck is offered for two sub¬
niand that exists for good easy anthems. scriptions.

SPECIAL NOTICES
AND

ANNOUNCEMENTS
j
WANTED and FOR SALE 1
|_Rate 10c per word_j
WANTED—Conservatory graduate with
degree wishes change of climate for a few
months. Will teach Piano, coach singers.
Organist, able to play any service. High
grade piano tuner. City 15,000 to 25,000
where air is dry. References furnished. Ad¬
dress School of Music, 90 Abbott St., Plains,
P8;__
FOR SALE—Old Violin ill fine condition.
Price $150.00. Money hack if not satisfied.
Address Stephen B. Wilbur, Sonora, Ohio,
R. F. D. No. 2.

MUSIC COMPOSED; manuscripts revised.
Band and Orchestra arranging. Complete and
guaranteed instruction in Harmony by mail.
J. Rode Jacobsen, 263S Milwaukee Ave„ Chica¬
go. HI-__
MOVING PICTURE PLAYING—“The
Art of Pipe Organ Playing to Motion Pic¬
tures,” a complete guide and reference work.
Wm. James, 4437 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.
MUSIC COMPOSED—Send words. Manu¬
scripts corrected. Harmony, correspondence
lessons. Dr. Wooler, Buffalo, N. Y.
For July Fourth Gatherings

MMUMTY
j Words and Music

15 cents
3 cents

Community Sin|ing is^becoi
nlet, in every neighborhood ce

Breathing and Its Perplexities
By Louis Sajous
Breath control or the art of breathing muscles leading thereto, much breath is
singing, if such it can be called, seems necessary to force an unnatural position,
even in this day of enlightment, an enigma thereby causing strain and a gradual de¬
to students and many teachers of singing, terioration of the quality of the voice.
If large lung capacity, which of course
some of whom have developed new methods
of breath control, with many correspond- must not be despised, was the sole attri¬
bute of a singer, how many of our able
* - ■-Lo develop
ing exercises
. - the ,muscles, irr<a.
bodied
athletes and rhetoricians would be
snective of the tensions and contractions
that must necessarily emanate therefrom. treading the operatic boards, but the fact
Breath control in singing or in other remains that most of our singers are not
words, the minimum emission of breath to so constituted. It has been said that breath
produce clear tones, is an art and can no is the first requisite of a singer, but be¬
more be forced than voice placing and its comes secondary to voice' placing, which is
resultant overtones, its technique or, in
The lungs, being a spongy material of
fact the general ensemble that makes a
tissues and cells, are not strong enough in
singer an artist.
The perplexities of breathing will be en- themselves to cause an expansion of the
' tirely done away with if the student will thorax, without mechanical action, so in
forget all he or she has learned about clavi¬ order to attain perfect breathing, which is
cular, abdominal or deep breathing, though conducive to both good singing and health,
place your hands on your sides, just above
deep breathing is the nearest approach to
the waist line, take a breath slowly
diaphragmatic breathing, only that it is
through the nose, thereby filling your lungs,
misunderstood by the unknowing and an
at the same time cause an extension of the
abdominal muscular action is the result.
lower fibs by a muscular action, this wilt
Voice placing and tone production belong
compel a lowering of the arc!) pt the dia¬
to another chapter, but the above and
phragm, causing an expansion 'of the tho¬
breath control must synchronize and neither rax, thereby giving the lungs an opportun¬
one nor the other must be forced, an un¬ ity to expand to their full capacity. As
due amount of breath on a tone that is not you resist the emission of the air, a slight
properly adjusted or placed will cause a depression in the pit of the stomach will be
breathy emission of tone and exhaustion to noticed, which is a natural contraction.
It is not necessary to feel yourself so
the singer.
When a voice is properly placed, with puffed up that tension exists, for the ac¬
high resonance and all undue tension re¬ tion of taking the breath, as before men¬
moved, very little breath is required to tioned, is a mechanical one and can be over¬
sustain a phrase, but the singer must have done, which is generally the case in young
established an equilibrium between the de¬ students and singers.
Flexibility of the breathing mechanism
veloped tone and the developed control,
is just as essential as the non-tension of the
this takes time and patience.
On the contrary, should there be a ten¬ vocal apparatus, other than that which is
sion of the vocal muscles or voluntary natural.

The Teacher’s Voice

Recently the writer heard a music les¬
son given by a teacher with a voice like
that of a steam caliope. It seemed to be
devoid of a single musical tone. She
barked and whined as the pupil made
mistakes, and there was nothing about
the lesson or the personality of the teacher
to suggest a musical inclination. Never
before had I realized the objection to
what some of the Europeans call the
American voice.
The American voice has been finely
described
in
that admirable
book.
Power Through Repose, by Anna Paysota

1710-1712-1714 Chestnc

Peabody Conservatory
BALTIMORE, MD.
__

HAROLD RANDOLPH, Director.

Recognized as the leading endowed musical conservatory of the country

Summer Session JAug.3i2th0
Staff of eminent European and American Masters including:
~
ncpTHiin
CARLOTCA HELLER
ANNA B. SIMMERMAN
™
HENRSTA HOLraAUS
HOWARD R. THATCHER
^"BLACKHEAD
G. HERBERT KN.GHT
““tEYN

mumouno
SnoSSwi
“
Tuition $10 to $35 according to study

By Amos Z. Davies
Call. She says: “The American voice—
especially the female voice—is a target
which has been hit hard many times, and
very justly. A ladies’ luncheon can often
be truly and aptly compared to a poultryyard, the shrill cackle being even more
unpleasant than that of a large concourse
of hens. If we had once become truly
appreciative of the natural mellow
possible to every woman, these shrill
voices would no more be tolerated than a
fashionable luncheon would be served in
the kitchen.”

Rv special arrangement with the JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY
fredfts in certain branches may be offered for the B. S. degree
Practice Pianos and Organs Available
Circulars Mailed
FREDERICK R. HUBER, Manager
Arrangements for classes now being made

BEETHOVEN CONSERVATORYS^S^
t, St. Louis, Mo.

One of the oldest and best Music Schools in the United State.

BRENAU-

.
col.leCe
ktONCERYATORY

How Gabrilowitsch Found Time
By Harold Mynning
Some one once asked Ossip Gabril¬
owitsch the famous pianist, conductor and
composer how he found time to conduct
the Detroit Symphony Orchestra and still
keep up his piano recitals.
"System,” he replied. “A certain day,
a certain time for everything.”
Music students who bewail the fact of
not having time should take this advice
to heart. As a rule it is not so much that
we have not the time as that we waste
so much of it in unsystematic practice.

Students should also learn to recognize
llidios.l8Tpc«ch.ieeSuejetm
the difference between practicing and play¬
ing. Most pupils do their playing first
BRENAU,
Box
“T” Gainesville, Gs.
and their practicing (if they have any
time left) after. Everyone should do
their practicing first. Then after some-^
thing worth while has been done, a little MR. and MRS. CROSBY ADAMS
playing can be indulged in. A friend of Annual Summer Class lor Teachers ol Piano
mine once said to me: “If you waste an
for the Study of Teaching Material
hour’s time you are throwing away an
July 27 — 1922 — August 11
hour of your life.” Remember this when
Write for Booklet
you practice,

4525 C ~

Southern Conservatory
of Music

Chartered by Legislature in 1898.
All degrees conferred and branches taught.
Advisory Board: Arthur Foote, Clarence Hamilton
and E. R. Kroeger.
A special board of examiners.
Northern and Western
Rooms for
«lesson, class and
?rOvere 300 TtudentT enrolled.
Next session begins Sept yth.
IVrite for catalogue.
GILMORE WARD BRYANT, Founder
Durham, North Caroli

Atlanta Conservatory of Music
THE FOREMOST SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS
IN THE SOUTH
Advantages Equal to Those Found Anywhere
Students may enter at any time. Send for
Catalog.
OEO. LINDNER, Director
Peachtree and Broad Streets, Atlanta, Georgia

MONTREAT. - NORTH CAROLINA

Music should strike fire from a man’s soul—Beethoven.

DETROIT INSTITUTE OF MUSICAL ART
THEODORE PRESSER CO.
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-GUY BEVIER WILLIAMS, PresidentA School which offers every advantage incidental to a broad ™uacal
70 Artist Teachers, including 12 of the leading members of the Detroit hymphon

" STRONGEST
FACULTY In the
MIDDLE WEBT”

TEACHER! Help yourself to SUCCESS
bv usinq the BURR0WES Course ol Music Study
'
“
Classes conducted by
Eva Frances Pike, D 2289 W. 16th St., Lo. Angelos, Calif.
Kathryn Jamieson, D. 119 Powell Avo. Ottawa, Ont.
Evaleen Parke, D 837 Clinton

THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.
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Parents of Singers

nthillThi^son coddling, MdUwasd determined to make a machinist of him. When
the boy .was fifteen his mother died, “and
because she had always had faith in me,
and believed I would make a singer,” he
relates, “I ran away from home.”
The father of Martinelli wanted him to
become a soldier, and it was his singing

tolVffiatlie hacf decid^fUo take ujTmuTfc!
he ordered his boy from his sight, and
called him a vagabond,
Has genius a God-given
superior to every filial obli
ents decree how much a child shall eat,
how long it shall sleep, and what it should
wear; but have they the right to map out

f„r Dunning Teachers Cannot Be Supplied.

•* t*

Ithaca Conservatory of Music

DUNNING SYSTEM

By Frances L. Garside

Why?

and

Affiliated
Schools

Far Famed—Results Tell
Open until August—Reopens September 25th, 1922

Virgil Method:

as readily ^part with my musical diction-

Virgil “Tek”

VIRGIL CONSERVATORY
120 W. 72nd St., New York

Playing Ball in Church

1 to by the organ

NEW YORK SCHOOL OF MUSIC AND ARTS

COMBS CONSERVATORY

SIX WEEKS SUMMER COURSES FOR

PHILADELPHIA
RATES

The origin of the usage is obscure, though
it has been supposed to be net distantly related to the more general custom of presenting coloured eggs to one’s friends,

size of the balls used in this strange rife
In many places there is still a tradition tha
the game of football is especially appro
priate to Easter Monday ; and in severa

fashion which implies that it had some religious significance, and was, in fact, re-

phyed'hi' the' street? on^that °day by*
promiscuous concourse of people. It j

ceremony. ^ The dean received ^ the ball,

commonorigin of this and the practice just

lectures, classes, concerts, teachers’ certificate, etc.

MEHLIN PIANO 1

\ AMERICAN
Institute m Musical Art

eminent rtSSSS

F*. XL I.

OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK
Frank Damrosch, Director
An endowed school of music conducted
solely in the interest of higher musical
education and providing complete and
comprehensive courses.
SPEC IAL PREPARATORY CENTRES in different
parts of New York City and Brooklyn for children

_

^„.ch.d„« OF MUSIC s.r.’xx-™
Director

BOSTON, MASS.

adonand Tplendidjquipment offer excep-

53 MAIN ST.,

“bfe^advai

meed pupils in pianoforte, voice, orga
fe;n^everyUbranch of Music, applied and
SnTviofin , experience in rehearsal and public af
ical.
pearance irith orchestral accompaniment.
to the Practical Training
.
Normal Department, graduates are much in Dramatic
las teachers.
Practical t
Address Ralph L. Flanders, Gener;

gSchool^Music

^ex^^r^iiTay,” I telfthe

idea that this practice is

wholly

Special Courses forTeacher.X
For Catalogue and Circulars address X
J. LAWRENCE ERB
X
Managing Director
X
212 W. 59th St., New York City \

Faculty ol International Reputation

wit Exceptional advantages

for post¬
graduates and repertoire work. Department
of Opera. Ideal location and residence
[[department with superior equipment.

CHICAGO COLLEGE
the musical festival so well

*n
lt!!

Dramatic Art—MUSIC-Languages

“Oh, yes,

What ^™^fthe Private Teachers =

FACULTY OF

55th YEAR Founded by CLARA BAUR
Conducted according to methods of most
progressive European conservatories

4,

the

\

SUMMER \ SPECIALISTS
SESSION
\ teaching

POTSDAM, NEW YORK

The Courtright
i'g^l'oppot’tailitv'forSS
System of Musical to specialize in this unlimited
,
.
ceid. Write for particulars of
Kindergarten
correspondence coarse.
Mrs. Lillian Courtright Carl, 116 Edna Aye,, Bridgeport, Conn.

expression and beautiful tone.

\ Metropolitan College of Music
\ i Thirty-sixth year
\ Kate S. Chittenden, Dean

Opens June 19th
Students can arrange \
"
to continue throughout \
the entire Summer
\

For catalogues address
Secretary, 120 CLAREMONT AVE.,
NEW YORK CITY

Training School for Supervisors ol Music
BOTH SEXES

He must be intensely alert ar
ful—The American Organist.

flew England

Conservatory

Crane Normal Institute of Music

sixteen fames, ^ etc. ^ these directions are

INSTITUTE
\ OF APPLIED MUSIC

now, .jj-.a.

GILBERT RAYNOLDS COMBS, Dire

Too Many Rules

AND PROFESSIONALS

May 15th to Sept. Is

A SCHOOL OF iNDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION

-HaTn Philadelphia
Musical Academy

S of all periods and a

TEACHERS

Also Beginners and Advanced Students
$200, $250 and $300 (according to te-he^fo^nvate^kssons)

Arthur FrIedheim,^Ralfe Leech Sterneib FrederiARiesterg^J^ajil^Stoeving^Lei^YMe^^^^dei^^

A School of In.p.ratmn^Jnt^ ajs Royalty

What the Movie Organist Must Have

Full-sized Practice Instruments

*1 Two and Four Octave Portable Instruments

V irgli in Suit Case. Perfect touch. Graded weight
\T»
•! Studies and pieces, grades I to VI
_
V irgli
Unequalled for teaching and recitals
*1 Child’s pedal satisfactory and durable.
V irgli
Catalogs. Inquiries solicited

June, July, Colombo., O.

“The late Mr. W. Andrews,, in his Lore hand he tossed the ball to another of the
and Legend of the English Church, gives clergy; when it had reached the hands of
some interesting information about church the dean, he threw it in turn to each of

Artistic, Reliable, Rapid

The Greatest of All Teaching Methods

t, 160 E. 68th St., Portland, 0

By Rena I. Carver

I wrote

Established

Teachers’ Course June 26th—Five weeks 3150.00

\T»

/
Za
I
£ave divided the wholey ^ iv"umes

■

«i

Virgil Conservatory 31 Years

Superior faculty, including v Grant Egbert, Dean, Herbert
Witherspoon, Leon Sampax, i ul Stoeving and fifty other
prominent teachers.
Splendid equipment of ten b Wings, including four dormin-n-it-v or,^ fraternity buildtories, auditorium, gymnasium, --.
New York State
ings, etc. All courses approved by
Board of Regents.
Six Affiliated Schools
Williams School of Expression and Dramatic Art, George 0. Williams, Dei
Pour Graduate Courses—Teachers, Dramatic, Lyceum, and Personal C
ture Courses. All courses include both private and class instruction.
Ithaca Academy of Public School MubIc, R, H. Richards, Dean. Priv
instruction in both voice and piano. Methods of Conducting, Via
Claeses, Band Instruments, Presentation of School Operas, Cantatas.^e

Reference Work

white paper, nine by tourteen inches. Un
one side of each sheet I pasted the picture
of a musician. I used my collection of the
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DANA’S MUSICAL INSTITUTE

M US I C

bummer

thruout the summer

for Pianists
Tonrliprs
Accompanists and £ CUUiCIo
Sight-Touch-Hearing System. Send for Booklet.
ibefry
will direct
the Univ
*TT Mr. Granbefr;
■ :_c.i.i
ivi.A.1,,,

'll

jTeXhTo"

WARREN, OHIO

the school of daily instruction in all
BRANCHES OF MUSIC
„ .. .
Addre.. LYNN B. DANA, Prea.dent_
-rrr^

OTHER

SCHOOL
on

AND

Pages

^^T T vnf

C?

438 and

439 of This

MRS. BABCOCK

Desk E, WARREN, OHIO

announcements
Issue

Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.

_t

Also Church and Concert Engagements
CARNEGIE HALL, NEW YORK

j
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A Guide for Teachers
| Start the Child Beginner With
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Practical Hints on Material That
Aids in Making Teaching Success

| The Second Grade of Study

By THEODORE PRESSER

-JUNIOR-

STANDARD GRADED COURSE of STUDIES-Grade 2

BEGINNER’S BOOK—School of the Pianoforte—Vol. 1

Page 507

PRICE, $1.00

ETUDE
asCweUaL^ew'ardnthe1child for^rogress.

““

t0

““

| First Study Can Be Pleasingly Varied With |

| Second Grade Piano Collections

|

STANDARD GRADED COMPOSITIONS—Grade 2

CONDUCTED BY ELIZABETH A GEST

FIRST GRADE STUDIES for the PIANOFORTE

The Mocking Bird as a Music Teacher
YOUNG PLAYERS’ ALBUM

price, 75 Cem,

GENERAL STUDY BOOK
SOUVENIRS of the MASTERS
MUSICAL PICTURE BOOK

VERY FIRST DUET BOOK

| Pieces in Sheet Form for the Second Grade

price, 75Cent,

| Works for Continued Progress in First Grade j
i
“

STANDARD
stan

GRADED COURSE of STUDIES-Grade 1

By W. S

|

Ssasi.jss8!
; z =^'3= s

»

| The Third Grade of Study

mWmmmMm

STANDARD GRADED COURSE of STUDIES-Grade 3

STUDENT’S BOOK—School of the Pianoforte—Vol. 2

| Third Grade Collections for the Piano
| Pieces in Sheet Form for the First Grade
VERY EASY

Pr'°e
“S *KW-d5"S w
as SSS* a 11
C9629°' Dance of the Fairy Queen

^AD ^OR^EXAMINATION^THROUGH

Works

EASY

|

Pn°e

C6634°' Fife and Drum Brigade

1

THE “ON SALE” PLAN

| Pieces in Sheet

Form for the Third Grade

H liis 1 !1
^

|
!
to tell the Junior 1
ide the following:
of the St. Cecelia Club,

Covering in Detail Various Phases of Study in a Number of Grades

NOTATION

TRILLS

Say you are fifteen years old and you
ctnrtpH lessons when you were seven. The
first two years perhaps you did a half an

TIME DIFFICULTIES

Daily Trill Studies

OCTAVES
First Studies in Octave Playing

i*BSS.

Octave Velocity
B,JAS.H. ROGERS

SsTiHSSS5=5

By I. PHILIPP
Price, $1.00
An exhaustive treatment arranged in a
logical and progressive order by a master

THEO. PRESSER CO.

S

“

It is an
books with
enough to
plates were

interesting thing to mark all
a book plate if you are lucky
have one. Long ago book
made by hand and were very

Then from ten to thirteen years of age
you did one hour a day. That equals 900
hours.
,
And for^ the las^ay^O^hourT

yszie S'ES'HS

tlTiuIm’'th
o
ISR S™
f the great composers had^very beautiful

Thill “01 it will '* “*>“
m
thirty! ^ ^
enough to be worth

of Junior Music Club,

sr:

Pedal Book
By DR. J. M. BLOSE
Price, $1.00
A systematic study system for the proper
use of the pedal. Can be used in the
second year of study.

Studies in Syncopation
By A. SARTORIO
excellent set of studies t

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

musical design.
Dear Junior Etude :
We have taken The Etude for about t
LUC Junior Etude
_ v( .
years and I enjoy the
..... taking “lessons "on the violin,
play in the High School Orchestra.
to give our first concert the latter
if this month. I hope s
a Etude readers will write
n your friend,

Club, Idaho.
Beatrice Skelton, Junior Music Club,
ind.
“Why, no one likes scales,” the chords all
The Junior Etude wishes all these
WOuld say;
' Junior Music Clubs the greatest amount
Said the scales, “Who would listen to of success and pleasure in their work;
chords all the day?”
no doubt the members will all be veiy
So each in its place, where e’er it may be— glad that they have formed these music
We need both the scales and the chords, clubs, wherein they may learn more about
don’t you see?
music and hear more of it, too.

Opinions
.
were ronversThe chords and.the scales
5 night,
. . >^ost ended Up
He the most popular
claimed
Each one Ciaimeu
De
one ..
j
ami second to
With pjjpds and players, a

of Junior Music Club,

w

Price, $1.00

PEDALS
Touch and Technic Part II—The Scales
Bj DR. WM. MASON
Price, $1.00
Touch and Technic is one of the most re¬
markable works for piano. There are four

Book Plates
~ Exercises in Time and Rhythm
By E. A. HEPLER
Price. 60 cent.
^^nehrdeaimosteve^possi-

THE ETUDE
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Junior Etude Composition

Puzzle Corner

The Junior Etude will award three pretty
prizes each month for the neatest, best and
original stories or essays and answers to
puzzles.
Subject for story or essay this month
'.'Why I Should Practice in Summer Time.
Must contain not over one hundred and fifty
words. Any girl or boy under fifteen may

The May puzzle must have been very
easy, or else school examinations were
more or less over, because an unusual
number of correct answers were sent injust quantities of them. Honorable men¬
tion will only include the neatest, and
those who followed all the rules.. No
doubt many of you would be surprised to
find that you did not give AGE, and you
know what is very good for age nine or
ten is very poor for age fifteen.

C°Anecontributions must bear name, age and
address (written plainly, and not on a sep¬
arate piece of paper) and be received at the
Junior Etude office, 1712 Chestnut Street,
Philadelphia, Pa. before the 10th of July.
Names of prize winners and their contribu¬
tions will appear in the issue for September.
Please comply with all of these conditions
and do not typewrite.
MUSIC IN THE HOME
(Prize Winner)
I cannot think of an ideal home with¬
out music, for it would surely be very
incomplete without it. To me, the beauty
of music cannot be described in words.
There seems to be no state of mind that
one can be in, in which music is not
welcome. Even in the Bible we read that
David played on the harp for Saul
to quiet his troubled mind. We need
music every day in our home more than
any other place, for the good of our mind
and body.
The benefits of music are also reach¬
ing the hospitals, the homes of the sick;
and busy people, afer a hard day’s work,
find it refreshing to come home and hear
a little sweet music.
We also enjoy music in our home of
learning—our school. The school orches¬
tra and the songs we sing in assembly
make us feel more like starting out on
the day’s study in a good mood.
Helen Elizabeth Carman (Age 13),
New Mexico.
MUSIC IN THE HOME
(Prize Winner)
have always been interested in having
c in the home, but never was I keenly
-ed about it until I had the pleasure of
listening to the director of a large musical
e talk a
said t
ive music in
ive the right
kind of music.
Music for the home does hot all have to be
classical music by very famous composers and
it need not be jazz, but it should be good,
melodious music that is not trash and that is

Prize winners are: Ruth Streeter (Age
14) Ill., Diana Ellis, (Age 12) Ohio,
Marie Hacker, (Age 14) Mich.
HONORABLE MENTION FOR PUZZLES
Sylvia Levin; Mabel Bradbury; Elizabeth
Griffeth; Marie Regina Vernon; Mary W.
Jones ; Esther Albery ; Alice Harwin ; Evelyn
M. Moore; Margaret Yeates; Walter Cham¬
bers; Daton Thackstone; Leonard Heinz;
Eleanor Bean; Louise Armstrong; Regma
Geripp; Silva Marie Manouge; Arthur E.
Fetzner; Veda Riggins; Clara Ruch; Mary
Garing; Viola Ridder ; Josephine Lee Tickell;
Herdelene Lenderman ; Lillian Albert; Sylvia
Rahbinowitz; Susanne Weis; Jacob David
Deutch ; S. Sara Segall; Franklin Jones ; Mil¬
dred Steinhardt; Cornelia Edwards ; Gertrude
Machtoeff; Margaret Alice Sells; Evelyn
Bourden ; Eleanor Morrow ; Mary Newston ;
Mary Rose Hurley; Alvin Weinbery; Jeanette
B. Gutman; Alma Stueve; Annie Will Ken¬
drick: L. E. Burke; Ethlyn Wode; Bella
Brunet; Elsa Johnson; Clara Schumann;
Florence Moeller ; Ruth Cougen.

MUSIC IN THE HOME
(Prize Winner)
How very few people have the right kind of
music in the home? Music is a very essential
thing in a person’s life. When angry or out
of sorts it is the only thing that can bring
back the sweet n"*"’""
aopportunity of hearing good _ ..._
home, even though the real value of it cannot
yet be appreciated, because it helps to de¬
velop a taste for fine music later on. Every
child should be taught little nursery songs
folk songs before old enough t- ‘—*t to
‘-1
school.
I love good music because ever since i was
a small child I have heard good music. My
sister plays the piano and my brother the
violin, and they both take me to good concerts.
My sister has musicales in our home; she in¬
vites good players, and this also gives me a
wonderful opportunity to hear lots of good
music at home.
Bertha Blum (Age 13)
HONORABLE MENTION FOR MUSIC IN
THE HOME ESSAYS.
Helen Empey; Helen Louise Moore; Vic
toria A. Bundick ; Ruth Buchanan ; Elizabetl
M. Holemo ; Claudine Cook; Jessimine Greer
Bebe Alloway; Kathryn Whiteman ; Loretti
Mary McDuffie ; Eleanor Bean ; Jessie Gibson
Virginia E; Wittmeier ; Faith Arnett; Helen
Tatarsky; Alvin Weinberg; Alice J. Stein
mnnn ; Gladys Maurine Fuson; Marga
O'Brien ; Edna Gundrum; Muriel Cottfai
Maria Couffer ; Annabelle Essen; Marian
Kinacofe; Mary A. Gering; Anna Kroye
Charles .
Kir
Dear

• three years I have taken you and am
very fond of you. My friends and I have a
music club named after Schumann. At our
meetings we read and play pieces from The
Etude, so you see we find you very useful.
The people of Providence are doing splen¬
didly in the music line and are trying to
make music loving people of the citizens.
From your friend,
Katharine C. Gallman (Age 15),
Rhode Island,

LOOK AT THESE MONEY SAVERS
The Big Idea of this list is to benefit the subscribers and friends of
the ETUDE Music Magazine by procuring the best magazine combi¬
nations at the lowest 1922 prices. Pick out the magazine you want
in addition to the ETUDE and then save money by ordering today.

OFFER NO. 1
You Save $1.25
THE ETUDE Helpful and Inspiring Music) All Three
T1 A • The World’s Greatest [ <t» T AA
1 he American
Magazine
i Jp j.UU
Woman s Homo Companion for the Home J our phc. s..., you $1.25
No. 2 You Save $1.50
ETUDE’tSfj AIIThr“

OFFER

THE
Modern Priscilla

Pretty Things for Women

Each of the following contains five
letters. When rightly guessed, the middle
letters (reading down in the order given)
will spell the name of a famous violin
maker.
1. An Art.
2. A conductor’s stick.
3. Italian word for loud.
4. Five lines and four spaces.
5. Manipulated by the foot.
6. An ornament in music.
7. To cut apart.
8. Italian word for soft.
9. Famous Italian composer.
10. Used in a violin bow.
11. A wood-wind instrument.
12. A famous Hungarian composer.

^ Nearly ^everyy home
1
in America has some sort
without music? That is a question that is
easily answered. A home without music is
like a home without windows, and all of the
happiness and sunshine is shut out.
Eleanob Morbow (Age 12)
Ohio.

for ETUDE Magazine Buyers

Youth’s Companion
A Violin Puzzle

Letter Box List
Letters have been received from the follow¬
ing, but you remember we said we could not
print all the letters that come to the Junior
Etude—only the neatest
ing. Do no1 —'that really
for others to reau.
Ada May Stone; Leora Sundling; Isabel
Froelich ; Leola Castle ; Martha Oehling Ra¬
chel Kirk; Robert Shisler; Lorene Shisler;
Ruth Manus ; Leola Horsley ; Walter F. Cham¬
bers ; Audrey Tribble; Edith Miller; Helen
L. Duncan ; Bessela Caplan ; Dorothy Levin ;
Anita L. Bach; Dorothy Palmer ; Katherine
Menger ; Marian Steinhuch ; Katherine Greg¬
ory ; Ruth Barrow; Frances Noble Clark;
Elizabeth Gail Crows : Agnes Hynboom ; Net¬
tie Constance Ingersoll; Alice Ditty; Ger¬
trude Baillienl; Silvia M. Manouge ; Hermnif-

M

/ Wc)*l/U
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A Weekly for the Whole Family/

4 Save $1.25
200\ Gur Price
12
All
Priscilla (
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OFFER No.
THE ETUDE

Music Selections in

Modern

You JIM)

You

Over
Issues)

For

Needlework and Housekeeping/
McCallS Styles—Fiction—
Special Articles

The Only Way

So off he’d go, in rain or shine,
And never was he late;
Nor did he ever lose his book—
But listen to his fate.
He thought by taking lesson many
That he could learn to play
Without a bit of practicing—
But found ’twas not the way.
Although he kept it up for years,
He never learned a tune
So now he tells his friends to practice
MORNING, NIGHT and NOON.
Once upon a time, they say,
When lines became first used,
The staff had just eleven lines;
I’m sure I’d be confused!

3

OFFER No.
Pictorial Review

McCalls

( ^

For Music Lovers

)8

Today’s Housewife

] O

Our Price Saves You 50c.

THE ETUDE
)$a.00
Youth’s Companion ] T1
Our Price Saves 1fou 50c.

THE ETUDE
j$2.7S
Peoples Home JoGinal
Our Price Saves You 75c.

THE ETUDE
)$0.25
Today’s Housewife] tu

stu‘

mmsa

C‘°-h BoumLPrice, $2.°0
Old Fogy, His r * ■
Opinions and '

PIANO SOLO COLLECTIONS

Great Pianists on the
Art of

j

Standard Parlor Album

Standard American Album

iiS&iS

i$9.65
Pictorial Review |
THE ETUDE

f-

THE ETUDE [$o.50
ChristianHerald ] O
Our Price Saves You $1.00

THE ETUDE
($£.00
Forbes (26 issues) ] O

1 h-

‘ sas WE"

il1 .1:

. „ .

rwurintive
Descriptive Analysis of

Our Price Saves You 50c.

Ipaistsirs

PIANO DUET COLLECTIONS
The most delightful recreation at the keyboard to some pianists is duet
playing. You may find one of these albums a boon to your vacation.

Music Lovers’ Duet Book

THE ETUDE
($o.00
Boys’ Magazine \ O

Standard Duet Players’ Album

’ ^Answered

Our Price Saves You 75c.

THE ETUDE

1$£.25
O

Current Opinion]

Our Price Saves You $1.50

25
**

THE ETUDE
($.,.25
Review of Reviews ]

THE° ETUDE

THE ETUDE “ [$4.25

($9.50
]
a 35c.

Woman’s World]

You $1.75

J

e
"S
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THE ETUDE
Boy’s Life

V

By Francis W. Gates

OFFER No .
\J THE
THE ETUDE
BIG °C
Farm Journal / ALL FOR
(
ONE YEAR
Mothers Magazine
Good Stories
Woman’sWorld $2.75

WOMAN’S HOME
<
COMPANION
)
Our Price Saves You $1.75

Scribners

Anecdotes of Great
Musicians

Great Singers on the
Art of Singing

Our Price Saves You 50c.

($0.25

THE ETUDE

Acquire a More Complete Musical Knowledge
Through Reading Such Books as These
SUGGESTIONS FOR MUSIC LOVERS OF ALL AGES

Our Price Saves You 85c.

1$0.25

Our Price Saves You 75c.

THE ETUDE
Modern Priscilla

Save 75c.
\ New Cut
““
l ’jk A

Music Need Not be Neglected for Lack of Numbers to
Play or Sing When Reasonably Priced Albums Such as
These Can be Conveniently Carried. Be Prepared to
Entertain or Practice When Vacationing.

"entertaining and instructive musical literature

You

THE ETUDE

Our Price Saves You 75c.

THE ETUDE

Our Price Saves You $.25

Once there was a chubby lad,
And he would learn to play.
To take his lessons, though, he had
To walk a mile away.

For Summer Practice
or Recreation

rGOOD NEWS-

$2-15

Life

ieLTckat

By R. A. Streatfield

gjjfySvHI
F irst Studies ih mu-v

Our Price Saves YoiJ $1.75

THE ETUDE
]:$3-25
Fashionable Dress j
.
j

THEO. PRESSER CO.,

PHILADELPHIA

Enclose find $.Send me the Magazines listed below.

and Works

His Life

.

By A.

sips®®?
d_j

Cho* and"

Doth Bound, Price,

THEODORE PRESSER CO.,
I nEAJLfAmE.

The Standard Organist

gSs*,___

raL^t,

Music Publishers and Dealers

chestnut street,

^tabUshed 1SS3

Philadelphia, Pa.

Mail Order

Supply House

Your skin can be improved
by one of these
famous treatments
Different types of skin need different care—are you using
the right treatment for your special type of skin?

N

O matter what the condition
of your skin—you can im¬

prove it by using the right Wood¬
bury treatment for its needs.
Skins differ widely—and the
treatment that is right for one
type of skin may fail to benefit
another. If your skin is pale and
sallow it needs a different treat¬
ment from a skin that is super¬
sensitive. An oily skin should be
differently treated from one that
is coarse in texture.

Y

OU will find the right treat¬
ment foreachdifferent type of
skin in the booklet, “A Skin
You Love to Touch f which is
wrapped around every cake
of Woodbury’s Facial Soap.
Each one of these famous

skin treatments represents the
ideal way of caring for a special
type of skin. By using the treat¬
ment that meets the needs of
your skin, you can give your com¬
plexion a freshness and beauty
you never thought was possible.
Get a cake of Woodbury’s
today—find the treatment your
skin needs in the booklet wrapped
around it, and begin using it
tonight.
The same qualities that give
Woodbury’s its beneficial effect
in overcoming common skin
troubles, make it ideal for general
use. A 25-cent cake lasts a month
or six weeks for general cleansing
use, including any of the special
Woodbury treatments.

IF your skin is sensitive and
easily irritated, give it the
special care described on page 6
of the booklet of special treat¬
ments wrapped around each
cake of IVoodbury's Facial Soap,

Send today for a complete miniature set
of the Woodbury skin preparations

F

OR 25 cents we will send you a complete
minjature set of the Woodbury skin prep¬
arations, containing:
A trial size cake of Woodbury’s Facial Soap
A sample tube of the new Woodbury’s Facial Cream
A sample tube of Woodbury’s Cold Cream
A sample box of Woodbury’s Facial Powder
The treatment booklet, “A Skin You Love to Touch
Send for this set today. Address The Andrew
Jergens Co.,56Spring Grove Ave., Cincinnati,
Ohio, if vou live in Canada, address The An¬
drew Jergens Co., Limited, 56 Sherbrooke St.,
Perth, Ontario. English agents: H. C. guelck
id Co., 4 Ludgate Square, London, E. C.4.

IF your skin is inclined to be
too oily, use the special IVoodbury
treatment given on page 5 op
the booklet, “A Skin You Love
to Touch,"

IF your skin is of the pale,
sallovu type, it needs a stimulat¬
ing treatment. The right care
Jor this type of skin is given on
page 6 of the booklet wrapped
around each cake of IVoodbury'S
Facial Soap.

WOODBURY'S FACIAL SOAP
Copyright, SQ22, by The Andrew Jergem Co.

